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Pronouncing its judgment in
the high-profile Maruti viol-
ence case following unrest
in the company’s Manesar
plant, which resulted in the
death of Human Resources
manager Awanish Kumar
Dev, in 2012, a local court on
Friday convicted 31 of the
148 accused workers and ac-
quitted 117 others.

Thirteen of those con-
victed, including 12 former
office-bearers of the work-
ers’ union, were held guilty
of murder, attempt to
murder, destruction of evid-
ence and criminal
conspiracy.

The verdict comes more
than four years after Dev
was killed and around 90 ex-
ecutives were injured during
violence at the plant on July
18, 2012.

Reading out the 508-page
judgment to the crowded
courtroom, additional dis-
trict and sessions judge R.P.
Goyal said 31 of the accused
were found guilty under
various charges and the re-
maining 117 were being ac-
quitted. While 13 were con-

victed of murder, attempt to
murder, destruction of evid-
ence, mischief by fire and
criminal conspiracy, among
other charges, the other 18
were held guilty of voluntar-
ily causing hurt, tresspass,
unlawful assembly and
wrongful restraint.

In police custody
All the 31 accused were
taken into police custody
after the verdict. Sixty-six
workers are absconding in
the case. The court has fixed

March 17 to decide on the
quantum of sentence.

Defence counsel and
senior advocate Vrinda
Grover said the fact that 117
workers were acquitted by
the court unequivocally de-
molished the foundation of
the prosecution case. “Eight-
een workers have been con-
victed only for grievous hurt
and trespass, and 13 workers
have been convicted of
murder,” she said.

31 convicted in 2012 Maruti
violence case, 117 acquitted
Labour unrest at Manesar plant led to death of HR manager

Ashok Kumar

GURUGRAM

Free at last:Workers celebrate after their acquittal in the
Maruti Suzuki factory violence case on Friday. SANDEEP SAXENA
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A seven-judge Bench, com-
prising the seniormost
judges of the Supreme
Court, issued a bailable war-
rant against sitting Calcutta
HC judge C.S. Karnan to se-
cure his presence in the Su-
preme Court on March 31 in
a suo motu contempt case
against him for denigrating
the judicial institution.

The Bench, led by Chief
Justice of India J.S. Khehar,
on Friday directed the Dir-
ector General of Police, West
Bengal, to personally serve
the warrant on Justice
Karnan. Justices Misra, J.
Chelameswar, Ranjan Gogoi,
Madan B. Lokur, P.C. Ghose
and Kurian Joseph are the
others on the Bench.

Later, addressing a press
conference at his residence
in Kolkata, Justice Karnan
said that “it is [the Supreme
Court’s order] a motivated,
ridiculous and illegal order.”
He urged the President to
“recall the bailable warrant”
and directed Secretaries-

General of both Houses of
Parliament to place the facts
before the Speaker for a
thorough probe.

‘Targeted for being SC’
He alleged that he was being
targeted by the Supreme
Court because he belongs to
a Scheduled Caste com-
munity. Justice Karnan also
directed the Central Bureau

of Investigation to initiate a
probe against the seven Su-
preme Court judges, includ-
ing Chief Justice Khehar.

In a letter to the Prime
Minister, Justice Karnan had
allegedly accused several sit-
ting and retired High Court
and Supreme Court judges of
corruption.

Chief Justice Khehar in-
formed Attorney-General

Mukul Rohatgi that Justice
Karnan had sent a fax mes-
sage to the Supreme Court
Registry on March 8, seeking
a meeting with the CJI and
other Supreme Court judges.

In its order issuing the
warrant, the Bench said this
fax message did not qualify
as a response to the con-
tempt notice issued to him.

The Bench said that des-
pite almost a month being
given to him, Justice Karnan
did not deem it necessary to
enter appearance personally
or through a counsel before
the Supreme Court in re-
sponse to the contempt no-
tice.

“The letter dated March 8,
2017, cannot be treated as a
response by Justice C.S.
Karnan. In view of the above
position in the matter, we
seek the presence of Justice
C.S. Karnan by issuing bail-
able warrant with the sum of
₹10,000 in the nature of a
personal bond to the satis-
faction of the arresting of-
ficer,” the Bench ordered.

SC issues bailable warrant
against Justice C.S. Karnan
Calcutta High Court judge calls it a motivated, ridiculous and illegal order

Krishnadas Rajagopal

Soumya Das

New Delhi/Kolkata
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Few students in
Vadamarachchi, part of Sri
Lanka’s northern peninsula,
had heard of Visual Basic
until Sebastian Selvanayagi
started offering a course in it
at her modest computer
centre.

“Even basic programming
languages haven’t come to
our village in a big way,” she
said, entering a small room
in her home, where five
desktop computers are kept.

As her office assistant
switched one of the systems
on, Ms. Selvanayagi sat
down and quickly typed the
password with her toes.
That is how she has been
typing for more than 20
years now — placing the
keyboard under the table —
after she lost both her arms
in intense shelling in 1990.
She was around 15 then, and
preparing to take her O-level
(class X) examination.

LTTE steps in
“The LTTE took complete
care of me after that. I
stayed with them and did
programming and data
entry work. That became
my world,” Ms. Selvanayagi,
42, said.

She pursued computer
science at the Open

University and upgraded her
skills. “I got my education
because the LTTE and
others supported me.
Education has value only
when it is shared – that is
what I am doing now,” she
said.

A pile of books, with titles
like ‘Visual Basic’, ‘DTP
Course Kit’ and
‘Programming in C - a
primer’ sat on a wooden
stool in her living room.

“I got them from India;
that was one good thing that
came out of that trip,” she
laughed.

In 2012, three years after
the war ended, she went to
Chennai to try out
prosthetic limbs. “They
were uncomfortable and
didn’t seem suitable for use

in a humid climate like ours.
Moreover, they were
expensive.”

Ms. Selvanayagi now
manages her tasks with
full-time help from a
caretaker and her guardians
— her father’s friends — who
have been caring for her
since his passing.

Work from home
Every evening a group of
students comes for the
classes, as part of the
National Vocational
Qualification programme of
the government. Initially,
Ms. Selvanayagi taught the
course at a local school, but
noticed some colleagues’
discomfort at her turning
the pages of books using her
feet.

“I suppose they thought it
was disrespectful, but to me
it is just a reflex.”

Later, government
officials let her work from
her home in Vetrilaikeni
village in Vadamarachchi
East, an area that appears
untouched by the
infrastructure development
in post-war Jaffna, 30 km
away.

“I am determined to work
and fend for myself. I don’t
look back. I don’t judge the
Tigers politically. My loyalty
to them is very personal.”
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Life, on her own two feet
Selvanayagi lost her arms in Sri Lanka’s war 27 years ago

Meera Srinivasan

JAFFNA

Selvanayagi teaches
computing. MEERA SRINIVASAN

V.M. Sudheeran steps

down as president of

Congress in Kerala
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withdraws Bill declaring

Pakistan terror sponsor
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South Korean court
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of Park Geun-hye
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Foot injury rules

Mitchell Starc out

of the current series
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Snowed in: The Kashmir Valley, including Srinagar, received fresh snowfall on Friday. The snowfall started at night. There were intermittent spells of snow and
rain during the day. Srinagar’s day temperature was recorded at 3.6 degrees Celsius, 10 degrees below the normal. NISSAR AHMAD (SEE ALSO PAGE 4)
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White morning

India’s first lunar probe,
Chandrayaan-1, which was
considered lost, is still orbit-
ing the moon, NASA scient-
ists have found by using a
new ground-based radar
technique.

The ISRO lost communic-
ation with Chandrayaan-1 on
August 29, 2009, almost a
year after it was launched on
October 22, 2008.

Now, scientists at NASA’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
( JPL) in California have loc-
ated the spacecraft still circ-
ling some 200 km above the
lunar surface. “We have
been able to detect NASA’s
Lunar Reconnaissance Or-
biter (LRO) and the Indian
Space Research Organisa-

tion’s Chandrayaan-1 in
lunar orbit with a ground-
based radar,” said Marina
Brozovic, a radar scientist at
JPL and principal investig-

ator for the test project.
“Finding LRO was relat-

ively easy, as we were work-
ing with the mission’s navig-
ators and had precise orbit
data... Finding Chandray-
aan-1 required a bit more de-
tective work because the last
contact with the spacecraft
was in August of 2009,” said
Brozovic. Chandrayaan-1 is
very small and cuboid in
shape, about 1.5 metres in
length on each side. Al-
though the interplanetary
radar has been used to ob-
serve small asteroids several
million miles from the earth,
researchers were not certain
that an object of this size
could be detected as far
away as the moon.

Ground-based radar technique helps to spot the spacecraft

Press Trust of India

WASHINGTON

This ile photo shows
Chandrayaan-1 getting
ready for launch. ISRO

‘Lost’ Chandrayaan-1 found
orbiting Moon by NASA
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Live coverage

For live coverage and analyses
of the Assembly election
results, visit thehindu.com
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Mother Dairy hiked milk
prices by up to ₹3 in Delhi-
NCR from Saturday, citing
rise in raw milk purchase
price.

The last time Mother
Dairy had increased its
prices for poly packs was in
July 2016 and for token milk
in May 2014.

Mother Dairy’s toned milk
(1000 ml) will now be avail-
able for ₹38 instead ₹36, one
litre of full cream milk will

cost ₹52 instead of ₹49 and
half litre will cost ₹26 instead
of ₹25.

The price of full cream
premium milk has been in-
creased from ₹51 to ₹54 per
litre and from ₹26 to ₹27 for
half litre.

The price of one litre
toned milk has been in-
creased to ₹42 from ₹39 and
that of half litre poly packs
has been increased to ₹21
from ₹20.

Double toned milk (one
litre) will be available for ₹38

instead of ₹35 and half litre
will be available for ₹19 in-
stead of ₹18. The price of half
litre skimmed milk has been
increased from ₹16 to ₹17.

‘Rawmilk prices high’
“The last consumer price re-
vision in Delhi-NCR for poly
pack milk was taken in July
2016. Since then the con-
sumer milk prices have been
retained despite significant
increase in raw milk pur-
chase prices,” a Mother
Dairy spokesperson said.

“The milk prices, which in
a normal year comes down
during winter months, have
gone up substantially. It is
important to note that
Mother Dairy has increased
its farm prices by about ₹2.5-
₹3/kg over July and com-
pared to last year the prices
are up by ₹ 5-₹6/kg,” he said.

The spokesperson said the
consumer price of token
milk was last revised in May
2014. The company is now
increasing its prices by Rs
2/litre.

“As a responsible organiz-
ation, Mother Dairy has al-
ways attempted to strike a
right balance between the
consumers’ interest and the
milk producers’ interest. The
company believes in giving
competitive and remunerat-
ive price to the farmer to en-
sure sustainability of dairy-
ing and availability of safe
milk for consumers,” he said.

Mother Dairy’s milk prices
in Mumbai, Chennai and UP
(East) will also be increased
from March 11.

Company cites signiicant rise in procurement rates; last hike took place in July 2016

Staff Reporter

New Delhi

Mother Dairy hikes milk prices by up to ₹3

In what will probably be the
first such attempt, the States
of Odisha, West Bengal, Ch-
hattisgarh and Jharkhand
have decided to conduct a
synchronised elephant
census between May 9 and
12. The four States together
have the maximum number
of human-elephant conflict-
prone regions in India.

A decision to this effect
was taken by senior Forest
Department officials of the
four States during a regional

workshop on Friday.
The States will conduct

the census based on an
identical set of rules — using

the direct and indirect count-
ing methods. The dates have
been chosen specifically as
the sighting of elephants is

expected to be easier on the
night of May 10 — a full moon
night.

The direct counting
method is based on sighting
of elephants while the indir-
ect method uses the ‘dung
decay’ formula, in which the
the analysis of elephant dung
is used to estimate the popu-
lation. The second method
has already been used by
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.

As per the 2015 census,
Odisha has 1,954 elephants
while Jharkhand, Chhattis-
garh and West Bengal had

approximately 700, 275 and
130 elephants, respectively.

“Earlier, field officials
were deputed inside a forest
area for direct counting. It
was expected that the entire
area would be covered. But,
that is not possible because
of many reasons. As a result,
the population was underes-
timated in some places while
duplication was reported
elsewhere,” said S. S. Srivast-
ava, Principal Chief Conser-
vator of Forests of Odisha.

A simultaneous census
will eliminate these factors.

Four States come together for elephant census
Odisha, Bengal, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand have maximum number of human-elephant conlict

Satyasundar Barik

Bhubaneswar

Fresh count: Census scheduled for May 10, a full moon day.

NEARBY

Two PoK boys handed
over to Pak
Wagah

Two teenage boys from
PoK, against whom the NIA
dropped charges of
conspiracy in the Uri terror
strike, were on Friday
reunited with their families
at the Wagah border after
spending nearly six
months in detention.
NORTH � PAGE 2

Charge sheet iled
against Supriyo
KOLKATA

The Kolkata police have iled
a charge sheet against Union
Minister Babul Supriyo in a
court here on the basis of a
complaint iled by Trinamool
Congress MLAMahuaMitra.
MsMitra, whowas earlier
associated with the Congress,
had lodged a complaint
against Mr. Supriyo in
January.

EAST � PAGE 3
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Delhi Palam Today
24ºC City could witness a spell
of rain towards early morning,
leading to pleasant day.

Delhi Palam Tomorrow
25ºC Morning will be pleasant
over the city, while day will be
bright and sunny.

DELHI Timings

Saturday, March 11

RISE 06:35 SET 18:27

RISE 17:22 SET 05:42

Sunday, March 12

RISE 06:34 SET 18:28

RISE 18:19 SET 06:21

Monday, March 13

RISE 06:33 SET 18:28

RISE 19:15 SET 06:59

Akhilesh has conceded
defeat: Rijiju
GHAZIABAD

Union Minister Kiren Rijiju on
Friday took a dig at Uttar
Pradesh Chief Minister
Akhilesh Yadav, saying his
hints at tying up with the BSP
if the poll results throw up a
hung Assembly is like
“conceding defeat” even
before the counting. - PTI

IN BRIEF

Two injured in U.P.
cracker blast
KANPUR

Two persons were on Friday
injured when a cracker
dumped in a heap of garbage
on the campus of a medical
college here exploded, the
police said.
The explosion occurred at
Shankar Vidhyarthi Medical
College in the morning when
workers were collecting
garbage on the campus. - PTI

JE held for allegedly
taking bribe
JAMMU

A junior engineer working
with the Block Development
Officer of Ramnagar tehsil in
Udhampur district was
arrested on Friday for
allegedly accepting a bribe of
₹14,000, the State Vigilance
Organisation said.
- PTI

By-elections to the Dholpur
Assembly constituency in
Rajasthan and the Bhoranj
Assembly constituency in Hi-
machal Pradesh will be held
on April 9.

According to the Election
Commission’s announce-
ment, notification for the by-
polls will be issued on March
14 and nominations will be
accepted till March 21.
Counting of votes will take
place on April 13.

While the Dholpur seat
fell vacant three months ago
following the disqualification
of Bahujan Samaj Party MLA
B.L. Kushwah upon his con-
viction in a murder case, by-
poll in Bhoranj has been ne-
cessitated because of the
death of senior Bharatiya
Janata Party MLA Ishwar
Dass Dhiman.

Matter of prestige
The Dholpur by-election will
be a matter of prestige for
the ruling BJP and the Op-
position Congress as its res-

ult will be treated as a reflec-
tion of people's opinion on
the BJP government’s per-
formance during the last
three years.

Dholpur happens to be
the home turf of Chief Minis-
ter Vasundhara Raje as she
was married to Hemant
Singh of the town’s erstwhile
ruling family.

Ever since the Assembly
seat fell vacant, Ministers
holding different portfolios
have been visiting the dis-
trict to review the progress

of welfare schemes and or-
ganising public hearings to
resolve people’s grievances.

Significantly, the BJP has
since inducted Mr. Kush-
wah’s wife Shobharani into
the party.

There is speculation that
she may be fielded as the
party's candidate, even
though former legislators
Abdul Sagir Khan and
Jaswant Singh Gujjar are
among the strong con-
tenders for the ticket.

While the BSP may find it
difficult to retain the
Dholpur seat in the absence
of an “acceptable face”, the
Congress will be projecting
the by-poll as a virtual semi-
final for the 2018 Assembly
elections. Victory in the by-
election will hold out a clear
message that the people of
the State are unhappy with
the BJP and the State
government.

The Congress is yet to
identify a strong candidate
with the right caste creden-
tials. District Congress pres-
ident Ashok Sharma has
emerged as a strong con-

tender as he is the son of
former MLA Banwarilal
Sharma, who was defeated
by Mr. Kushwah with a mar-
gin of 9,000 votes in the
2013 Assembly polls.

Mr. Kushwah's member-
ship of the State Assembly
was terminated after he was
convicted and sentenced to
life imprisonment on
December 8 last year in a
2012 case of “honour
killing”. He was charged
with getting a man, whom he
suspected to be in a relation-
ship with his sister,
murdered through a con-
tract killer.

Ticket for Dhiman’s son?
In Bhoranj, the BJP is likely
to field the son of Mr. Dhi-
man from this reserved con-
stituency and the Congress is
still uncertain about its can-
didate. Mr. Dhiman had rep-
resented Bhoranj, which was
earlier called Mewa, six
times in a row. He was twice
the Education Minister of the
State in the previous BJP gov-
ernments of 1998-2003 and
2007-2012.

Assembly by-elections in
Rajasthan, H.P. on April 9
Bhoranj poll has been necessitated because of the death of BJP MLA Dhiman

Dholpur seat fell vacant
following disqualiication of
BSP MLA B.L. Kushwah

THE HINDU

Mohammed Iqbal

Yogendra Singh Tanwar

JAIPUR/SHIMLA

Snapshot: Students take a selie after celebrating Holi at Guru Nanak Dev University in Amritsar on Friday. AFP
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Date with colours

The Allahabad High Court
on Thursday set aside the Ut-
tar Pradesh government’s or-
der in which it had waived
about ₹2000 crore of in-
terest amount which the
sugar mills owed to farmers
due to delayed payment of

cane arrears. The court or-
der came in response to a
petition filed by farmer-act-
ivist V.M. Singh challenging
the waiver of interest
amount which the mill own-
ers were supposed to pay to
the farmers for the years
2012-13, 2013-14 and 2014-15.

Sugar mill owners are sup-

tion to pay interest for delay
in payment of cane price to
the farmers as they incurred
losses allegedly due to re-
duction in the price of sugar.
The State government,
through an order in Oct.
2016, further waived over
₹700 crore for interest pay-
ment.

posed to pay interest on
cane arrears to the farmers
in case of delay in payment.

The interest amount for
2012-13 and 2013-14 of over
₹1,300 crore was waived by
the State government on
May 22, 2015, by accepting
the request of mill owners
that they were not in a posi-

HC sets aside ₹2000waiver to sugar mills
Mohammad Ali

Meerut0
DISCLAIMER: Readers are requested to
verify and make appropriate enquiries to
satisfy themselves about the veracity of
an advertisement before responding to
any published in this newspaper. Kasturi
& Sons Limited, the Publisher & Owner of
this newspaper, does not vouch for the
authenticity of any advertisement or ad-
vertiser or for any of the advertiser’s
products and/or services. In no event can
the Owner, Publisher, Printer, Editor, Dir-
ector/s, Employees of this newspaper/
company be held responsible/liable in
any manner whatsoever for any claims
and/or damages for advertisements in
this newspaper.

The Congress on Friday hin-
ted at jointly contesting the
upcoming by-polls to the
Srinagar and Anantnag Lok
Sabha constituencies with
the National Conference.

J&K Pradesh Congress
Committee ( JKPCC) presid-
ent G. A. Mir, who held a
meeting in Jammu on Fri-
day, said: “The feeling on
the ground, which was re-
flected during our feedback
with the people, was that
both the Congress and the
NC should contest the polls
together. This will encour-
age people to come out and
vote as they are unhappy
with the PDP-BJP alliance in
the State for its failure to de-
liver on its promises.”

However, Mr. Mir was
quick to add: “Such a de-
cision will be taken by the
party high command (in
New Delhi)”.

Expressing concern over
the deteriorating law and or-
der situation in the Valley,
Mr. Mir said: “It’s the prerog-
ative of the State and the
Centre to create a peaceful

atmosphere.”
Meanwhile, the Congress

top leaders, including re-
cently inducted Tariq
Hameed Karra, former
Member of Parliament from
Srinagar, passed a resolution
after the meeting.

“The resolution author-
ises the party high com-
mand to decide about the
seat adjustment for the up-
coming Srinagar and Anant-
nag Lok Sabha elections,”
said Mr. Mir.

NC in nomood
Senior NC leader

Muhammad Akbar Lone,
however, has given a cold
shoulder to the Congress

plan. “I do not think the NC
is ready for any seat adjust-
ment in the Valley. I would
suggest to the Congress to
back our candidates and
don’t field anyone,” said Mr.
Lone.

By-polls to the two parlia-
mentary seats of Anantnag,
vacant since June 2016 when
Mehbooba Mufti, then Mem-
ber Parliament (MP) Anant-
nag, took over as J&K Chief
Minister, and Srinagar, va-
cated by Mr. Karra after
resigning the PDP as MP in
September 2016, are sched-
uled for April 12 and 9
respectively.

NC files complaint
Meanwhile, the NC on Fri-
day filed a complaint with
the Election Commission of
India over “official instruc-
tions issued by the Chief
Minister's Office for some
high-profile appointments
being made to various Pub-
lic Sector Enterprises”.

“This is brazen violation
of the model code after the
issuance of the electoral no-
tification ,” said NC provin-
cial chief Nasir AslamWani.

Elections for Srinagar and Anantnag seats on April 9 and 12

Peerzada Ashiq

Srinagar

J&K Congress chief G.A. Mir

Cong for pre-poll alliance
with NC for LS by-polls

Two teenage boys from PoK,
against whom the NIA
dropped charges of conspir-
acy in the Uri terror strike,
were on Friday reunited
with their families at the
Wagah border after spending
nearly six months in
detention.

Faisal Hussain Awan and
Ahsan Khursheed had been
handed over to the Jammu-
based 16 Corps of the army
this week after the probe
agency came to the conclu-
sion that the two had strayed
into the Indian side after a
tiff with their parents due to
the pressure of studies.

Border Security Force
handed Awan and Khur-
sheed to the Pakistan
Rangers at the Wagah bor-
der, where their family
members were present to
greet them.

‘Extremely happy’
“I am extremely happy to
see my son among us. I am
thankful to the governments
of Pakistan and India for the
safe release of my son,”
Awan’s father told reporters
at the Wagah border.

He said the families of

both the boys had suffered
extreme mental pain after
they were arrested in India.

“The boys crossed over to
the Indian side from Kash-
mir by mistake. Both govern-
ments must evolve some
mechanism to deal with
such cases on humanitarian
grounds,” he said.

Awan’s brother Abdul
Mustafa said Awan will now
go back to his school and
continue studies. “At times
we had lost hope to see
Awan among us. We are
thankful to God, both gov-
ernments and the media,” he
said.

The Army’s unit at Uri had
detained the boys and ques-
tioned them at length after
the September 18 attack on
its camp in which 19 person-
nel were killed.

The NIA had said that the
evidence collected in the
form of statements, tech-
nical analysis of their mobile
phones, seized GPS devices
and other circumstantial
evidence collected by the
NIA “did not reveal any link-
age of the suspects with the
Uri attackers“.

‘Acted as guides’
The Army had detained the
two on September 23, barely
days after the terror strike,
and claimed that the two
had allegedly acted as guides
of the four terrorists who
carried out the attack on the
Uri garrison in North
Kashmir.

On September 18 last year,
four heavily armed militants
had stormed the Uri army
base camp, killing 19 soldiers
and injuring a few others.

The NIA had taken over
the investigation in the case
from the state police.

The two youths were ar-
rested by the BSF and the
Army in a joint operation.

Two PoK boys held after Uri
attack handed over to Pak
Army had arrested them but NIA dropped the charges
PRess trust of India

Lahore/Wagah

Faisal Hussain Awan and
Ahsan Khursheed were
handed over to Pakistan at
the Attari-Wagah border on
Friday. PTI
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Bahrain honours sand
artist Sudarsan Pattnaik
BHUBANESWAR

Noted sand artist Sudarsan
Pattnaik has been felicitated
by Bahrain for his
contribution in arts and
culture. Mr. Pattnaik was
honoured by Bahrain’s
Minister of Education Majid
Bin Ali Al Nuaimi on Thrsday
for sharing his experience
and skills with the teachers
of that country.PTI

IN BRIEF

Manipur official killed in
accident
AIZAWL

The field publicity officer of
Manipur was among the two
persons killed and another
was injured when the car they
were travelling in fell into a
ditch near Thenzawl in
Serchhip district on Friday,
police said. The car rolled
down to a gorge killing the
officer, posted in Aizawl and a
woman employee on the
spot. The mother of the
woman employee was
seriously injured, they said. PTI

Assam will stop cow
smuggling: Minister
GUWAHATI

The Assam government will
stop smuggling of cows to
Bangladesh from the State,
Parliamentary Affairs Minister
Chandra Mohan Patowary
told the Assembly on Friday.
“Let me assure the House
that we’ll not allow cows to
be smuggled to Bangladesh.
It will be stopped,”he said. PTI

Assam Chief Minister Sarba-
nanda Sonowal has lashed
out at his Tripura counter-
part Manik Sarkar for the al-
leged rise in corruption,
crime, employment and
poverty in the State.

Mr. Sonowal along with
BJP general secretary Ram
Madhav was addressing a
well-attended rally here on
Friday. The rally was called
to protest against the
murder of a local tribal
leader of the BJP at Gand-
dachara in Dhalai district
last month.

He said the Northeast
States should work like a
family by installing BJP gov-
ernments to ensure steadfast
development and progress
with support from the NDA
government at the Centre.

The rally saw some lead-
ers from the opposition
parties joining the BJP, in-
cluding former Minister
Surajit Datta who held the
posts of president of the
Congress and the Trinamool
Congress. Mr. Datta recently
resigned from the TMC fol-

lowing a feud with senior
office-bearers.

Funds embezzled
In their speeches, Mr.
Sonowal and Mr. Madhav ex-
pressed hope that the BJP
would win the 2018 As-
sembly elections in Tripura.
Both claimed that the CPI(M)
embezzled funds allocated
by the Union government.

Mr. Madhav said the party
would probe the assets and
funds of the CPI(M) if it was
voted to power in Tripura.
According to him, the CPI
(M) has amassed assets

worth Rs 5000 crore
through illegal means.

He said crime against wo-
men in Tripura was on the
rise and investigation in
crime incidents was done
only after the intervention of
the courts.

The CPI(M) was engaged
in the politics of terror and
murders, he alleged.

Arunachal Pradesh Chief
Minister Pema Khandu and
Assam Minister and con-
venor of the Northeast
Democratic Alliance Hi-
manta Biswa Sarma did not
attend the rally.

Sonowal lashes out at Tripura
govt for 'all-round failure'
Former Minister Surajit Datta joins Bharatiya Janata Party

Syed Sajjad Ali

Agartala

Making a point: Sarbananda Sonowal addressing a rally in
Agartala on Friday. ABHISEK SAHA

The Kolkata police have filed
a charge sheet against Union
Minister Babul Supriyo in a
court here on the basis of a
complaint filed by Trin-
amool Congress [TMC] MLA
Mahua Mitra.

Ms Mitra, who was earlier
associated with the Con-
gress, had lodged a com-
plaint against Mr. Supriyo in
January.

The complaint
In her complaint at the Ali-
pore police station in south
Kolkata, Ms. Mitra had al-
leged that the BJP lawmaker
had used words intended to
“insult her modesty” during
a live television show.

She alleged that Mr.
Supriyo had tried to make
fun of her name by linking it
to ‘Mahua’, a local drink
available mainly in the forest
areas, during a live show on
January 3.

On the basis of her com-
plaint, a case was earlier re-

gistered against Mr. Supriyo
for allegedly insulting the
modesty of a woman.

TV footage
“We filed a charge sheet
against the MP at the Alipore
court here on Thursday.

He had been summoned
thrice but he did not turn

up,” a senior police officer
told the news agency PTI.
The police has also submit-
ted TV footage of the pro-
gramme in which the re-
marks were purportedly
made, the officer said.

The Union Ministercould
not be reached for his
comments.

Charge sheet iled
against Supriyo
Trinamool MLA had lodged a complaint against Minister

Union Minister Babul Supriyo could not be reached for his
comments. FILE PHOTO

Special Correspondent

Kolkata

Proving that lack of vision
can hardly be a hindrance in
the quest for knowledge,
visually impaired Lipsa Rani
Sahu was the proud
recipient of a gold medal at
the 21st Convocation of
Berhampur University here
on Friday.

Lipsa, who topped in the
M.A. Odia course, was
present along with her
mother, Tripura Choudhury,
for the ceremony at the
jam-packed auditorium. “My
mother seems to have toiled
at par with me for my
success in studies,” she said

Ms. Choudhury, a
housewife, spent at least
seven hours every day on
her daughter’s studies. Lipsa
is unable to read or take
notes. She tries to
remember everything that
her mother reads out to her.
“Due to Lipsa, my
knowledge of everything,
including that of Odia
language and literature, has
increased many fold,” said
Ms. Choudhury.

Asked how despite her
blindness she fared better
than other students, Lipsa
said: “I think because of my
lack of vision, my

concentration is quite high,
which at times is low in
people with vision because
of distractions”.

Writes poetry
To add wing to her
imaginations, she has also
started writing poetry in
Odia. Most of them are
scribbled on paper, which
no one except her mother
can decipher.

Head of the Odia
Department at Berhampur
University, Debi Prasanna
Patnaik, was all praises for
Lipsa. “Lipsa has astonishing
concentration,
determination, commitment
and talent. I am proud to
have encountered and
guided such a unique
student in my life,” Prof.

Patnaik said.
She was the most regular

student of her department.
During the weekly seminars,
she was the most active
participant and most of the
time she came up with
critical queries, which other
students do not think about,
Prof. Patnaik added.

Lipsa aims to take up
teaching as a profession.
After completing her post-
graduation in Odia from
Berhampur University, she
has now got enrolled for a
B.Ed course at Khallikote
University.

She hails from a middle
class family from Dura
village on the outskirts of
Berhampur. Her father
Damodar Sahu is a retired
government servant and her

younger brother is pursuing
B.Tech.

Retina problem
Born in 1994, Lipsa
developed serious problems
in her retinas when she was
only 11 months old. One of
her eyes had to be removed,
and with time vision in her
other eye also got reduced to
zero. Interestingly, she has
never studied in any special
school for the blind and
does not know the Braille
script.

Her education till
graduation was in Phulbani
of Kandhamal district,
where his father served.
After his father’s retirement,
the family settled down at
their home in Dura. Till
Class IX, she was writing her
own answer using her
limited vision. She took the
Class X examination with the
help of a writer. “But when
her writer from Class IX
could not understand
Lipsa’s dictation in the
mathematics paper, she had
to write it down in big letters
on sheets of paper, which
was copied by the writer,”
said Ms Choudhury.

She scored 90% in her
Class X mathematics
examination.
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Loss of sight no hindrance for this girl
She topped in M.A. Odia and got gold medal at Berhampur University convocation

Proud moment: Lipsa Rani Sahu with her mother. LININAGARAJ

PANDA

Sib Kumar Das

BERHAMPUR:

Arunachal Pradesh Finance
Minister Chowna Mein on
Friday presented a ₹285-
crore deficit budget for the
2017-18 fiscal with major
thrust on women empower-
ment, infrastructure devel-
opment and law and order.

Tabling the budget in the
Assembly, Mr. Mein said:
“The Gross State Domestic
Product (GSDP) was estim-
ated to be ₹21,414 crore in
2016-17.

The share of central taxes
have grown from the actual
receipt of ₹7075.58 crore in
2015-16 to ₹ 8388.3 crore in
the revised estimates of
2016-17.”

Tax revenue
“The State’s own tax rev-
enue in the revised estim-
ates of 2016-17 is ₹ 650.63
crore as against the actual
receipt of ₹535.07 crore in
2015-16, growing at 21.59 per
cent,” he said.

“The non-tax revenue re-
ceipt in the revised estim-
ates of 2016-17 is estimated
at ₹506.79 crore as against
an actual collection of
₹392.12 crore in 2015-16,
showing a growth of 29 per
cent,” he said.

In the budget estimate of
2017-18, the State was pro-
jecting a revenue receipt of
₹14,599 crore and a capital
receipt of ₹ 1,436.75 crore.

“This is an increase of
over 15 per cent from the

budget estimates of 2016-17.
Our share of central taxes
has been pegged at
₹9,306.34 crore. We have
projected the state’s own
tax revenue at ₹742.94 crore
and the non-tax revenue for
2017-18 at ₹ 536.29 crore,”
the Minister said.

Referring to the reforms
in governance as proposed
in the budget, Mr. Mein said
the trinity of JanDhan,
Aadhar and Mobile would
be used for delivery of cit-
izen services and moving to-
wards a cashless and paper-
less economy.

E-Office would be made
functional along with com-
puterisation of treasuries
and a Chief Minister’s dash-
board on an electronic plat-
form to track progress of
key products would be cre-
ated, he said.

IT initiatives
“For IT initiatives, the
budget proposes an alloca-
tion of ₹15 crore under the
Digital Arunachal scheme,”
Mr. Mein said.

“The government will roll
out a new industrial policy
and will develop industrial
estates in the foothill dis-
tricts for which a budgetary
allocation of Rs 15 crore has
been proposed,” he said,
adding an amount of₹10
crore has been proposed for
developing a food park at
Tippi in West Kameng
district

₹285 cr deicit budget
tabled in Arunachal
Thrust on empowerment of women
Press Trust of India

Itanagar

A policeman gave a tip-off
and his son was arrested
with 25 bottles of India
Made Foreign Liquor in
Darbhanga district.

Additional Superintend-
ent of Police Dilnawaz
Ahmed on Friday said that
ASI Prabhat Shankar in-
formed the police about
his son carrying smuggled
liquor following which he
was arrested.

Shankar’s son was carry-
ing 25 IMFL bottles bearing
mark of Haryana in his
vehicle and was caught
when the police checked
his vehicle at a place under
University police station
here on Thursday night.

The accused Indrajit Ku-
mar has been sent to jail
under new Excise Act of
the State where prohibition
was imposed in April last
year.

The ASI is posted at
Ashok Paper Mill police
station of Darbhanga
district.

The police have
launched an intense drive
across Bihar for liquor
smuggling in view of Holi.

Policeman
gets son held
with liquor
Press Trust of India

Darbhanga

Trinamool Congress leader
and former West Bengal
power minister Manish
Gupta was on Friday elec-
ted as a Rajya Sabha
member.

After declaring the re-
tired bureaucrat as elected
uncontested, Secretary to
the West Bengal Legislative
Assembly Jayanta Koley
handed over the certificate
to Mr. Gupta.

Mr. Gupta’s term as
member in the Upper
House would continue till
April 2020.

He was elected to the
Rajya Sabha to fill up the
vacancy created after the
resignation of actor—
turned—politician Mithun
Chakraborty, who was also
elected to the Rajya Sabha
as a Trinamool Congress
candidate.

Manish Gupta
elected to
Rajya Sabha

Press Trust of India

Kolkata

An all-party delegation
from Assam Assembly on
Friday visited the troubled
Silapathar town where an
office of the AASU was ran-
sacked by an organisation
earlier this week.

The nine-member deleg-
ation consulted various
groups, political parties,
citizens and AASU officials
and reached a consensus
with others on five points
to bring back normalcy in
the troubled town.

Assembly
team visits
Silapathar
Press Trust of India

Guwahati

The Orissa High Court on
Friday took up a petition
filed by a BJP Zilla Parishad
member challenging the
State government’s recent
amendment to the Odisha
Zilla Parishad Election Rules
of 1994.

A Division Bench headed
by Chief Justice Vineet
Saran, however, after pre-
liminary hearings ad-
journed the matter. Itwill be
heard again on March 15.

Advocate-General S. P.
Mishra opposed the petition
saying the amendment was
made to ensure transpar-
ency and prevent cross-vot-
ing in the elections for the
posts of presidents and vice-
presidents of Zilla
Parishads.

Sukhlal Munda, an elec-
ted ZP member of Sundar-
garh, had approached the
High Court challenging the
Wednesday’s amendment

brought in by the Panchati
Raj Department stating that
amendments cannot be
made midway when the
process of elections had
already begun.

New clause
The new clause, which has
been incorporated in the
Rules, provides for appoint-
ment of agents by every
political party and the elec-
tion officer will allow the au-
thorised agents to verify the
vote cast by the elected
member of their respective
parties as is being done dur-
ing Rajya Sabha elections.

The Bharatiya Janata
Party had earlier alleged
that the amendment was
brought in a hurry as the
ruling BJD was apprehensive
that its elected Zilla Par-
ishad members may not
vote for the party nominees
for the posts of presidents
and vice-presidents of the
district councils.

Odisha ZP election
rules challenged
‘Changes can’t be when poll process is on’

Pradip Kumar Das

CUTTACK
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MPs for more power to
district councils of tribals
NEW DELHI

Cutting across party lines,
Lok Sabha members on Friday
pitched for more financial
and administrative powers
for the autonomous district
councils (ADCs) to ensure
overall development of tribal
regions, most of which are in
the Northeast.
“The Centre needs to have a
re-look at the functioning of
the ADCs and find out
whether they are meeting
the aspirations of the people
of tribal areas,” said Adhir
Ranjan Chowdhury. PTI

IN BRIEF

MBA student falls off
terrace in sleep, dies
HYDERABAD

An MBA student died after he
fell off from the open terrace
of a five-storey building in
Tarnaka on Friday, the police
said.
“The incident happened at
around 6 a.m., when Mohak
Agarwal, 25, and his friends
were sleeping on the open
terrace,” said the police,
adding that he died on the
spot.
Mohak was the native of Rae
Bareli in Uttar Pradesh. PTI

Dalit woman relieves
herself in field, thrashed
MUZAFFARNAGAR

A 25-year-old Dalit woman
was allegedly beaten up by a
farmer for relieving herself in
his sugarcane field in Bhens
village here, the police said
on Friday.
The woman had come to
attend a wedding in the area.
Members of the community
blocked the Delhi-Dehradun
highway near the village,
demanding the arrest of the
farmer, Circle Officer Hari
Ram said.
The accused has been taken
into custody and a probe
initiated, police added. PTI

While convicting three per-
sons in the 2007 Ajmer dar-
gah blast case, the National
Investigation Agency (NIA)
special court here gave cre-
dence to the charge-sheets
stating that Bhavesh Patel
had planted two bombs in-
side the 13th century shrine
and Devendra Gupta took
part in hatching the conspir-
acy for bombing by arran-
ging mobile SIM cards.

Tiffin carrier
Bhavesh, a resident of
Bharuch district in Gujarat,
travelled to Ajmer and kept a
tiffin carrier containing the
bomb just outside the tomb
of Khwaja Moinuddin
Chishti, where the devotees
were breaking their Ramzan
fast.

He kept another bag con-
taining a bomb elsewhere on
the dargah premises but it
did not explode and was
recovered.

Devendra, a native of
Ajmer, was the first person
arrested by sleuths of the Ra-
jasthan Anti-Terrorism
Squad (ATS) in 2010. He was
accused of obtaining several

SIM cards on forged names
and identity cards. Two SIM
cards were found in the un-
attended bag left by
Bhavesh. Devendra worked
for the RSS in Jharkhand and
Madhya Pradesh.

The court convicted
Bhavesh, Devendra and
Sunil Joshi, who was
murdered in December
2007, under various sections
of the Indian Penal Code for
criminal conspiracy and un-
der the Explosive Substances

Act, 1908, and the Unlawful
Activities Prevention Act,
1967. Since the court is yet to
pronounce its order on sen-
tence to the convicts, its
judgment will be delivered in
full on March 16. Special
judge Dinesh Gupta had on
Wednesday read out the por-
tions of the verdict dealing
with convictions and acquit-
tals.

Defence lawyer B.S.
Chouhan, who represented
two of the seven accused

who were acquitted, said his
clients’ case was strong be-
cause the evidence submit-
ted against them was “con-
cocted and legally
untenable.”

The ATS, which probed
into the case before it was
handed over to NIA, had
claimed in the court that the
explosives used and the
modus operandi adopted in
the blasts in the Ajmer dar-
gah and Hyderabad’s Mecca
Masjid were identical.

Samjhauta Express blasts
Swami Aseemanand, who
was allegedly involved in the
Mecca Masjid and the
Samjhauta Express blasts
cases, was made an accused
in the dargah case as well.

Despite his acquittal in the
Ajmer case, he is not likely to
be released from jail as he is
facing trial as the main con-
spirator in the two other
cases. In a sensational claim,
he had confessed about the
involvement of Right-wing
Hindutva groups in bomb-
ings at various places for tak-
ing revenge against Muslims
in a statement made before a
Metropolitan Magistrate in
Delhi.

NIA charge sheet helped
crack Ajmer blast case
Special court yet to pronounce quantum of sentence for the three convicts

Conspirator:Devendra Gupta, a convict in the Ajmer bomb
blast case, at a Jaipur court onWednesday. FILE PHOTO: PTI

Mohammed Iqbal

Jaipur

After a long break, popular
tourist resorts in Himachal
Pradesh on Friday got fresh
snow, pushing down the
mercury by several notches.

Hoteliers, however,
cheered in the hope that
tourists will converge in
large numbers during the
three-day weekend that
ends with Holi on Monday.

Picturesque scene
Tourist spots near Shimla,
the honeymooners’ paradise
Kufri, Fagu, Narkanda and
Chail experienced moderate
snowfall, turning the hill sta-
tions even more pictur-
esque. Likewise, Manali and
its nearby Solang ski slopes
and Kalpa, 250 km from
Shimla, also saw heavy
spells of snow, the weather-

man said.
“High altitude areas of La-

haul-Spiti, Kullu, Kinnaur,
Chamba, Sirmaur and
Shimla districts have been
experiencing moderate
snowfall since Tuesday,” a
Met official said.

Lower areas in the State,
including Dharamsala,
Palampur, Solan, Nahan,
Bilaspur, Una, Hamirpur
and Mandi towns, received
moderate to heavy rains,
bringing a considerable fall
in temperature. The Met de-
partment’s forecast said
western disturbances, storm
systems originating in the
Caspian Sea and moving
across the Afghanistan-
Pakistan region, would re-
main active till Sunday.

There was also snowfall in
the Kashmir Valley, includ-
ing the capital Srinagar, as
the Jammu-Srinagar national

highway remained closed
due to slippery and bad road
conditions. A fresh layer of
snow draped the Valley and
Srinagar as snowfall, which
started in the night, accumu-
lated by the morning.

Dip in temperature
There was intermittent
snowfall and rain during the
day, too, bringing down the
temperature across the Val-
ley. Srinagar’s day temperat-
ure was recorded at 3.6 de-
gree Celsius, 10 degrees
below normal.

Srinagar meteorological
department director Sonam
Lotus said: “Inclement
weather will prevail till
March 11. From March 16 on-
wards the Valley may again
receive rain or snowfall.
Light snow may occur dur-
ing the next 24 hours in Srin-
agar again.”

White wash: People at the snow-covered ridge after fresh snowfall in Shimla on Friday. PTI

Fresh spell of snow in Himachal
and Kashmir cheers tourists
Hoteliers hope for more bookings during 3-day weekend
Special Correspondent

IANS

Shimla/Srinagar

A day after the Jammu &
Kashmir Police took the help
of the wife and son of an al-
leged militant to persuade
him to surrender during an
encounter, the State Director
General of Police said on Fri-
day that such humane ges-
tures should not be miscon-
strued as “weakness”.

S. P. Vaid, who had re-
cently warned militants
against targeting the families
of policemen, said, “Such a
humane approach should
not be misconstrued as
weakness. I will ensure the
welfare of every personnel in
my force and such incidents
will be dealt with an iron
hand. On Thursday, my boys

called the wife and son of a
militant during an en-
counter. They stood in front
of her as she appealed her
husband to surrender. We
wanted to ensure that noth-
ing happened to the woman
or her son. My boys stood
between them and the bul-
lets,” he told PTI.

He said the militants were

feeling the heat for the past
two months as they were be-
ing “tracked and trapped”.

Option to surrender
He added that militants were
being given the option to sur-
render and those who fell in
line were taken to jail, but
those who didn’t faced
consequences.

‘Humane approach not sign of weakness’
J&K DGP said this after cops took help of a militant’s wife to get him to surrender
Press Trust of India

Jammu
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A unique model of heart at-
tack care has brought down
the time taken respond to
cardiac episodes from 900
minutes to 170 minutes in
Tamil Nadu.

The landmark study, re-
duces the symptom-to-door
time by effective, early and
rapid reperfusion — restor-
ing blood flow through
blocked arteries, typical
after a heart attack.

The year long study has
been funded by the Indian
Council of Medical Reseach
(ICMR) and the results were
published online on Wed-
nesday in the latest issue of
the Journal of the American
Medical Association ( JAMA,
Cardiology).

Primary PCI
Traditionally, a heart attack
is treated by two strategies
of re-perfusion. If a patient
arrives at a hospital
equipped with a cathet-
erisation laboratory or ‘cath
lab’, a procedure known as
Primary PCI is performed —
an urgent balloon an-
gioplasty.

The patient is then
‘Thrombolysed’ — treated to
dissolve clots in blood ves-
sels, improve blood flow,

and prevent damage to tis-
sues and organs before be-
ing discharged.

In the new model, STEMI
India, a not-for-profit organ-
isation, set up by Dr.
Thomas Alexander of Kovai
Medical Central and Hos-
pital (KMCH) Coimbatore,
and Dr. Ajit Mullasari of
Madras Medical Mission in
Chennai, use the pharmaco
invasive strategy, which can
be administered in any
small hospital or even in the
ambulance.

Manpower deficit
“Any heart attack treatment
programme should con-
sider the huge manpower
and infrastructure deficien-
cies that exist in India.
Blindly following the Amer-
ican or European system
would not be feasible in this
country,” said Dr Alexander,
an interventional cardiolo-
gist.

The Classic STEMI India
model has a hub hospital,
where a cath lab is available
and primary PCI is done for
patients directly presented
at these hospitals.

These are linked to peri-
pheral spoke hospitals,
where thrombolysis is done
following which the patient
is shifted within three to 24
hours to the hub hospital

for invasive treatment.
Data was collected from

the four hub hospitals and
35 spoke hospitals, before
and after the implementa-
tion of the heart attack pro-
gramme. The pre-imple-
mentation data collection
was for an average period of
15 weeks and the post im-
plementation period of 32
weeks.

A total of 2,420 consecut-
ive patients presenting with
heart attack (898 pre- and
1,522 post-implementation
phases, respectively) were
enrolled between August
2012 and June 2014.

As a result of the study,
there was a steep increase
in the rural poor using Be-
low-Poverty-Line (BPL) in-
surance schemes to access
the STEMI system.

The numbers went up
from 0 % to 60%. Further,
the STEMI model resulted
in an absolute mortality re-
duction of 3.4%, said the re-
searchers. Investigators of
the study are meeting with
State governments to scale
up the model in other parts
of the country. “We are
starting with States that
have a basic ambulance ser-
vice and a State government
run insurance programme,”
said Dr S. Meenakshi of the
ICMR.

The newmodel uses a pharmaco invasive strategy

Special Correspondent

New Delhi

TNmodel drastically reduces
response time in heart attack care

When history
moved on
wheels

1. The 18th century armoury at
Srirangapatna railway station at its original
site before the translocation.
2. Experts from PSL-Wolfe Private Limited
prepare for the translocation by arranging
the uniied jacking system by using jacks,
iron poles, rollers and other material.
3. The area around the structure being
excavated ahead of the shifting.
4. The structure beingmoved.
5. An inside view of the armoury.
6. The inal resting place of themonument
after translocation 100metres away from
the original site.

PHOTOS: M.A. SRIRAM, B. MAHADEVA, K. BHAGYA PRAKASH.
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The relocation of Tipu
Sultan’s armoury at
Srirangapatna was
completed on Friday.
This is the irst time the
Railways has moved a
monument in one piece
to a new site.

Delays in granting environ-
mental clearance (EC) to
projects fell in 2015 after
consistently rising between
2011 and 2014, according to
a report tabled in Parliament
by the Comptroller and Aud-
itor General (CAG). India’s
public accounts watchdog
also found that 62 projects
examined by it had “irregu-
larities” in the way they
garnered public consent.

Of 2,898 projects — span-
ning coal mining, industry,
non-coal mining, construc-
tion, infrastructure and river
valley and hydro electric
project— granted EC
between 2011 and 2015 (until
July), the CAG chose 208
from across the country and
analysed them to check if
they were cleared within the
prescribed 105 days. Nearly
90% of them were delayed
with a project, on average,
getting delayed by 86 days in
2011 and spiking to 316 days
— or almost a year — in 2014.

Though the average delay
for seven months of 2015
had reduced to 238 days, it
also saw some projects
delayed by as many as 1002
days.

2013 was a tumultuous
year in the Environment
Ministry with the then Envir-
onment Minister, Jayanthi
Natarajan, accused of delay-
ing environmental clearance
to major projects, suddenly
quitting her post. In January
2015, Ms Natarajan told The
Hindu that she got “specific
requests” from Congress
vice-president Rahul Gandhi
regarding clearance for cer-
tain projects.

Reasons for delay
After the NDA government
came to power, Environ-
ment Minister Prakash
Javadekar introduced a pro-
vision, whereby project de-
velopers could submit their
applications online. In a
reply to the CAG, the Envir-
onment Ministry said reas-
ons for delay were in moving

documents from the Central
Registry sections to the im-
pact assessment divisions,
opening specific files for
submitting to the Member
Secretary concerned, insuf-
ficient skilled hands, a glut
of projects for clearance
between 2011-2014, and in-
sufficient information and
clarification from project
developers.

Sixty two of the 216 pro-
jects scrutinised had prob-
lems with the way they con-
ducted their public
consultation process that in-
volves discussing the impact
of project with villagers or
residents. For instance, the
CAG notes, in a coal mine ex-
pansion project of M/S Jindal
Steel and Power Limited in
Chattisgarh, there was a 318-
day delay in completing the
consultation proceedings.

Projects cleared
faster in 2015: CAG
‘62 had irregularities in the way they got public consent’

Taking stock: 2015 also saw some projects delayed by as
many as 1,002 days. MANOB CHOWDHURY

Jacob Koshy

NEW DELHI

Kerala Pradesh Congress
Committee (KPCC) presid-
ent V.M. Sudheeran has quit
his post citing health reas-
ons. He submitted his resig-
nation to AICC president So-
nia Gandhi on Friday.

In a surprising and dra-
matic decision announced at
a press conference here, Mr.
Sudheeran said he was sub-
mitting his resignation as it
was difficult for him to per-
form his duties with com-
mitment following a fall he
had in Kozhikode recently.

Doctors had advised him
total rest and extensive med-
ical treatment. He felt it was
not appropriate for him to
continue in office at an im-
portant juncture. The party,
he said, was being confron-
ted with newer issues that
required the constant inter-
vention of the KPCC
president.

Mr. Sudheeran main-
tained that his resignation
did not have anything to do
with the party’s internal is-
sues. His personal incon-
veniences should not in any
way affect the party since
the presence of the KPCC
president was crucial, he

said. Later, Mr. Sudheeran,
talking to The Hindu, said he
could have taken leave and
handed over temporary
charge to someone else.
“But this does not go well
with my conscience.”

He did not discuss his
resignation with other party
leaders since he wanted his
decision to be independent.

He thanked Ms. Gandhi
and party vice-president
Rahul Gandhi for bestowing
on him the task of heading
the party in the State, not to
forget CWC member A.K.
Antony, AICC general secret-

ary Mukul Wasnik and AICC
secretary Deepak Babria.

‘Very unfortunate’
Mr. Sudheeran’s sudden de-
cision took Congress leaders
in the State by surprise. Mr.
Antony said the resignation
was “very unfortunate.”
“This is certainly a big loss
for the Kerala Congress,” he
told reporters in Delhi.

Opposition leader in the
State Assembly Ramesh
Chennithala said the de-
cision was “totally
unexpected.”

(With inputs from PTI)

Cites health reasons, says he needs rest

Special Correspondent

Thiruvananthapuram

Surprisemove: KPCC president V.M. Sudheeran with Congress
leaders in Thiruvananthapuram. S. GOPAKUMAR

Sudheeran quits as
Kerala Congress chief

Vismaya, the 12-year-old daughter
of a victim of the CPI(M)-RSS mur-
derous conflicts in Kerala’s Kannur
district, has done a Gurmehar
Kaur. She has followed the ex-
ample of the 20-year-old student
of Delhi University who uploaded
on social media a video clipping in
which she criticised the ABVP for
campus violence.

Vismaya has uploaded a video
clipping which says: “They (the
CPI-M) killed not only my dad but
my dreams and future also.” The
clipping, in which the girl displays
a series of placards, has been
shared and propagated by online
campaigners of the Sangh Parivar.

Content in Hindi
The placards are all in Hindi, obvi-
ously for the consumption of Hindi

speakers in other States. In one of
the slides, Vismaya says: “They
murdered my father just because
he was a supporter of the RSS-BJP.”
Another slide says she had wanted
to become an IPS officer and serve
the country. Yet another slide says
she sees only a dark future.

Vismaya’s father Suresh was
killed in January in Kannur dis-
trict. The attackers had stormed
his home and hacked him to
death. The Sangh Parivar has al-
leged that CPI(M) activists killed
Suresh.

Kannur, considered the strong-
hold of the CPI(M) and which cur-
rently has the largest number of
RSS units in Kerala, has seen fre-
quent violent clashes between the
two organisations. Many, mostly
hailing from working-class back-
grounds, have lost their lives in tit-
for-tat murders.

Kannur 12-year-old girl does
a Gurmehar, posts video

Vismaya says CPI(M) killed her father

Seeking answers: Vismaya with a placard. SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

KOZHIKODE

The Sangli police has arres-
ted two more persons in
connection with the
Mhaisal illicit abortion
racket, taking the number
of those arrested to nine.

The racket, allegedly
run by a fake homeopath,
Dr. Babasaheb Khidrapure,
was busted last week by
the police. The two arres-
ted, identified as Yaseen
Tehsildar and Satgonda
Patil, are believed to be the
agents who ferried preg-
nant women to the arres-
ted doctor. They were
picked up from Karnataka
and Shirol Taluk in
Kolhapur district.

The racket was busted in
Mhaisal village on March 5
after 19 aborted female
foetuses were discovered
in a sewer next to
Khidrapure’s private clinic.

The death of a 26-year-
old lady, Swati Jamdade
blew the lid off the crime.

The police have invoked
the MTP Act against the ac-
cused, including
Khidrapure , homeopath
Shrihari Ghodke, Ramesh
Devagirikar, Sunil Khedkar,
Khidrapure’s help Kanchan
Roje, Umesh Salunkhe,
and Praveen Jamdade, hus-
band of the deceased
woman.

Abortion
racket: Two
more held
Shoumojit Banerjee

Pune

‘Will mull conducting
NEET in Urdu’
NEW DELHI

The Centre on Friday
informed the Supreme Court
that it is open to the
suggestion of conducting
NEET, a single window
entrance test for admissions
to MBBS and BDS courses, in
Urdu medium also from next
academic year.
The Bench granted time till
March 22 to the Centre and
others including the Medical
Council of India (MCI), the
Dental Council of India (DCI)
and the Central Board of
Secondary Education (CBSE)
for filing their responses in
the case.

Food poisoning case:
Accused still at large
TUMAKURU

More than 24 hours after the
death of three students, due
to suspected food poisoning,
at Vidya Varidhi International
School at Huliyar on
Thursday, the police are yet
to trace the management
members. President of the
school and former BJP MLA
Kiran Kumar and his wife
Kavitha Kiran Kumar, who are
accused number one and two
respectively, are absconding.

IN BRIEF
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EDITORIAL

T
he enhancement of paid maternity leave for wo-

men in the organised sector to 26weeks from 12 is

a progressive step, one that should lead to closer

scrutiny of the diiculties faced by unorganised work-

erswho fall beyond the scope of anyworthwhile labour

welfare measures. It is wholly welcome that such a be-

neit is being introducedwith an amendment to theMa-

ternity Beneit Act, 1961, in line with several expert re-

commendations including that of the World Health

Organisation, which recommends exclusive breast-

feeding of children for the irst 24 weeks. Giving some

beneits to adoptive mothers and women who get chil-

dren using embryo transfers as well signals India is in

step with social changes. Positive though it is, the

amended law is expected to cover only 1.8 million wo-

men, a small subset of women in the workforce. For

many poor millions in the unorganised sector, the only

support available is a small conditional cash beneit of

₹6,000 during pregnancy and lactation ofered under

the Maternity Beneit Programme. The reported move

to restrict even this meagre beneit to the irst child for

budgetary reasons is retrograde and must be given up.

If, as Labour Minister Bandaru Dattatreya has said, the

Centre is giving organised sector women workers a

humble gift, why has the damage done through the

Budget not been reversed?

Providing beneits for women and children is a soci-

etal responsibility which can be funded in a large coun-

try through a combination of general taxation and con-

tributory payments from those who have the means.

Health care should be treated as a right and deliveries

handled without cost to women; the income guaran-

tees during the 26-week period can be ensured through

a universal social insurance system. Such a policy

would harmonise the varying maternity beneit provi-

sions found in diferent laws that govern labour at

present. There would also be no discrimination against

women in recruitment by employers who currently

have to factor in beneit payments. Conversely, women

would not sufer loss of income simply because they

cannot remain in employment after childbirth. Benei-

ciaries covered by the latest amendment must be pro-

tected from discrimination through clear provisions.

Mandating creche facilities to help womenworkers un-

der the changed law is a forward-looking move, but it

will work well only with a good oversight mechanism.

Women’s empowerment can be achieved through uni-

versal initiatives, not by imposing conditionalities to

avail beneits. Access to welfare support has become

evenmore critical as workersmigrate frequently due to

economic changes. The twin imperatives are, there-

fore, to createmore jobs forwomen in a diversiied eco-

nomy, and to provide social opportunity through ma-

ternal and child welfaremeasures.

Partial cover
Longer maternity leave is welcome, but must

be extended to the unorganised sector

T
he loss of Mosul is perhaps the biggest military

setback for the Islamic State. Iraq’s second largest

city,Mosulwas the jewel of the IS’smilitary gains,

a place where its leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi declared

his ‘Caliphate’ in June 2014. In less than three years, the

IS’s territory has shrunk. It once controlled huge

swathes in central and eastern Syria and north-western

Iraq, but its inluence is now limited to some pockets,

through sustained military operations in which several

actors such as Kurdish and Shia militias, Iraqi and Syr-

ian armies and the U.S. and Russian air forces were in-

volved. A few weeks ago, the IS lost the ancient city of

Palmyra to the Syrian army. And now, it’s been practic-

ally defeated in Mosul. Iraqi troops have already cap-

tured theMosul airport andmajor administrative build-

ings, and liberated population centres.What remains is

isolated resistance by small groups of jihadists. It was a

prolonged campaign. Iraqi Prime Minister Haider al-

Abadi ordered theMosul ofensive inOctober 2016, and

the troops, backedbyKurdishPeshmerga andShiamili-

tias on the ground and U.S. air power in the sky, moved

inch by inch. They irst liberated easternMosul, the left

bank of the Tigris that divides the city into two, and

thenmoved to the west, the IS’s power centre.

The defeat in Mosul does not mean that the threat

from the IS is over. The group still has presence in some

pockets in Iraq and in at least two major cities in Syria,

Raqqa and suburbs of Deir ez-Zor. Even if the group

loses its territories, it could transform itself into a state-

less jihadist group like al-Qaeda and continue to target

civilians in the region and beyond. But still, the larger

argument is that without territories, the IS couldn’t

claim to be a ‘Caliphate’. It will be driven away from cit-

ies to deserts andmountains,wrecking its conventional

military capabilities. In the short run, themilitary oper-

ations to liberate territories from the IS in Syria and Iraq

should continue; in the longer run, the respective gov-

ernments should adopt a more comprehensive ap-

proach to deal with the asymmetric threats the group

will pose. In Iraq, for example, the IS’s eventual defeat

depends on how the government addresses Shia-Sunni

tensions. PrimeMinister al-Abadi appears to be clear on

his preferences. Unlike his predecessorwhose Shia sec-

tarian policies drove the Sunni population to revolt

against Baghdad, a resentment which the IS exploited

for popular support, Mr. al-Abadi tried to reach out to

the Sunnis and promised to heal the sectarian wounds.

After the military victory in Mosul, he has to make sure

that the Sunnis are treated as equal citizens and share

power equitably. This may not happen overnight given

the deep sectarian divisions. But Mr. al-Abadi should at

least begin a process that would erase the suspicions

among Sunnis about the government. Else, IS-like out-

its will continue to channelise support and regroup.

After Mosul
As the IS sufers serious reverses, Baghdad

must wage a political ight as well

T
hese are by nomeans the best
of times. Most nations across
the globe are today facing

problems of varying magnitude.
The real danger, however, is a per-
nicious trend in favour of autocracy
and trampling on democratic sens-
ibilities—even in countriesdeemed
to be democratic. Chaos is bad
enough, but the reckless disregard
for democratic norms and beha-
viour is leading to a serious break-
down in constitutional proprieties.

One need not be in today’s U.S.
under President Donald Trump to
savour how topsy-turvy the world
has become. Tampering with com-
mon verities that usually deine
democratic norms has become a
practice in many countries.
“Reasoned discussion and debate”
(to quote our Hon’ble President)
and ‘objective truth’ are becoming
casualties today. What we witness
in place of ‘free thought’ is the rise
of ‘alternative facts’. In the second
decade of the 21st century, ‘fake
news’ and ‘post-truth’ have be-
come not merely the principle
characteristic but also the deining
aspect of politics in many situ-
ations. Few countries remain insu-
lated from this pernicious trend.
Politics in Tamil Nadu today is a
lag-bearer in this respect. ‘Or-
wellian logic’ is the new norm in
the State.

It would be unfair to single out
Tamil Nadu or believe that it is the
onlyplace in the country that iswit-
nessing the gloriication of ‘post-
truth’. Events in the University of
Hyderabad a couple of years ago in-
volving the ‘martyrdom’ of Rohith
Vemula triggered an avalanche of
both ‘post-truth’ and ‘alternative
facts’. More recently, the coverage
of events in Jawaharlal Nehru Uni-

versity and Delhi University has
again demonstrated the extent to
which ‘alternative facts’ and ‘fake
news’ dominate the spectrum of
news. The kind of ‘bald’ truth the
world was previously accustomed
to is no longer to be seen. The new
‘art of the possible’ is built on the
ediice of ‘alternative facts’.

A coterie in charge
The rest of India may strongly con-
demn the train of events in Tamil
Nadu since the demise of former
Chief Minister Jayalalithaa, but it is
the people of Tamil Nadu — and
those committed to democracy
and democratic traditions — that
have themost to fear. The State cur-
rently confronts a highly anachron-
istic situation, in which a ‘cabal’
wields power. Unwittingly or other-
wise, social media has become a
kind of accessory to their deeply
laid plans. Exploiting, via social
media, the emotional distress of
vast segments of the masses in
Tamil Nadu yet to come to terms
with the demise of their ‘Revolu-
tionary Leader’, the cabal has
sought to consolidate its position.

Politics in Tamil Nadu today epi-
tomises ‘post-delusion’ antics. This
is obscuring the objective reality,
viz., that of ‘remote control’ by a
person currently in jail (following
the verdict of the Supreme Court)
and the exercise of power by un-
elected individuals.

Notwithstanding comparisons
drawn with what previously took

place in Bihar in the 1990s, when
Lalu Prasad was forced to step
down in the wake of his conviction
in the fodder scam and his wife in-
stalled as Chief Minister, the situ-
ation in Tamil Nadu is diferent and
more dangerous. Remote control
under any set of circumstances in
any instance is untenable and
intolerable.

What makes the present situ-
ation even more unacceptable is
the lawed logic that long and close
association of a ‘diferent kind’ im-
parts a kind of divine right to step
into the shoes, and don themantle,
of the mentor. This is in contraven-
tion of all democratic principles,
and a travesty of democracy.

Aggravating this situation is that
the coterie representing the new
‘power elite’ comprises a narrow
alliance of caste interests, superim-
posed on to which is family control
over the levers of power. It means,
in essence, the deconstruction of
the ‘Administrative State’, making
it subservient to a family-cum-caste
combine. These are dangerous
portents. If perpetuated, it would
only drive another nail in the coin
of democratic politics in the
country.

Topsy-turvy events
If the irst task of any democracy is
to create a ‘just’ majority, then the
presentdispensation inTamilNadu
has further denigrated itself, and
perpetuated a hoax on the Consti-
tution by contriving the myth of a

‘pre-existing majority’. This in it-
self is worrying. Making matters
worse is that while according to the
Constitution, a Chief Minister is
lawfully created through due pro-
cess, nothing of the kind has
happened here. The system of
checks and balances itself smacks
of aweb ofmutually compromising
interests.Whatwe arewitnessing is
a ‘palace coup’, rather than an in-
stance of ‘passing the torch’ (in the
John F. Kennedymould).

The sequence of events conirms
this. Jayalalithaa passed away on
December 5. Exactly two months
later to the day — on February 5,
2017 — her associate, V.K. Sasikala,
is elected leader of the Legislature
Party Leader by AIADMK MLAs.
The incumbent Chief Minister, O.
Panneerselvam, is compelled to
step down, and thereafter forced to
resign as CM. Two days later, while
still the acting Chief Minister, he re-
volts alleging that he had been
forced to resign. On February 14,
the Supreme Court inds Ms.
Sasikala guilty in a disproportion-
ate assets case and awards her a jail
sentence. Immediately thereafter,
and without even the pretence of
holding a formal party meeting,
she expels Mr. Panneerselvam and
names Edappadi K. Palaniswami as
the leader of the Legislative Party.
She also reinducts two of her close
family members (who had previ-
ously beenexpelledby Jayalalithaa)
into the party and gives them key
positions. On February 18, the fac-
tion led by Mr. Palaniswami wins a
so-called ‘trust vote’ in the Tamil
Nadu Assembly.

Lacking legitimacy
The battle lines between the rival
AIADMK factions are clearly drawn
as of now. The faction led by Ms.
Sasikala has the support of a larger
number of the MLAs, but this
hardly invests the faction with any
legitimacy. Many of the crucial is-
sues pertinent to a democratic
transfer of power remain to be ad-
dressed. Lacking in legitimacy and
burdened by legacy issues, the pro-

Sasikala faction has convinced it-
self that the wisdom of one indi-
vidual is superior to that of the col-
lective wisdom of the party
legislators, as also the party hier-
archy — let alone the electorate.
The group’s decision to endorse
without any demur Ms. Sasikala’s
decision to appoint her previously
expelled relatives to key positions
in the party is symptomatic of this.

It could be inferred, given the
current make-up of the majority
faction, that those in charge would
bemost unwilling to allow any con-
trary points of view to prevail, or
emerge, in determining the future
course of the group. It aims to be
completely ‘knowledge-proof’,
limiting itself to tamperingwith the
system and confronting the bur-
eaucracy. If the Internet is turning
out to be largest ungoverned space,
it will only be a question of time be-
fore the Sasikala dispensation
seeks to operate in a similar void.

The future of the State thus ap-
pears to be in jeopardy. Those who
value democracy must recognise
that a takeover of this kind by a
small cabal poses a grave threat to
democracy. This has far greater sig-
niicance than the question as to
who actually occupies the Chief
Minister’s chair in Fort St. George.

Our Constitution does not con-
tain a provision for the ‘right of re-
call’ in the event of an apparent dis-
connect between the voters and
those whom they voted in as their
representatives. This makes the
present situation all themore prob-
lematic, for if scepticism — of the
actions or steps taken by a legis-
lature controlled by a cabal —in-
tensiies, it could lead to a lash-
point. It is important for those who
have ‘grabbed’ power — and are
conident that they could hold on
to it — to heed Sadhguru Jaggi Vas-
udev’s warning: “Conidence
without clarity is a disaster.”

M.K. Narayanan is a former National
Security Adviser and former Governor of
West Bengal

Post-truths in Tamil Nadu
Crucial issues about a democratic transfer of power are still to be addressed in the State

m.k. narayanan
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F
ringe elements ailiated with
the Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) have been in the news

ever since the party came to power.
Activists who pretend to be associ-
ated with the Trinamool Congress
in West Bengal and the Samajwadi
Party in Uttar Pradesh too have had
their day in the news.

There are two widely held ex-
planations for such activism. First,
the “fringe” is encouraged by the
party as a strategy to appeal tomore
extreme elements within the party
and to polarise politics. Second,
and more speciic to the right wing,
some believe that these individuals’
provocative actions and remarks
are indicative of the government’s
tacit support for Hindutva prin-
ciples. Since the party can always
use plausible deniability to distance
itself from the actions of the fringe
elements, both explanations are
plausible.

There are two other reasons. The
irst, we believe, is that this beha-
viour is symptomatic of the tend-
ency of lower-level politicians and
often evenbureaucrats to indulge in
actions thatwouldhelp themwin fa-
vour among their political superi-
ors. Take the case of some ABVP

leaders who have been involved in
pushing a virulent nationalist
agenda. Their actions have served
to embarrass the BJP and the Cent-
ral government.

There are also local politicians
who have misperceived favourable
responses or miscalculated the im-
pacts of their actions. Rabble-
rousers, from Yogi Adityanath to
Sakshi Maharaj, have consistently
undermined the government’s de-
velopment agenda and even embar-
rassed the government by making
inlammatory remarks centred on
religion. In our view, this results
from a systemic problem with our
politics — that career advancement
of individuals in political parties
and the bureaucracy is determined
largely by random criteria, often on
thewhims of their politicalmasters.

Lack of democracy
In India, unless one hails from a
well-established political dynasty
or has a great amount of inancial
resources, he or she would ind it
extremely diicult to move up the
political ladder. Research by Ra-
jkamal Singh and Rahul Verma
shows that almost two-thirds of As-
sembly constituencies in Uttar Pra-
desh in the 2017 election were con-
tested by families that have long

been a part of electoral politics.
There is a complete absence of in-
ner-party democracy at the local
level. Thus, lower-level politicians
have two options to increase the
likelihoodof their political advance-
ment. One is a ‘push’ strategy, by
consistently doing good work on
the ground and hoping that the
party recognises their work. How-
ever the randomness in criteria for
political advancement, attributable
in large part to the absence of party
democracy and a deeply en-
trenched system of dynastic polit-
ics,means this strategy isunlikely to
work verywell. The fact that parties
do not have well-established party
organisations at the local level elev-
ates the randomness of advance-
ment within their ranks.

An easier way still is to try and
win favour directly with their polit-
icalmasters, who rarely followwell-

established processes to determine
political promotions. This strategy
would rest on the assumption that
political bosses, if impressed with
the individuals, would ‘pull’ them
up through the party ranks. How-
ever, since most parties in India are
highly centralised, access to the
party high command is extremely
restricted. In order for them to get
noticed by those in higher ranks,
they need to create some sort of
noise or disturbance, and this often
inds expression in the formof coer-
cion and crime.

No sense of involvement
Second, current social science re-
search shows that an individual’s
sense of responsibility is linked to
the organisational characteristics
within which they work. The hier-
archical nature of Indian parties
means this lower rung simply does
not feel the same level of responsib-
ility towards the larger goal set by
the party. This is buttressed by the
failure of parties to cultivate a sense
of ownership for local politicians in
the larger issues facing the nation.
This leaves individuals at the local
level with virtually no sense of re-
sponsibility towards many of the
policy decisions a government
takes and they are left to interpret

the party’s core concerns the way
they wish.

In order to deal with this efect-
ively, oneoption forpolitical parties
would be to comedownon these in-
dividuals with a heavy hand. This is
diicult in a democracy. A better
and more sustainable option is to
reduce the randomness in political
advancement at the local level. This
can be done by introducing reforms
that strengthen inner-party demo-
cracy during selection of candid-
ates for diferent roles. Such re-
forms are bound to face resistance
from a system very set in its ways,
and require bold leadership to push
through. An instance was when
Rahul Gandhi introduced primary-
style elections in a few constituen-
cies before the 2014 election.

Over thepast fewyears, India has
witnessed too many discomforting
actions and events on behalf of its
political class. It is imperative that
political parties take steps to alter
the incentive structure of the sys-
tem and give local politicians a lar-
ger stake in larger issues of the day.

Pradeep Chhibber teaches Political
Science at the University of California,
Berkeley. Harsh Shah is an alumnus of the
University of California, Berkeley. The
views expressed are personal

Is noise the only way to get noticed?
Why political parties must give local politicians a bigger stake in larger issues of the day

Pradeep Chhibber & Harsh Shah
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Elections 2017
The Election Commission,
and the Central and State
governments deserve rich
praise for enabling a
peaceful election process in
ive States. There were
hardly any incidents of
either violence or
intimidation (Editorial —
“Voting with our feet”,
March 10).
It is a Herculean task to
conduct elections in the
country. The robust turnout
—with exceptions here and
there — is a clear signal to
the rest of the world that the
Indian voter can never be
alienated from voting.
Though there is the bright
side to the exercise in terms
of increasedwomen’s
turnout, there is also
concern that those in the
metros are quite apathetic.
However, India is still
number one inmaking any
election process
purposeful, meaningful and
successful, thereby
watering the roots of
democracy.
J.P. Reddy,

Nalgonda, Telangana

■ The point that the gender
gap is fast reducing is quite
astonishing. It is also
ironical that women are
making a decision to choose
the representatives at the
local, State and national
levels but are unablemost
of the time to express and
exercise their choices and
with such autonomy in their
own homes.
Jashandeep Kaur Ahluwalia,

Khanna, Punjab

■ A rise in the percentage of
voters can be linked to three
factors: the credibility and
the eiciency of the
Election Commission in
conducting elections; the
freedom of voters in
selecting their candidate
without fear; and the
growing interest of the
young generation in being a
part of the system.
However, as the “quantity”
of voting goes up, the
“quality” of candidates is
going down in terms of
integrity. Irrespective of the
party they belong to, many
have a history of crime, are
beneiciaries of dynastic

succession and have little
track record of public
service. This limits the
choice of the electorate, as
increasing use of the NOTA
option will show. The high
participation of people in
the elections should
energise the government
and all political parties to
reform the process so that
only the best candidates are
in the fray.
Y.G. Chouksey,

Pune

■ What was the need to give
importance to exit poll
results by various agencies
when the results will be
announced on Saturday?
Andwhy have the report on
the front page?
R. Solairaj,

Chennai

Age of uncertainty
It’s not the irst time in the
history of mankind that the
world order is changing
(“Stability in the time of
change”, March 10). But the
degree of this change is
certainly the largest one the
world has ever seen.

Leaders of the nations have
an important job before
them: to lead the world
collectively. Instead of
destruction, construction
should be the aim of
national policies. The
billions of dollars of
investment spent on
weapons of destruction is
nothing but preparing for
our own destruction. It’s
high timewe understand
that national boundaries are
artiicial.
Humanity all over the world
has the same basic need
while every world language
has at least one tale with the
moral “strength lies in
unity”.Whenwill we realise
this?
Kiran Babasaheb Ransing,

NewDelhi

Reclaiming spaces
The late Chief Minister and
former AIADMK party head
Jayalalithaa was convicted
in the disproportionate
assets case. Legally,
ethically andmorally, the
Tamil Nadu government
should desist from naming
any government scheme or

project after her. Years ago,
when State Transport
Corporation buses began to
sport the names of political
leaders, poets and
litterateurs, the government
of the daymade the wise
decision to stop the practice
to avoid controversy. It was
a bold and sellessmove.
However the AIADMK
appears to be on shaky
ground andwill try not to
rock the boat by doing away
with Jayalalithaa-named
schemes till a clear situation
emerges.
The writer’s wish of doing
awaywith the names of
political leaders in public
spaces is not going to be
realised any time soon
(“Making a clean break”,
March 10).
V. Subramanian,

Chennai

Europe’s borders
The decision of the
European Court of Justice to
give its members the
discretion to either approve
or reject asylum to refugees
is an indication that the
court too has been swept up

in the anti-immigration
debate (Editorial — “Open
gates”, March 10). The
verdict is bound to be a shot
in the arm for European
leaders such as Viktor
Orban of Hungary whose
response to the refugee
crisis has been to build walls
with its neighbours. The
ruling will in all likelihood
have an efect on voters in
the Netherlands, France
and Germanywho vote this
year.While Brexit may have
unleashed anti-
immigration, the
unravelling of the European
Unionmay be hastened by
the European Court of
Justice whichmay have
unwittingly played into the
hands of Eurosceptics.
Prima facie, the judgment of
the court does seem
rational but this will
deinitely bemisused by
Eurosceptic parties who
want their countries to have
a homogenous culture like
in the Renaissance era.
Akshay Viswanathan,

Thiruvananthapuram
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On December 16, 1971, the India-
Pakistan war ended with the liberation
of Bangladesh. The war was short — it
had raged for all of 13 days — but India
had mobilised its entire land forces, in-
cluding a secretive unit of soldiers from
the Special Frontier Force (SFF), a
group raised for trans-Himalayan com-
bat. Some of the SFF recruits were not
Indians. They were from Tibet and had
come into India on forced exile, in
waves and participated in the ground
battles and the combing operations that
followed with minimal knowledge of
South Asian languages and the people
they encountered. They had hoped that
after the war India would send them
home to fight the Chinese forces in
Tibet as a reward — but that was not to
be.

Dhondup Palden, now in his 80s, a
resident of Lama Camp in Tezu, Ar-
unachal Pradesh, was one of the
Tibetans who despite their Buddhist
faith took up arms. Sitting at the porch
of his home-on-stilts that is painted blue
and decorated with Buddhist prayer
flags, he reminisces about the war and
how he had ventured into unfamiliar
territory. “We killed many enemies in
that war. For 15 days, we moved across
the country rounding up Pakistani sol-
diers and pro-Pakistan agents.” The war
stood out as it was the first time that the
Tibetans, a mountain people, had to ne-
gotiate with the riverine landscape of
Bangladesh. “We walked on muddy ri-
verbeds, and went from village to village
looking for enemies. The experience
was unusual for us Tibetan soldiers,” he
says.

The war of 1971 was not the first
Dhondup and his compatriots in Lama
Camp experienced. Their war began 20
years earlier in the 1950s, when they
fought a guerrilla battle against the
Chinese forces in Tibet supported by
weapons and trainers from the U.S.
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) which
wanted to dislodge China from Tibet.

As we catch up with Dhondup, he is
soaking in the celebrations of Losar, the
Tibetan New Year which began in the
last week of February. Losar to the
Tibetans means crushed corn which is
sprinkled on guests and meant for aus-
picious occasions, good food, drinks
and a time to recollect the past. His kit-
chen is stocked with savouries and
drinks. This is the Year of the Firebird
which, like the phoenix, stands for re-
surrection and the burning away of
wasteful deeds. Keeping with the spirit
of the new year, Dhondup wants to re-
live the war of his youth.

“We had inadequate weapons and
ammunition but we wanted to fight the
Chinese who forced us to build roads
and bridges,” he says in a mix of Hindi
and Tibetan that was interpreted by his
son Tsering. The guerrillas fought with
.303 rifles of World War II vintage, re-
ceiving better weapons only in the later
phase.

Dhondup and five other veterans are
the remaining few from the hundreds of
unknown foot soldiers of a liberation
war, unlamented and unsung. These
former soldiers were of fighting age; in
exile now, time is ticking away. Many
have passed away. One of their com-
rades, who rose to run a movie theatre
in the neighbourhood, passed away
earlier this year. They were the pioneers
of a resistance movement that took to
violence before the Dalai Lama weaned
them away to non-violent means.

Enter the CIA
Dhondup was a member of the only
modern insurgent group of Tibet, the
Dhokham Chushi Gangdruk (DCG). The
DCG was formed on June 16, 1958 in
Tibet by a charismatic nobleman, An-
drup Gonpo Tashi. For some time the
group carried out ambushes against the
Chinese forces as Beijing tried to consol-
idate its gains in Tibet. Dhondup, then
in his twenties, was one of the early re-
cruits in this movement and was trained
in sabotage and the use of arms.

“During the struggle, we used basic
weapons like the old rifles that fired one
bullet at a time,” he says, explaining that

the movement expanded rapidly from
the Kham region of Tibet despite short-
age of weapons and ammunition.

The DCG became known worldwide
for being the secret force of the CIA,
which sent trainers and equipment to
Tibet to support the rebels. Dhondup
recalls how the Americans sent high-fly-
ing cargo jets into the Tibetan airspace
for his group that consisted of 600
volunteers.

One of the key assignments of the
DCG was to guard the Dalai Lama as he
planned to go into India. A little dis-
tance away from Dhondup’s Tezu home
lives one of the former DCG fighters
who accompanied the Dalai Lama dur-
ing that momentous journey. “The jour-
ney of 1959 was arduous. Yaks and
horses were used to cross the snowy
mountain. We ensured safety for the
Dalai Lama with one group travelling
with him and another providing sup-
port at Lhasa,” says Zolpa Sibu, the ex-
DCG fighter.

Sibu is nostalgic about his DCG days.
“We did not have the best of weapons to
fight. Many of our comrades died in
bombing and counter-insurgency oper-
ations carried out by the Chinese

forces,” he says, recounting that even
the force’s founder was brought to India
with injuries he sustained in a blast. He
remembers how grim the situation in
Tibet had become. “We were evicted
from our homes. Families broke up —
the Chinese employed women and men
separately for forced labour projects
that would go on for months. Social and
religious gatherings became impossible
as the police questioned all such
gatherings.”

The DCG put up a strong resistance,
but the end was inevitable. Sibu was ar-
rested but released after months of de-
tention. As was Dhondup. “I was kept in
prison for two months and for weeks
my hands were tied up,” he says, show-
ing his permanently scarred hands.

The DCG’s fighters decided to escape
into India through the mountain passes
in eastern Arunachal district of Upper
Dibang Valley and the western district
of Tawang via Bomdila. The journey
was difficult; many perished but the
likes of Dhondup, Sibu and their famil-
ies survived the trek.

The war for Bangladesh
Soon after coming into India, these
fighters were asked to settle in Tezu but
within a year they had to move as India-
China hostilities intensified in the run-
up to the 1962 war. As the border dis-
tricts of the North East Frontier Agency,
as Arunachal Pradesh was then known,
were evacuated, the fighters were re-
settled in Dibrugarh and Guwahati in
Assam. They returned to Tezu after the
war ended, and soon found themselves
recruited by Indian military officers
who had by now realised their potential

as trained guerrillas and intelligence-
gatherers. “The military instructors
tested our firing skills, asked us to take
physical fitness tests. Most of us passed
the test and joined the Indian military
as we were eager to go back to Tibet and
fight the Chinese forces again,” says
Dhondup.

The fighters boarded a train at Guwa-
hati and were taken to Chakrata in Ut-
tarakhand (then in Uttar Pradesh)
where a rigorous training programme
began to equip them for special military
operations. “We were trained to handle
mortar fire, automatic weapons, rocket
launchers. I was specially recruited into
a team of paratroopers in the SFF,” says
Dhondup, explaining that the Tibetans
were expected to go back into their
country for special operations. As first-
generation exiles, the men did not al-
ways understand the detailed discus-
sions held among Indian military of-
ficers, but carried out the assigned
duties nevertheless.

Havildar Sangey was also among the
ex-DCG SFF recruits. He counts himself
as lucky, having been taken as part of a
three-member group for a special train-
ing programme in Europe. “I even
trained with some American officials
abroad,” he says, reliving his days as a
paratrooper.

The hostility between India and
Pakistan gave the SFF fighters a new
chance to test their fighting skills. “Dur-
ing the 1971 war, many of our friends
died fighting,” says Dhondup, recount-
ing that the war had left him injured and
he was admitted in the Armed Forces
Medical College, Pune. “Generals and
[Prime Minister] Indira Gandhi came to

see us in hospital. We got a transistor ra-
dio as reward,” he adds, his eyes light-
ing up as he recounts the heady days.

By the time the Bangladesh war
ended, most of the soldiers had ac-
quired family and had young kids at
home. But newer assignments
beckoned, including reconnaissance
missions in Ladakh and in the high Him-
alayas. “We wanted to fight in Tibet be-
cause the SFF [training] taught us lot
more than we knew in the DCG days,
but that fight never came,” rues Sangey.
“We had all the necessary advanced
weapons. We would not have left Tibet
if we had these weapons and training at
that time.”

Renewed rumble in the east
The amphitheatre of much of the 1962
war, the epic face-offs of yesteryear still
linger in the air of the Arunachal Him-
alayas, especially the mountains from
Tezu to Anjaw district which were the
scene of the bloodbath of Namti where
an unknown number of Indian and
Chinese soldiers died.

Having spent their youth in the midst
of guerrilla warfare and tectonic polit-
ical churn, the elderly denizens of Lama
Camp find themselves still engulfed by
geopolitics thanks to the evolving im-
portance of the Eastern Himalayas. In
recent years, the U.S. and India have be-
gun to work on salvaging the remains of
aviators who crashed in the mountains

near Tezu during World War II. The dis-
covery of a Chinese citizen in the region
in 2010 stirred up matters between In-
dia and China. Guang Liang spent
months in a prison in Arunachal Pra-
desh before the Chinese reportedly took
him back. In addition, barely a dozen
kilometres from the neighbourhood of
these former guerrillas is the brand-new
easternmost airport of India at Tezu
which can also host heavy bombers and
cargo carriers. Recent reports about an
impending visit by the Dalai Lama to Ar-
unachal Pradesh have again stirred up
the pioneers of DCG.

While the region remains the locus of
power games, the exploits of the octo-
genarians of Lama Camp slowly recedes
into oblivion. In the sunset of their lives,
they wish to bequeath their saga of res-
istance in Tibet to posterity. “Most of us
did not get a chance to lead a normal
life. We were deprived of the education
that would have trained us to record
and write our experience as soldiers,”
says Sibu.

The legacy and the future
In recent years there have been some at-
tempts to recognise their signal contri-
bution. The Central Tibetan Administra-
tion has set up offices in Delhi and
Dharamsala for addressing the needs of
these senior community members. On
the 50th anniversary of the founding of
DCG in 2008, special commemorative
events were organised by the Tibetan
community in India to honour them
and recognise the armed struggle that
they executed against China.

Young Tibetans also drop in once in a
while to seek blessing of these elders.
The Tibetan diaspora has also shown in-
terest in chronicling the story of DCG
and a number of websites provide in-
formation about the violent movement
which faded out with the exile of
Tibetans to India. However most of the
literature focusses on the CIA’s role in
fuelling the war in the Cold War period
and is inadequate in recording the nar-
ratives of the men who fought the war
not just for the CIA but also for India.
“Our lives were disrupted. At the time of
DCG, we did not foresee our exile and
that is why we did not bother to photo-
graph our homes and our struggles,”
says Sibu, urging better documentation
of the scattered photographs and other
records of the movement in Tibet.

Despite their advancing years, the
DCG fighters do not receive any addi-
tional financial support from the Gov-
ernment of India — the SFF gave a com-
prehensive settlement package, a
one-time lump-sum amount at the time
of retirement.

While the passage of time has
dimmed Dhondup, Sibu and Sangay’s
hopes of returning to their homeland,
the fire still burns. “Even now I dream
of fighting in the streets of Tibet with a
gun,” says Dhondup. The DCG, incident-
ally, still exists in exile, espousing an in-
dependent Tibet. Dreams don’t die.

Chronicles from history: The Lama Camp in Tezu, Lohit district of Arunachal Pradesh. RITU RAJ KONWAR

They came, they fought, they stayed
In a camp in Tezu, Arunachal Pradesh,Kallol Bhattacherjeemeets the last of the Tibetan ighters living in exile. They battled the Chinese and later went on to ight
for India in the war to liberate Bangladesh

“The war of 1971 was not the irst Dhondup and his compatriots experienced”. Zolpa Sibu Lama (left) and Adrouk with their certiicates; Dhondup Palden and his wife Sonam at their residence in Lama Camp.

<> Even now I dream of ighting

in the streets of Tibet with

a gun

Dhondup PALDEN
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ter he wrote to the Registrar
General of the Supreme
Court on February 10 after
contempt notice was issued
against him on February 8.
Nor did the judge deem it
necessary to file any applic-
ation in the criminal con-
tempt case against him.

Last month the Supreme
Court issued a contempt of
court notice against Justice
Karnan for allegedly degrad-
ing the judicial institution.

‘Scurrilous letters’
A seven-judge Bench led by
the Chief Justice of India J.S.
Khehar heard Mr. Attorney
General Mukul Rohatgi who
said that Justice Karnan
should face contempt pro-
ceedings for his “scurrilous”
letters against sitting and re-
tired High Court and Su-
preme Court judges.

Challenging the contempt
notice Justice Karnan al-
leged that the notice was is-
sued against him because he
belongs to the SC com-
munity. In the “writ order”
issued by him he argued
that no contempt proceed-
ings can be initiated against
a sitting High Court judge.

Justice Karnan argued,
“no contempt either civil or
criminal can be initiated
against a sitting High Court
Judge under Sections 2 (c),
12 and 14 of the Contempt of
Courts Act or under Article
20 of the Constitution of In-
dia.” As for the Supreme
Court asking him to appear
before it on March 31, he
Justice Karnan hinted that
he will not appear before it
as he had not done anything
illegal.

During the hearing in the
Supreme Court, Mr. Rohatgi
submitted that there are re-
ports that an order has been
passed by Justice Karnan ad-
mitting a petition filed by a
lawyer in the Calcutta HC
seeking enquiry into the al-
legations in the suicide note
of former Arunachal Pra-
desh Chief Minister Kalikho
Pul. The August 2016 note of
Pul had made corruption al-
legations against sitting Su-
preme Court and HC judges.

In the said order, Mr. Ro-
hatgi submitted that Justice
Karnan had agreed with the
petitioner-lawyer that the
seven-judge Bench’s de-
cision to strip him of judicial
and administrative powers
in the light of the contempt
proceedings was void.

Mr. Rohatgi submitted
that he had enquired with
the Registrar of the Calcutta
HC, who though confirming
reports about the existence
of such an order neverthe-
less denied seeing it.

The AG said the order in
question remains unsigned.

Chief Justice Khehar at
one point dismissed such re-
ports of an order by Justice
Karnan as a “prank.”

In the last hearing on
February 13, the Supreme
Court had briefly toyed with
the option of issuing a bail-
able warrant against Justice
Karnan, but chose to wait
for another three weeks for
the judge to explain his defi-
ance of a judicial direction
to be present in court.

The seven-judge Bench
said that Justice Karnan had
not indicated a reason for
his non-appearance in a let-

Bailable warrant
against Justice Karnan

Maruti company, said 31
convictions was a huge
number for a riots case and
the stand of the Maruti com-
pany was vindicated with
the judgment. Saying that
the decision on appeal in
the higher court would be
taken after reading the full
judgement, Mr. Pahwa said
a large number of accused
were acquitted as they had
changed their appearance
and could not be identified.

To prevent untoward in-
cidents, the district adminis-
tration has invoked Section
144 near the Maruti plants
and the district court till
March 15.

“What is important to un-
derstand is that these 13 are
the office-bearers of the
union. They have been im-
plicated and management
witnesses have deposed
against them because they
stand for rights of workers,”
said Ms. Grover, appearing
for the defence.

Defence counsel Monu
Kuhar said Ms. Grover, who
was appearing pro bono in
the case along with senior
advocates Rebecca John and
R.S. Cheema, had lent
strength to the legal fight of
the workers.

Senior advocate Vikas
Pahwa, who represented

31 convicted in 2012
Maruti violence case

Unrest takes its toll: A 2012 photo of the burnt down
reception oice at theMaruti Udyog’s Manesar facility. AFP

The Rajya Sabha passed the
The Enemy Property
(Amendment and Validation)
Bill, 2016 on Friday, in the
sixth attempt after ordin-
ances were passed to keep
the Bill alive, following fierce
objections by the Opposition
parties.

As the government intro-
duced the Bill for considera-
tion in the Rajya Sabha, the
entire Opposition walked
out. The government’s de-
termination to pass the Bill
was evident as 10 Union Min-
isters were present in the
House to ensure that it was
passed.

Home Minister Rajnath
Singh, who was supposed to
reply to the debate on the
Bill, did not say much ob-
serving that the Leader of
the House Arun Jaitley had
already explained it in detail.

The 49-year-old law was
amended to guard against

claims of succession or trans-
fer of properties left by
people who migrated to
Pakistan and China.

Defer it, says Opposition
The Bill, which amends the
Enemy Property Act, 1968,
was passed by the Rajya
Sabha despite the Opposition
demanding deferring of the
debate on the draft legisla-
tion for a threadbare deliber-
ation next week.

The measure was passed
by the Lok Sabha in March
last year. After this, the Rajya
Sabha had sent it to a select
committee, following whose
recommendations, the gov-
ernment had moved a num-
ber of amendments to it.

After the amended Bill
was passed by the Rajya
Sabha, it was returned to the
Lok Sabha for final passage
just before it was adjourned
for the day.

Earlier when the Bill was
taken up in the Upper

House, Congress leader
Jairam Ramesh said “many
senior members including
the Leader of the Opposition
are not present in the House
for a variety of reasons.
Therefore the Bill should be
taken up for discussion on
the next working day.” His
views were echoed by other

members including Javed Ali
Khan (SP) and Sukhendu
Shekhar Roy (AITC). How-
ever, the government took
up the Bill for discussion and
later got it passed by a voice
vote after the entire Opposi-
tion, angered over the gov-
ernment’s insistence, walked
out of the House.

Explaining the urgency to
get the Bill passed, Mr. Jaitley
said the ordinance effecting
the amendments in the Act
would lapse on March 14 and
this was a security issue also.

Elaborating on the meas-
ure, he said it was a principle
that the government should
not allow commercial in-
terests or properties of an
enemy country or its cit-
izens. Mr. Jaitley said the
right of the enemy property
should vest in the govern-
ment of India and not in the
heirs of the citizens of the en-
emy countries.

Union Ministers present in
the House were Manohar
Parrikar, J.P. Nadda, M. Ven-
kaiah Naidu, Suresh Prabhu,
Piyush Goyal, Prakash
Javadekar, Ananth Kumar
and Mukhtar Abbas Naqvi.

The amendments pro-
posed include that once an
enemy property is vested in
the Custodian, it shall con-
tinue to be vested in him as

enemy property irrespective
of whether the enemy, en-
emy subject or enemy firm
has ceased to be an enemy
due to reasons such as death.

No transfer allowed
The new Bill ensures that the
law of succession does not
apply to enemy property;
that there cannot be transfer
of any property vested in the
Custodian by an enemy or
enemy subject or enemy
firm and that the Custodian
shall preserve the enemy
property till it is disposed of
in accordance with the Act.

The amendments are
aimed at plugging the loop-
holes in the Act to ensure
that the enemy properties
that have been vested in the
Custodian remain so and do
not revert to the enemy sub-
ject or firm.

The Bill also prohibits civil
courts and other authorities
from entertaining disputes
related to enemy property.

Enemy Property Bill passed amid walkout
Government of India should have right over such assets and not the heirs of citizens of enemy countries, says Jaitley

Determined efort: FinanceMinister Arun Jaitley speaks in the
Rajya Sabha in NewDelhi on Friday. PTI/ TV GRAB

Special Correspondent

New Delhi

The government told Rajya
Sabha on Friday that declar-
ing Pakistan a “terror state”
could have “diplomatic as
well as other far-reaching
consequences.”

Independent Member of
Parliament Rajeev
Chandrasekhar, who is also
the Vice-Chairman of the
BJP’s Kerala unit, had
moved ‘The Declaration of
Countries as Sponsor of Ter-
rorism Bill, 2016’ to create a
legal, economic and travel
sanctions regime for citizens
of countries which promote
terror.

The Bill came up for dis-
cussion on February 3, the
end of the first half of the
Budget session and then it
came up for discussion
again on Friday.

The Hindu had reported
on February 21 that Centre
was set to oppose the Bill as
it would jeopardise interna-
tional relations under the
Geneva Convention.

On Friday, Minister of
State for Home Hansraj
Gangaram Ahir told Rajya
Sabha, “The government
has taken many steps to
deal with terror. The exist-
ing laws already have suffi-
cient provisions for dealing
with citizens of a terrorist

country. To declare a coun-
try as a terrorist state can
have diplomatic as well as
other far-reaching con-
sequences. Before doing so
a detailed study is required.
Therefore I request Mr.
Chandrasekhar to withdraw
the bill.”

MP finds support
Mr. Chandrasekhar then
withdrew the Bill, which
was, however, supported by
many other members.

Nominated member and
noted lawyer K.T.S. Tulsi
said, “I am not opposed to
the Bill but I have my
doubts. We need to examine
the practical utility of de-
claring Pakistan a terror
state.” Congress member
Abhishek Manu Singhvi sug-
gested some changes in the
Bill, saying some actionable
points should be included.

We can’t declare Pak.
a terror state: Centre

Independent member withdraws Bill

Special Correspondent

New Delhi

Rajeev Chandrasekhar

Members of the CPI(M) and
the CPI raised the issue of
“attacks on the freedom of
expression and thought” on
prime campuses like JNU
and University of Delhi, dur-
ing the zero hour in the Ra-
jya Sabha.

“All these universities
have been established by
law enacted by us, by this
august House. So, we have a
direct bearing on what is
happening in these univer-
sities. In the name of
Hindutva nationalism, they
are decrying Indian nation-

alism, and that is something
we cannot allow,” CPI(M)
general secretary Sitaram
Yechury said amid interrup-
tions. “Organisations are tak-
ing upon themselves the
right to decide who is wrong
and who is right and who
has violated the law.”

CPI leader D. Raja also
noted the “increasing attack
on academic freedom, free-
dom of thought, freedom of
expression, freedom of cre-
ation” in universities.

“Who has given them the
authority to decide you are
nationalist or I am national-
ist, you are unpatriotic or I

am unpatriotic? This is a
dangerous trend,” he said.

Admission policy
Hitting out at a new JNU ad-
mission policy, Mr. Raja said:
“JNU is tense and students
are fighting against the new
admission policy. It will ad-
versely impact the entry of
students from Scheduled
Castes, STs, OBCs and
minority communities.” He
was referring to reports that
marks of the viva would
count in drawing merit lists
for M.Phil entrance exams,
with written exam marks be-
ing just qualifying in nature.

‘Who has given them power to decide who is patriotic?’

Left parties lag rising
attacks on campuses

Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI

The rebel AIADMK members
in both Houses of Parlia-
ment demanded a probe by
a Central agency into the cir-
cumstances surrounding the
death of former Tamil Nadu
Chief Minister Jayalalithaa.

In the Lok Sabha, pro-
ceedings were adjourned for

several minutes following a
protest by about half a
dozen AIADMK members,
who gathered in the Well de-
manding a probe. They
walked out after the Speaker
turned down the request.

Carrying placards, three
AIADMK members in the Ra-
jya Sabha also went into the
well and returned to their

seats after Deputy Chairman
P.J. Kurien allowed them to
raise the issue during zero
hour.

V. Maitreyan demanded
that the Central government
order a probe either by the
CBI or by a SIT, or a judicial
inquiry into the death of Jay-
alalithaa, amid disruptions
from other party members.

Rebel AIADMKMPs demand
probe into Jayalalithaa’s death
Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI

For the Indian military, the
disaster of 1962 did not end
with the humiliation by
China in the war. In a stra-
tegic blunder thereafter, the
government decided not to
develop its infrastructure
along the China border. It
took more than four dec-
ades for the decision to be
reversed.

In 2007, the government
decided to aggressively de-
velop infrastructure along
the border with China, in a
late and desperate measure
to catch up. A CAG report
tabled in Parliament on Fri-
day, however, has burst the
myth about the ambitious
catch up, painting a picture
of targets not met and huge
cost escalations.

Of the 61 India-China Bor-
der Roads scheduled to be
completed by 2012, only 22
had been completed as late
as March 2016 with massive
cost overruns.

“All 61 India China Border
Roads (ICBR) included in
Border Roads Development
Board (BRDB) programme
were planned to be com-
pleted by 2012. However,
only 15 roads had been com-
pleted by 2012. Out of the
balance 46 roads, only 7
roads were completed by
March 2016, extending the
Planned Date of Completion
(PDC) of balance roads up to
the year 2021,” the CAG re-
port said.

This means 22 roads or
36% had only been com-
pleted up to March 2016 des-
pite incurring an expendit-
ure of ₹4536 crore or 98%
against the estimated cost of
₹4644 crore for 61 ICBRs,
the report observed.

Shoddy job
Further, the CAG selected 24
roads for the audit of which
only four roads had been
completed by March 2012
and two roads between
March 2012 and March 2016.

The report also noted “nu-
merous instances” of de-
fective construction of
roads.

In the aftermath of the
brief but bloody border
war with China in 1962, In-
dia had maintained a policy
to not build border roads
reasoning that they could
be used by the Chinese
forces to make quick in-
roads. However the policy
was reversed by a high level
China Study Group and the
Government had identified
the construction of 73 stra-
tegically important roads to
improve connectivity.

Of these, the 61 roads
having a length of 3409.27
km were entrusted to the
Border Roads Organisation
(BRO) to be completed by
2012 and the balance 12
roads were entrusted to
other agencies like Central
Public Works Department,
NBCC and State Public
Works Departments among
others.

Slow progress in roads
along China border: CAG
Of the proposed 61 projects, only 22 were completed by 2016

Dinakar Peri

New Delhi

The Supreme Court on Fri-
day refused to order a Spe-
cial Investigation Team
(SIT) probe against journal-
ists who allegedly took pay-
offs and favours from
Italian firm Agusta West-
land and its parent com-
pany Finmeccanica to pub-
lish reports in favour of the
multi-crore Agusta West-
land VVIP chopper deal.

A Bench of Justices
Dipak Misra, A.M. Khan-
wilkar and Mohan M.
Shantanagoudar said that
ordering such a blanket in-
vestigation into the func-
tioning of the media
without any concrete evid-
ence would be an “attack”
on free speech.

“Media has been given
an independent status in
our democratic polity. This
[petition] amounts to an at-
tack on the media,” Justice
Misra remarked orally in
the hearing.

The court, however, said
that investigative agencies
were free to conduct a
probe against certain indi-
viduals and proceed
against them as per law.

The Bench was hearing
a petition filed by noted
journalist and author Hari
Jaisingh that the top court
should intervene in the on-
going investigation of the
CBI and the Enforcement
Directorate and direct the
two agencies to submit a
status report on whether
the media played a role in
influencing the deal for a
dozen VVIP helicopters.

Agusta: SC
refuses to
order probe
Legal Correspondent

New Delhi

Reliance Jio and Paytm
have apologised for their
“inadvertent mistake” of
using Prime Minister Nar-
endra Modi’s photograph
in their respective advert-
isements without prior
permission, Parliament
was informed on Friday.

The Department of Con-
sumer Affairs sought clari-
fication from Paytm and
Reliance Jio regarding use
of the photograph of the
Prime Minister in their re-
spective full page advert-
isements contravening the
‘prior permission’ stipula-
tion in such cases under
‘The Emblems and Names
(Prevention of Improper
Use) Act, 1950’, Minister of
State for Consumer Affairs,
Food & Public Distribution
C.R. Chaudhary said in a
written reply to the Rajya
Sabha.

“Paytm and Reliance Jio
have apologised for their
inadvertent mistake,” the
Minister added.

Additionally, Parliament
was informed that based
on a request from the De-
partment of Consumer Af-
fairs, Ministry of Informa-
tion and Broadcasting has
issued an advisory to print
medium to check whether
such ads had prior permis-
sion.

Reliance
Jio, Paytm
apologise
Special Correspondent

New Delhi

To find a spacecraft
380,000 km away, JPL’s
team used the 70-metre an-
tenna at NASA’s Goldstone
Deep Space Communica-
tions Complex in California
to send out a powerful beam
of microwaves towards the
moon. Then the radar
echoes bounced back from
lunar orbit were received by
the 100-metre Green Bank
Telescope in West Virginia.

Finding a derelict space-
craft at lunar distance that
has not been tracked for
years is tricky because the
moon is riddled with mas-
cons (regions with higher-
than-average gravitational
pull) that can dramatically
affect a spacecraft’s orbit
over time, and even cause it
to have crashed into the
moon.

JPL’s orbital calculations
indicated that Chandray-
aan-1 is still circling some
200 km above the lunar sur-
face, but it was generally
considered “lost.” However,
the radar team utilised the
fact that this spacecraft is in
the polar orbit around the
moon, so it would always
cross above the lunar poles

on each orbit.
On July 2 last year, the

team pointed Goldstone and
Green Bank at a location 160
km above the moon’s north
pole and waited to see
whether the lost spacecraft
crossed the radar beam.
Chandrayaan-1 was pre-
dicted to complete one orbit
around the moon every two
hours and eight minutes.
Something that had a radar
signature of a small space-
craft did cross the beam
twice during four hours of
observations, and the tim-
ings between detections
matched the time it would
take Chandrayaan-1 to com-
plete one orbit and return to
the same position above the
moon’s pole.

The team used data from
the return signal to estimate
its velocity and the distance
to the target. This informa-
tion was then used to up-
date the orbital predictions
for Chandrayaan-1.

Chandrayaan operated
for 312 days, as against the
intended two years, but the
mission achieved 95 per
cent of its planned object-
ives.

‘Lost’ Chandrayaan-1
orbiting Moon: NASA

A London-bound Air India
aircraft from Ahmedabad
had to be escorted by fighter
jets on Friday after it lost
contact with the Air Traffic
Control while flying over
Hungary.

The Dreamliner Boeing
787-800 with 231 passengers
and 18 crew members lost
contact with the ATC due to
“frequency fluctuation”, an
AI spokesperson said.

The aircraft, which took
off from the Sardar Vallab-
hbhai International Airport
in Ahmedabad at 7 a.m.,
landed safely at London’s
Heathrow Airport at 11.05
a.m. local time, the spokes-
person said.

This is the second such
incident in one month. On
February 16, Jet Airways
flight 9W-118 from Mumbai
lost communication with
the Germany’s ATC on its
way to London.

AI plane loses contact,
escorted by ighter jets
Press Trust of India

New Delhi

At least 13 deaths have been
reported due to swine flu
(H1N1) virus since the begin-
ning of the year in western
Maharashtra, according to
medical authorities.

Health officials said Pune
recorded six deaths since
January this year, Solapur
recorded three, Aurangabad
two and Nashik and
Kolhapur one each.

More than 50 cases have
been recorded across the re-
gion, including the northern
part of the State and Marath-
wada. More than half cases
are said to be from Pune.

At least six patients detec-
ted are in a ‘critical’ condi-
tion and have been put on
ventilator at different city
hospitals.

In Kolhapur district, the
administration has set up

emergency cells at primary
health centres (PHCs) after a
45-year-old patient in Karvir
tehsil succumbed to the
virus.

In 2016, the State had re-
corded 82 cases and 25
deaths due to the virus.

Dr. Kanchan Jagtap, Joint
Director, State Health De-
partment, said, “Among
[the cases recorded last
year], 41 cases and nine
deaths were recorded
between January and Febru-
ary. Despite a slight increase
in the H1N1 toll this year in
the same time period, this is
the normal seasonal trans-
mission pattern of the virus.
Although people need to
take precautionary meas-
ures.” Scientists from the
city-based National Institute
of Virology said there has
been no change in the ge-
netic make-up of the virus.

Swine lu claims 13 lives,
over 50 cases recorded
More than half cases from Pune
Shoumojit Banerjee

Pune
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NEWS

Manjeev Singh Puri is
new envoy to Nepal
NEW DELHI

Senior diplomat Manjeev
Singh Puri was on Friday
appointed as India’s new
envoy to Nepal. Mr. Puri, a
1982-batch IFS officer, is
currently India’s Ambassador
to the EU, Belgium and
Luxembourg. PTI

IN BRIEF

Lalu trashes exit polls
giving edge to BJP in U.P.
PATNA

RJD president Lalu Prasad on
Friday rubbished the exit
polls which gave an edge to
the BJP in Uttar Pradesh and
said the prediction would fall
flat the way it did in Bihar
elections.
“In Uttar Pradesh, the
Samajwadi Party-Congress
would emerge victorious,” Mr.
Prasad told reporters.

Repoll held in 28
Manipur booths
IMPHAL

Repolling was held in 28
polling stations across four
districts of Manipur on Friday
amidst tight security. Polling
in Ukul, Tengnoupal,
Kangpokpi and Senapati
districts was held during the
second phase of the
Assembly polls on March 8.
The repoll was ordered
following electoral
malpractices in these
polling booths. PTI

With the two main exit polls
showing contrasting results
and even political experts
unwilling to commit them-
selves on what has emerged
as the most fiercely con-
tested Assembly polls in Ma-
nipur in the past few dec-
ades, people and politicians
in the northeastern State are
waiting with bated breath for
Saturday’s results.

A day before the results
for the 2017 Assembly polls
on Friday, an uncanny si-
lence prevailed over the

central party offices of the
Congress and the BJP, the
two prominent political
forces in the State.

In Imphal’s B.T. Road is
Congress Bhawan Manipur,
where about a dozen
vehicles were parked and
many party workers had
gathered. President of the
Manipur Pradesh Congress
Committee T.N. Haokip was
glued to the exit poll results
on television in his office
with three other party work-
ers. “We are expecting to
win 35 seats in the 60-mem-
ber Assembly,” Mr. Haokip

said. When asked about
Chief Minister Okram Ibobi
Singh’s expectations of 40
seats, the State Congress
president said, “He is still
saying 40.”

“You know, a small family
is easy to manage,” the Con-
gress leader said in the con-
text of winning fewer seats,
claiming additionally that,
“The elections this time
were no normal elections.”

A chart on votes polled in
favour of each party for all
the 60 seats is ready before
him. “This is our prepara-
tion for tomorrow. As results

will start to come in, we will
fill in the blanks on which
party got how many votes in
every constituency,” he said,
pointing at a “polled result
sheet”.

Less than one kilometre
away is the BJP’s office, loc-
ated next to the Raj Bhavan
in the Nityaipat Chuthek
area of the city. Here, the
vehicles were fewer but a
large number of armed para-
military personnel could be
seen. A board kept at the en-
trance to the hall points to a
meeting of all BJP counting
agents on Thursday. “Tomor-

row, most of our candidates
from the valley will be there.
We hope to start celebra-
tions as early as possible,”
the BJP’s State General Sec-
retary N. Nimbus Singh said.

Hints at alliance
The BJP’s largely single-
storey party office was set up
in 2012. “The Modi wave and
anti-incumbency will see the
party through…. If we fall
short of some seats, we can
still manage,” the BJP leader
said, hinting at the possibil-
ity of an alliance with smal-
ler parties.

An uncanny silence prevails over the central party oices of the Congress and the BJP in the State

Shiv Sahay Singh

IMPHAL

Manipur awaits results with bated breath

The anxiety among the
political parties in Punjab
has only grown, after sev-
eral exit polls published on
Friday saw a tough contest
between the Congress and
the Aam Aadmi Party, while
predicting a huge defeat for
the Shiromani Akali Dal-BJP
combine in the State.

Political analysts believe
the equations changed with
the entry of the AAP, which
was able to set the electoral
agenda and emerged as a
key challenger to the ruling
SAD-BJP alliance and the
Congress.

“Close contests always
create a flutter among can-
didates and parties and this
is true in Punjab as well this
time, thanks to the AAP –
which was able to shift the
bipolar party contest pat-
tern since the 1997 elections
in the State and turned it
into a serious triangular
fight,” Ashutosh Kumar, Pro-
fessor of Political Science at
Punjab University, told The
Hindu.

Third force
Punjab politics have tradi-
tionally been dominated by
the two political parties, the
ruling Akali-BJP combine
and the Congress. However,
in the 2014 parliamentary
elections, the AAP won 4
out of 13 seats in Punjab, es-
tablishing itself as the third
force in the State politics.

Prof. Ashutosh points out
that while the current elec-
tions are vital for the Con-
gress and the AAP — the rul-
ing Akali-BJP combine has
least at stake. “If the AAP
wins in Punjab it can set an
example and project Punjab
as a model State of its work
to move ahead nationally.
For the Congress, it would
be their third defeat,” he
said.

“The Akalis have least at
stake but yes, if they lose
badly, then they will have
something to worry because
gradually internal bickering
could start and Sukhbir
Singh Badal’s leadership
could be challenged from
within the party,” he added.

The Election Commis-
sion, meanwhile, has com-
pleted all arrangements
across the State for the
counting of votes on Sat-
urday.

Punjab Chief Electoral Of-
ficer V.K. Singh said that for
the 117 Assembly constituen-
cies 54 counting centres
have been established at 27
locations.

Exit poll trends worry
parties in Punjab

AAP’s entry a game changer: Analysts

Vikas Vasudeva

Chandigarh

Sukhbir Singh Badal

Men in white kurta-pyja-
mas and women in white-
and-red coloured saris
gathered around Chief
Minister Harish Rawat at
his residence on Friday
evening as Mr. Rawat and
his wife Renuka Rawat
played with colour and
danced to songs of Holi a
day before the counting of
votes in Uttarakhand.

Earlier on Friday, Mr.
Rawat, the Congress’ chief
ministerial candidate, ap-
peared relaxed and confid-
ent as he received ‘best
wishes’ from well-wishers
for Saturday’s results at his
office.

“I have been receiving
phone calls from my well-
wishers, telling me not to
worry and that they are
with me. I told them that
I’m not worried…my fate is
sealed in the ballot box,”
Mr. Rawat said to The
Hindu.

At the Bharatiya Janata
Party office, however, with
its candidates away in their
respective constituencies,
there was no election-re-
lated hustle-bustle to be
seen.

Speaking to The Hindu
over the telephone from
Ranikhet, the seat in the
Kumaon region from
where he contested as the
BJP candidate, Ut-
tarakhand BJP president
Ajay Bhatt said that party
members were “confident
about the victory”.

BJP, Cong.
conident in
Uttarakhand
Kavita Upadhyay

DEHRADUN

Set for D-Day: Security guards keep vigil as EVMs arrive at Bal Bhavan, Panaji, on the eve of counting of the Assembly election
votes on Friday. VIJAY SONEJI
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Countdown begins

The Centre on Friday said it
would contest any legal chal-
lenge against the Specified
Bank Notes (Cessation of Liab-
ilities) Ordinance and had no
intention to buckle under pres-
sure to extend the period of de-
posit of demonetised notes.

Responding to pleas
Appearing before a Bench led
by Chief Justice of India J.S.
Khehar, Attorney-General
Mukul Rohatgi said the posses-
sion of old ₹500 and ₹1000
notes was already a crime.

Mr. Rohatgi was responding
to petitions filed by individuals

and companies questioning
why the government and the
Reserve Bank of India went
back on its promise to extend
the date of deposit of demonet-

ised notes to March 31,
2017. The petitions conten-
ded that the Specified
Bank Notes (Cessation of
Liabilities) Ordinance pro-
mulgated on December 13,
2016 penalised those who
deposit demonetised
money after December 31,
2016.

The petitioners said the
Prime Minister’s speech
on November 8, 2016 an-
nouncing the demonetisa-
tion scheme and the sub-
sequent Reserve Bank of
India notification on the
same night had both as-
sured that citizens would
be able to deposit demon-

etised notes beyond the
cut-off date of December
31, 2016 till March 31, 2017
in case they were caught
in a genuine predicament
and were unable to do so
by December 31, 2016.

The petitions high-
lighted that despite the ex-
plicit postulation that the
final date of deposit would
be extended till March 31,
2017, “no individual was
allowed to deposit after
December 31, 2016”.

“I am ready to argue
this case even today. Let
us argue on this issue,” At-
torney-General Rohatgi
submitted.

Will contest any legal challenge against ordinance, says Attorney-General

Legal Correspondent

NEW DELHI

‘Won’t extend time for deposit of old notes’

Possession of demonetised
notes is a crime.

A day after the exit poll pro-
jections and a day before the
poll outcome, the holy city
of Varanasi on Friday had
just one question: who
would play Holi, the festival
of colour, this time?

Benaras or Varanasi is
famous for its signature Holi
played with rang aur bhang,
mun aur mijaj (colour and
cannabis, mood and mind-
set). The city is also well-
known for its love of politics.
Its people love to discuss and

debate issues. They can ana-
lyse anything from Donald
Trump’s “American First”
policy to Prime Minister Nar-
endra Modi’s three-day all-
out campaign in the city.

It was just 7.30 a.m. but
inside the dark room that is
Pappu’s famous tea shop at
Assi Chowk, not less than 25
people were sitting on
creaky wooden benches at
yellow formica topped tables
while some sat on benches
by the roadside and yet oth-
ers stood around to join the
intense political discussion

on the Assembly poll results
scheduled for Saturday.

Political hub
“It’s been a regular affair…
everyday they make
someone a new chief minis-
ter and dethrone others; by
evening they even come to
the exact number of seats for
each party and by late night,
they would sign off saying,
this time its been a real
tough contest to predict,”
Manoj Kumar, son of the age-
ing owner Pappu, told The
Hindu.

“If you frequent Pappu’s
tea shop, you don’t have to
read newspapers or watch
TVs for news… it’s all being
explained here in detail,”
said local Congress leader
Satyendra Sharma. Ajay Ku-
mar Tripathi, representative
of local BJP MLA Ravindra
Jaiswal echoed this.

But has Chief Minister
Akhilesh Yadav become
shaky after the exit poll pro-
jections to announce a pos-
sible alliance with the BSP?

“Arre, these exit poll pro-
jection by media wallas are

all just bunkum… you tell me
did they prove right in Bihar
in 2015?...,” said Awadhesh
Narayan Singh, a middle-
aged patron.

Few kilometers away at
the Vishwanath temple in-
side the Benaras Hindu Uni-
versity and every nook and
cranny of Godowlia chowk,
the busiest and most well-
known thoroughfare of this
sacred city, the narrative had
same tone and tenor: agog
with different voices, diverse
viewpoints, calculations and
arithmetic.

Every man a pundit in political Varanasi
On the eve of Assembly poll results, the temple city teems with opinions, verdicts and expert analyses

Amarnath Tewary

Varanasi

EC poll data to be open
for access from Sunday
NEW DELHI

The Election Commission, for
the first time, will provide
public access to analytics
through interactive
dashboards comprising
comparative data on
Assembly elections held in
the five States. The
downloadable data will be
available online on Sunday.

Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister
Akhilesh Yadav’s hint that his
Samajwadi Party (SP) was
not averse to considering a
post-poll arrangement with
the Bahujan Samaj Party
(BSP) in the event of a hung
Assembly in the State has
thrown open the possibility
of a political re-alignment in
the State.

If Mr. Yadav’s remarks in
response to questions by the
BBC were guarded, so were
the BSP supremo Mayawati’s
when asked to respond to his
overtures.

She simply said her party
would get enough seats to
form the next government —
she did not reject the idea
out of hand.

This has surprised many
as in the past, Ms. Mayawati
has tied up with the Bhar-
atiya Janata Party (BJP) on

more than one occasion. But
the sense that is emerging
now is that Ms. Mayawati, fa-
cing a battle of survival, may
have other ideas now.

Dalit-Muslim platform
In the general elections of
2014, her party got less than
20% of the votes and failed to
win even a single seat in U.P.,
with some of her Dalit and
much of her most Backward
Caste support base moving
to the BJP.

In the current polls, she
embarked on a new experi-
ment — to create a Dalit-
Muslim platform, giving over
100 seats to members of the
minority community.

To tie up with the BJP,
therefore, would be to com-
mit hara-kiri as one of the
reasons why the SP-Congress
combine was the first choice
of the Muslims in this elec-
tions was the fact that she

had shared power with the
BJP in the past.

Indeed, while this may
rule out her joining hands
with the BJP this time, her
not being in power could

make her Dalit base vulner-
able again.

In that context, she may
prefer a tie-up with Mr. Ya-
dav rather than sit in the Op-
position.

Of course, the Samajwadi
Party and the BSP, would
have to set aside the bitter-
ness of the past first: in 1993,
the SP and the BSP contested
the Assembly polls in undi-

vided Uttar Pradesh to-
gether, won 176 seats and
formed the government un-
der Mulayam Singh Yadav
with outside support of the
then Janata Dal and the Con-
gress.

Bitter past
However, in 1995, Ms. May-
awati withdrew her support
and the Mulayam Singh gov-
ernment was reduced to a
minority. Angry SP legislat-
ors and supporters descen-
ded on the guest house on
Mirabai Marg in Lucknow
where Ms. Mayawati was
staying and assaulted her,
bringing to an end that rela-
tionship.

But today, Mr. Mulayam
Singh no longer holds the
reins; it is his son who does
and he calls the BSP leader
‘bua’ or aunt.

Clearly, it will not be an
easy alliance to forge, but if it

is a battle of survival for Ms.
Mayawati, Mr. Akhilesh Ya-
dav also faces the prospect of
his party splitting, with one
faction going with uncle
Shivpal Yadav, if he fails to
form a government.

For the Congress, bringing
the two parties together will
be of paramount importance
as it could form the kernel of
an Opposition formation na-
tionally that can take on the
might of the BJP in 2018.

In the first press confer-
ence that Congress vice pres-
ident Rahul Gandhi ad-
dressed with Mr. Yadav, he
had said that while the BJP’s
ideology was dangerous for
India, the BSP’s was not.

Indeed, even if the BJP
gets a majority or is close
enough to be able to form a
government, these election
results could force the SP
and BSP to join forces in the
Opposition.

All eyes on SP and BSP supremos as big day arrives
Both parties are internally at tricky crossroads; an alliance, even if problematic, may be the only way out if BJP wins a big chunk of seats
Smita Gupta

NEW DELHI

Disagreeing with the exit
poll results that claimed
BJP’s victory in Uttar Pra-
desh, Congress vice-pres-
ident Rahul Gandhi said on
Friday that the Samajwadi
Party-Congress alliance
would win in the State.

He also recalled that
pollsters’ predictions had
failed in Bihar during the
Assembly elections there,
adding that the same

would happen on Saturday
after the results.

“We will win in Uttar
Pradesh. Exit polls projec-
tions in Bihar were wrong.
We will talk on March 11,”
he said outside Parliament.

“I’m not giving any
opinion on the opinion
polls,” Mr. Gandhi said.

In another develop-
ment, the Congress on Fri-
day said it was open to
post-poll alliance.

“It is obvious that

neither politics nor nature
permits a vacuum. In such
a situation, not a single
voter or party would want
elections after elections.
Therefore, in that situation
the most easily available
handshake which will en-
sure a certain amount of
continuity in governance
without a vacuum will be
attempted,” Congress
spokesman Abhishek
Singhvi said here.

(With PTI inputs)

Cong. open to post-poll tie-up
Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI
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Kazakhstan leader signs
law limiting his powers
ASTANA

Kazakhstan’s autocratic
President Nursultan
Nazarbayev on Friday signed
off on constitutional changes
limiting the powers of his
office, the presdential press
service said. He is, however,
expected to retain supreme
authority. AFP

ELSEWHERE

Russians among 7 dead in
Istanbul helicopter crash
ISTANBUL

Seven people, including four
Russians, were killed when a
privately-owned helicopter
crashed in Istanbul after
hitting a television tower on
Friday. The local media
speculated that foggy
weather may have caused the
crash. Two pilots and five
passengers were on board the
Sikorsky S-76 helicopter. AFP

Buhari returns after
weeks on medical leave
ABUJA

Nigerian President
Muhammadu Buhari returned
to the country on Friday after
a medical leave of a month
and a half that raised
questions about his health
and some calls for his
replacement, but he made
clear that whatever was ailing
him was not yet over. Mr.
Buhari said he hadn’t been so
sick in decades. AP

Malaysia police confirm
identity of Kim Jong-nam
KUALA LUMPUR

Malaysia’s police chief on
Friday confirmed that the
man assassinated at Kuala
Lumpur’s international airport
last month was Kim Jong-
nam, half-brother of North
Korea's leader Kim Jong-un.
Inspector General Khalid Abu
Bakar, however, declined to
give details of how the body’s
identity was confirmed “for
the security of witnesses”. AFP

South Korea’s Constitutional
Court removed President
Park Geun-hye from office
on Friday over a graft scan-
dal involving the country’s
conglomerates at a time of
rising tensions with North
Korea and China.

The ruling sparked
protests from hundreds of
her supporters, two of
whom were killed in clashes
with the police outside the
court.

Ms. Park becomes South
Korea’s first democratically
elected leader to be forced
out of office, capping
months of paralysis and tur-
moil over a corruption scan-
dal that also landed the head
of the Samsung conglomer-
ate in jail.

A snap presidential elec-
tion will be held within 60
days.

Ms. Park did not appear in
court and a spokesman said
she would not be making
any comment nor would she
leave the presidential Blue
House residence on Friday.

“For now, Park is not leav-
ing the Blue House today,”

Blue House spokesman Kim
Dong Jo told Reuters.

‘Constitution violated’
Ms. Park was stripped of her
powers after Parliament
voted to impeach her but
has remained in the Presid-
ent’s official compound.

The court’s acting chief
judge, Lee Jung-mi, said Ms.
Park had violated the consti-
tution and law “throughout
her term”, and despite the
objections of Parliament and
the media, she had con-
cealed the truth and cracked
down on critics.

Ms. Park has steadfastly
denied any wrongdoing.

The ruling to uphold Par-
liament’s December 9 vote to
impeach her marks a dra-
matic fall from grace of
South Korea’s first woman
president and daughter of
Cold War military dictator

Park Chung-hee, both of
whose parents were
assassinated.

Ms. Park, 65, no longer
has immunity as President,
and could now face criminal
charges over bribery, extor-
tion and abuse of power in
connection with allegations
of conspiring with her
friend, Choi Soon-sil.

Political realignment
Prime Minister Hwang Kyo-
ahn was appointed acting
President and will remain in
that post until the election.
He called on Ms. Park’s sup-
porters and opponents to
put their differences aside to
prevent deeper division. “It
is time to accept, and close
the conflict and confronta-
tion we have suffered,” he
said in a televised speech.

A liberal presidential can-
didate, Moon Jae-in, is lead-
ing in opinion polls to suc-
ceed Ms. Park, with 32% in
one released on Friday. Mr.
Hwang, who has not said
whether he will seek the
presidency, leads among
conservatives, none of
whom has more than single-
digit poll ratings.

S. Korean President ousted by court
Ruling caps months of paralysis and turmoil over corruption scandal involving Park Geun-hye

Fall from grace: Anti-government protesters carry a mock prison containing a cutout of South
Korea’s President Park Geun-hye, whomay now face criminal charges, in Seoul on Friday. AFP

Reuters

Seoul

China has inducted J-20
stealth fighters in its ar-
senal, marking a solid incre-
mental step in the transition
of its air force to the next
level.

Video footage on CCTV
Channel 7 on Friday
showed the indution of the
fighter jets in the People’s
Liberation Army Air Force
(PLAAF), along with the
Y-20 transport planes and
H-6K bombers, which are
already part of the coun-
try’s military aviation as-
sets.

The Y-20 planes, induc-
ted last year, are essential
for force projection as they
can carry heavy loads of
personnel and equipment,
possibly China’s Type 99
series tanks and troop carri-
ers over long distances. The
J-20 stealth fighters are de-
signed to compete with
other fifth generation
fighter jets, such as the F-22
Raptor of the United States
and the Russian PAK-FA.

However, the South China
Morning Post quoted Macau-
based military observer Ant-
ony Wong Dong as saying
that it is likely that only a
small number of J-20 jets
have been produced on ac-
count of engine problems.

“Technical and produc-
tion problem of WS-15 en-
gines, which were in the
J-20, are not solved,” said
Mr. Wong. “The J-20 has not
yet entered mass produc-
tion progress, and now just
a few limited aircraft are
able to serve in the air
force, similar to the Y-20.”

Navy development
China is also focusing on the
development of its Navy,
though its offensive punch
is still limited by the pres-
ence of only one aircraft

carrier, which is mainly
used for training purposes.

Xinhua quoted Wang
Huayong, deputy political
commissar of the Eastern
Theatre Command, as say-
ing that China’s increasing
Naval power does not pose
any threat. “Our entire
forces are for defence pur-
poses,” he observed. “The
aircraft carrier is still in
training and trial stage. The
marines remain weak, and
the number and quality of
long-distance vessels do not
meet expectations.”

In advanced stage
Nevertheless, China’s indi-
genous aircraft carrier,
which would be the second
in its inventory, is in an ad-
vanced stage of construc-
tion. The second carrier will
have a displacement of
50,000 tonnes, and will fly
J-15 fighters and other air-
craft from its deck, a De-
fence Ministry spokesper-
son had earlier said.

In an effort to transition
to a more technology in-
tensive military, China will
slash its Army reserves,
while increasing reserves
for the other services,
Sheng Bin, chief of the Na-
tional Defence Mobilisation
Department of the Central
Military Commission, said
on the sidelines of an ongo-
ing parliamentary session.

China inducts J-20
stealth ighters
Only a few jets likely to have been
produced because of engine problems

Atul Aneja

BEIJING

A ile photo of the J-20 jet,
which will help China’s air
force reach the next level.

Pakistan’s Parliament has fi-
nally passed the much-
awaited landmark bill to reg-
ulate marriages of minority
Hindus in the country.

Pakistan’s Hindus are set
to get an exclusive personal
law to regulate marriages
after the National Assembly
unanimously adopted the
Hindu Marriage Bill, 2017, on
Thursday.

The law was passed after a
lengthy process of
enactment.

The National Assembly
passed the bill in September
last year but had to pass it

again as its version of the bill
was changed by the Senate,
when it adopted the law in
February.

As per rules, the same text
should be passed by the two
Houses of the Parliament be-
fore it is sent to the President
for his signature and promul-
gation for implementation.

Television channel Dawn
News reported that the Sen-
ate included an amendment
to the draft approved by the
National Assembly in
September. The final text ap-
proved by both Houses in-
cludes the ‘Shadi Parath’ — a
document similar to
‘Nikahnama’ in Islam.

The ‘Shadi Parath’ will be
required to be signed by a
pandit and will be registered
with the relevant govern-
ment department. The docu-
ment has eight columns
starting with the date of mar-
riage and followed by the
name of the union council,
tehsil, town and district.

The document has
columns for the particulars
of the bridegroom — his
name and father’s name,
date of birth, date and place
where the marriage is solem-
nised, temporary address,
etc. Similar details are re-
quired for the bride, except
for one. Her mother’s name

must also to be mentioned in
the document.

Military courts
Meanwhile, the government
on Friday introduced a con-
stitutional amendment bill in
Parliament to revive the con-
troversial special military
courts for trying “hardcore”
militants.

Apart from changes
sought in the constitution to
set up such courts, another
bill was presented to seek
amendment in the army law
to enable military to regulate
these courts.

Law Minister Zahid Hamid
moved both the bills in the

National Assembly. Radio
Pakistan reported that the
Minister said on the occasion
that in 2015, the Parliament
passed two bills, including
Twenty-first (Amendment)
Bill, and The Pakistan Army
(Amendment) Bill, to set up
military courts to hear the
cases of hardcore criminals.
He said positive results were
received through these
steps.

The Minister said the
country was still going
through extraordinary cir-
cumstances and facing many
challenges. Therefore, it was
necessary for these meas-
ures to continue, he added.

Pakistan Parliament passes landmark Hindu Marriage Bill
Press Trust of India

Islamabad

The Japanese and U.S.
navies are conducting joint
exercises in the East China
Sea as tension intensifies in
the region following North
Korea’s missile tests, local
media reported on Friday.

The two sides launched
the drill earlier this week,
involving Japanese destroy-
ers and a U.S. Navy carrier
strike group, the Sankei
Shimbun daily and Kyodo
News said, quoting un-
named Japanese and U.S.
government sources.

The Sankei said the drill
was aimed at issuing a
warning against nuclear-
armed North Korea.

But is added the exercise
was also meant to display
the joint Japan-U.S. milit-
ary presence in the East
China Sea, where Japan
and China are locked in a
long-running dispute over
uninhabited islets.

In Japan they are known
as the Senkakus, while
China claims then as the
Diaoyus.

Japan, U.S.
conduct
Navy drills
Agence France-Presse

Tokyo

A two-day Commonwealth
trade summit concluded on
Friday as Ministers from
across the bloc committed to
boosting intra-Common-
wealth trade in the face of
the growing clamour for pro-
tectionism globally. India,
meanwhile, announced a
summit on trade amongst
Commonwealth SMEs (Small
and medium-sized enter-
prises) in May.

The meeting of SMEs
from across the Common-
wealth, an initiative of the
Commonwealth Secretariat,
and the Ministry of Com-
merce, will take place in
New Delhi, Commonwealth
Secretary Rita A. Teotia told
delegates at the summit.

The meeting, it is hoped,
will provide an opportunity
for policy makers and busi-
nesses to continue discus-
sions on boosting trade in
this area.

The two-day meeting in-

volved round-table discus-
sions that brought busi-
nesses and politicians from
around 35 Commonwealth
member states together in
what was the first meeting of
trade ministers from the
Commonwealth in the past
12 years.

‘Important moment’
“This was an incredibly im-
portant moment for us with
all regions across the Com-
monwealth being represen-
ted. There is huge agree-
ment across the board
between national states
about what we need to do to
advance economies…but
also what we need to do to
advance trade, which is
globally at its lowest level
since the Second World
War,” said Baroness Scot-
land, Secretary General of
the Commonwealth. “There
is a huge opportunity be-
cause we represent about
2.4 billion people.”

One of the ideas being

considered is that of a Com-
monwealth ambassador,
who will be commissioned
to identify tangible ways in
which trade among Com-
monwealth nations could be
promoted and raised to
around $1 trillion.

The role would lie within
the Commonwealth Enter-
prise and Investment Coun-
cil, headed by Lord Marland,
who also hopes that a “Com-
monwealth Accord” is
achievable.

The accord is a standard
of rules — based on the
shared experiences, rules
and regulations — that could
be subscribed to, and which,
Lord Marland added, would
help SMEs looking to enter
new markets.

The trade meeting has
gained increased signific-
ance as the United Kingdom
seeks to increase its trade
links beyond the European
Union, while India also looks
at the Commonwealth with
renewed focus.

Commonwealth Ministers
commit to boosting trade
A special envoy may be appointed to explore opportunities

Vidya Ram

London

Iran’s top leader criticised
the pace of national eco-
nomic growth on Thursday
in what appeared to be a re-
buke of the President, who
had forecast prosperous
times after the 2015 accord
that lifted international sanc-
tions in exchange for nuclear
limits.

The critical comments by
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
came two months before
elections in which President
Hassan Rouhani is expected
to seek a second term. The
comments suggested some
tension between them as the
vote draws nearer.

“We receive complaints
from people,” Mr. Khamenei
said in the remarks reported
on state television, as trans-
lated by Reuters. “People
should feel improvements

regarding creation of jobs
and manufacturing. It is not
the case now.”

It is not yet clear who may
run against Mr. Rouhani, a
moderate cleric. While he is
said to enjoy a long-standing
relationship with Mr.
Khamenei, the president is
not well liked by some other
hard-line conservative ele-
ments of Iran’s political hier-

archy. In the 2013 elections,
Mr. Rouhani won against a
field of comparatively con-
servative rivals, partly on his
pledge to negotiate an end to
the international sanctions
imposed on Iran over its nuc-
lear activities, which had left
the country economically
weakened and isolated.

An agreement between
Iran and major world
powers, most notably the
United States, ended many
of those sanctions in January
2016 in return for Iran’s veri-
fiable commitments to
peaceful nuclear work.

Muted investment
Yet, while Mr. Rouhani has
received credit for that
achievement, Iran’s eco-
nomy has not flourished as
hoped. Moreover, foreign in-
vestment in the country re-
mains muted and tenuous,

leaving Mr. Rouhani poten-
tially vulnerable to conser-
vative critics who say he
compromised Iran’s nuclear
autonomy without any clear
benefit. Mr. Rouhani and his
associates have countered
that Iran has improved eco-
nomically compared with
the era of his predecessor,
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.
They also say many foreign
companies remain reluctant
to invest in Iran because of
non-nuclear related sanc-
tions by the United States,
part of the long history of an-
imosity between the two
countries.

Economists also have
partly attributed Iran’s per-
sistent economic weakness
to reliance on sales of oil —
its most important export —
in a heavily glutted market
that has left prices de-
pressed. NYT

Khamenei rebukes Rouhani
As presidential polls near, Iran’s top leader criticises pace of economic growth

Rick Gladstone

New York

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
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NIFTY 50

PRICE CHANGE

ACC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1400.00. . . . . . . -1.95

Adani Ports . . . . . . . . . . . . . 298.80. . . . . . . -2.10

Ambuja Cements . . . . 229.05. . . . . . . . . 1.90

Asian Paints . . . . . . . . . . . . 1030.25. . . . . . . -0.85

Aurobindo Pharma . 652.50. . . . . . . -5.65

Axis Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 515.90. . . . . . . -0.50

Bajaj Auto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2864.55. . . . . . . -6.15

Bank of Baroda . . . . . . . 159.00. . . . . . . -0.45

Bharti Airtel . . . . . . . . . . . 364.90. . . . . . . . . 4.70

BHEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 158.10. . . . . . . . . 0.60

Bosch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22761.15. . . . .732.65

BPCL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 623.35. . . . . . . -8.65

Cipla. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 589.10. . . . . . . -0.10

Coal India . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 316.30. . . . . . . -1.80

Dr Reddys Lab . . . . . . . . 2715.85. . . . . . .11.00

Eicher Motors . . . . . . . . . 23356.55. . . . . -40.40

GAIL (India) . . . . . . . . . . . . 378.25. . . . . . . -1.00

Grasim Ind . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 999.05. . . . . -10.45

HCL Tech. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 846.35. . . . . . . . . 2.00

HDFC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1373.80. . . . . . . . . 2.30

HDFC Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1400.10. . . . . . . . . 5.90

Hero MotoCorp. . . . . . . 3311.05. . . . . . .22.05

Hindalco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187.60. . . . . . . -1.60

Hind Unilever . . . . . . . . . 875.20. . . . . . . . . 4.90

ICICI Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 270.55. . . . . . . -2.95

Idea Cellular . . . . . . . . . . . 104.25. . . . . . . . . 0.30

IndusInd Bank . . . . . . . . 1335.75. . . . . . . . . 9.45

Bharti Infratel . . . . . . . . 308.45. . . . . . . . . 3.30

Infosys . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1021.85. . . . . . .10.30

ITC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 263.45. . . . . . . -1.50

Kotak Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . 828.90. . . . . . . . . 3.45

L&T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1491.60. . . . . . .14.70

Lupin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1447.10. . . . . . . -6.35

M&M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1302.75. . . . . . . -1.20

Maurti Suzuki . . . . . . . . . 5955.60. . . . . . . -8.80

NTPC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157.10. . . . . . . -1.20

ONGC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191.60. . . . . . . . . 1.95

PowerGrid Corp . . . . . . 192.55. . . . . . . -1.90

Reliance Ind. . . . . . . . . . . . 1281.65. . . . . . . -5.10

State Bank . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 272.05. . . . . . . -1.20

Sun Pharma . . . . . . . . . . . . 682.95. . . . . . . -2.20

Tata Motors . . . . . . . . . . . . 469.10. . . . . . . . . 1.50

Tata Motors DVR . . . . 279.90. . . . . . . . . 0.80

Tata Power . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81.95. . . . . . . -0.25

Tata Steel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 467.75. . . . . . . -1.70

TCS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2542.25. . . . . . .22.50

Tech Mahindra . . . . . . . . 475.80. . . . . -13.15

UltraTech Cement . . 3852.45. . . . . . .29.60

Wipro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 487.05. . . . . . . . . 2.55

YES Bank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1481.35. . . . . . .16.10

Zee Entertainment . 514.80. . . . . . . -2.60

EXCHANGE RATES
Indicative direct rates in rupees a unit except yen at
4 p.m. on March 10

CURRENCY TT BUY TT SELL

US Dollar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 66.40. . . . . . . 66.72

Euro . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 70.42. . . . . . . 70.76

British Pound. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 80.66. . . . . . . 81.05

Japanese Yen (100) . . .. . 57.53. . . . . . . 57.81

Chinese Yuan . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .9.60. . . . . . . . . 9.65

Swiss Franc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 65.56. . . . . . . 65.88

Singapore Dollar . . . . . . . .. . 46.79. . . . . . . 47.04

Canadian Dollar . . . . . . . . . .. . 49.20. . . . . . . 49.44

Malaysian Ringitt . . . . . . .. . 14.91. . . . . . . 14.99

Source:Indian Bank

BULLION RATES CHENNAI

March 10 rates in rupees with previous rates in
parentheses

Retail Silver (1g). . . . . . . . . . 43.40. . . . (44.20)

22 ct gold (1 g) . .. . . . . . . . . . 2,740. . . . (2,759)

market watch

10-03-2017 %

CHANGE

Sensex dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 28,946 dddd0.05

US Dollar dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd66.71 dddd0.00

Goldddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd 28,850 dd -1.36

Brent oil ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd52.15 dddd0.34

Tata Motors, as part of the
turnaround strategy of its
passenger vehicles business,
has signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU)
with Volkswagen Group and
Skoda for a long-term part-
nership and to explore stra-
tegic alliance opportunities
for joint development of
products in India.

The agreement was
signed by Guenter
Butschek, CEO & MD of Tata
Motors, Matthias Mueller,
CEO of Volkswagen AG and
Bernhard Maier, CEO of
Skoda Auto at Geneva.

The MoU spells out the
scope and objectives to
reach an agreement on the
modalities and terms of a
long-term cooperation in
identified areas of partner-
ship.

Skoda Auto will take the
lead on behalf of the Volk-
swagen Group to drive for-
ward work towards develop-
ment of vehicle concepts in
the economy segment, ac-
cording to a joint statement
by the companies.

Announcing the alliance,
Guenter Butschek, CEO &
MD of Tata Motors said, “We
strongly believe that both
the companies, by working
together, can leverage from
each other’s strengths to
create synergies and de-

velop smart, innovative
solutions for the Indian and
overseas market.

‘FutuReady’
“This is in alignment with
Tata Motors’ efforts to make
itself ‘FutuReady’ by embra-
cing new technologies, fos-
tering higher platform effi-
ciency and offering
solutions that connect with
the aspirations of our
customers.”

Bernhard Maier, CEO of
Škoda Auto said: “Together
with Tata, we will be spe-
cifying the concrete oppor-
tunities for collaboration
over the coming months.”

Tata Motors and Skoda
Auto will detail out the guid-
ing principles and terms of
co-operation in the next few
months.

After completion of defin-
itive agreements, the two
companies will start joint
development work and joint
value-chain activities.

Based on joint work, Tata
Motors would introduce
products in the Indian mar-
ket, starting calendar year
2019.

Tata Motors also has a
joint venture with Fiat Auto-
mobiles and both compan-
ies jointly manufacture Tata
and Fiat cars as well as en-
gines and transmission sys-
tems at the Ranjangaon
plant near Pune.

To explore joint product development

In tandem: Tata Motors will unveil products that have been
jointly developed starting 2019. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

Special Correspondent

MUMBAI

Tata signs pact with
Volkswagen, Skoda

The Comptroller and Aud-
itor General (CAG) on Friday
dismissed Air India’s claims
of recording operational
profits for the first time in a
decade in 2015-16.

The auditor observed that
the national carrier had sig-
nificantly understated its
losses in the previous few
years.

While Air India reported
an operational profit of ₹105
crore in 2015-16, the CAG
said the airline’s standalone
operational loss stood at
₹321.40 crore, instead.

Provisions ignored
“Air India said that they had
made an operational profit
last year,” H. Pradeep Rao,
Deputy Comptroller and
Auditor General told report-
ers here. “But based on ob-
servations made by statutory
auditors and subsequent
checks conducted by us,
they (Air India) have not

made certain provisions
which they should have
made based on standard ac-
counting procedures that
resulted in under-reporting
of losses.”

Air India also made “un-
derstatement of losses” to
the tune of ₹1,455 crore in
2012-13, ₹2,966 crore in 2013-
14 and ₹1,992 crore in 2014-

15, CAG said in its audit re-
port on Turnaround Plan
and Financial Restructuring
Plan of loss-making national
carrier Air India.

During his Independence
Day speech last year, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi had
said that Air India had “suc-
ceeded” in turning around
the operations of the “no-

torious” national carrier into
an “operational profit-mak-
ing” company in the last
year.

Air India is surviving on a
bailout package approved by
the Union government in
2011.

According to the turn-
around plan, the Centre has
to infuse equity of ₹42,182
crore in the national carrier
till 2031-32. However, the
CAG recommended reducing
the equity infusion to Air In-
dia since the airline reduced
its aircraft loans through sale
of aircraft.

“As the equity committed
by Government was specific
to repayment of GoI guaran-
teed aircraft loans, future
equity releases need to be
adjusted for the reduction in
the loan component arising
out of sale of five aircraft and
consequent repayment of
loan pertaining to them,” ac-
cording to the CAG report.

The Civil Aviation Ministry
has agreed to taper the

equity sum in the coming
years, the report noted.

The CAG noted that the
airline failed to generate rev-
enues as per its turnaround
plan and also couldn’t
achieve other targets related
to monetisation, staff costs,
aircraft maintenance and in-
terest charges. The airline
also fell short in maintaining
its operational performance
targets in terms of on-time
performance, passenger load
factor and network yields,
the CAG observed.

The CAG report also said
that Air India sold five Boe-
ing 777-200 Long Range air-
craft to Etihad Airways “at a
price significantly lower than
the indicative market price
of $86 to $92 million per air-
craft.”

Further, Air India received
$328 million for compensa-
tion for delay in induction of
the Boeing 787-800 aircraft
although it had lodged an ini-
tial claim of $710 million
against Boeing.

‘AI made operational loss, not proit’
National carrier had signiicantly understated losses in the previous few years, says CAG
Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI

Lesser support: As AI has cut debt through sale of aircraft,
planned equity infusionmay be lower. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

The Centre has incurred a
revenue loss of almost
₹3,000 crore either due to
tax deduction at source
(TDS) not being collected, or
being collected and not be-
ing deposited by the as-
sessee in the period FY13 to
FY15, according to a report
by the Comptroller and
Auditor General (CAG).

“Audit examinations re-
vealed that… 128 cases were
noticed where the Assessing
Officer allowed the ex-
penditure in contravention
of the provisions there un-
der even though tax deduc-
ted at source was not deduc-
ted or deducted but not
deposited before the due
date of filing of return on

such payments,” the CAG re-
port released on Friday
said. “The mistakes in 155
cases resulted in short levy
of tax of ₹2,026.42 crore.”

In addition, the CAG re-
port found that in 168 cases,
the Assessing Officer failed
to impose interest on de-
faulting tax deductors
amounting to ₹902.16 crore
for failure to deduct TDS or
deducting less TDS under
the relevant sections of the
Income Tax Act.

There were also a total of
654 cases where penalties
were not imposed against
tax deductors on account of
non–deduction/collection of
tax at source and where tax
was deducted at source but
not deposited within due
date respectively.

Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI

Centre incurs loss of
₹3,000 crore on TDS: CAG

Net direct tax collections up
to February grew 10.7% as
compared with the same
period of the previous finan-
cial year, while net indirect
tax collections increased
22.2% during the same
period.

“The direct tax collec-
tions up to February 2017
continue to show a steady
growth trend,” according to
a government statement.
“The collection net of re-
funds stands at ₹6.17 lakh
crore, which is 10.7 % more
than the net collections for
the corresponding period
last year. This collection is
72.9 % of the total Budget Es-
timates for direct taxes for
financial year 2016-17.”

During February 2017, net
indirect tax collections grew
8.4%, with customs, central
excise and service tax collec-
tions growing 10.9%, 7.4%
and 7.6%, respectively. This
was slower than the 16.9%
growth in net indirect collec-
tions in January 2017, when
customs, central excise and
service tax collections grew
was 10.1%, 26.3% and 9.4%,
respectively.

‘Reflecting slowdown’
“In the earlier part of the
year, it was customs collec-
tions that grew at a slower
rate,” D.K. Srivastava, Chief
Policy Advisor at EY India
said. “Now, domestic indir-
ect taxes (excise duty and
service tax) are also reflect-
ing the slowdown in the eco-
nomy. This implies a poor
performance in Q4 brought
on largely by demonetisa-

tion, since January and Feb-
ruary are already captured
in the data.”

Within direct tax, corpor-
ate tax collections grew
11.9% while personal income
tax collections grew 20.8%.
However, after accounting
for refunds, these growth
rates stand at 2.6% and
19.5%.

The tax department is-
sued refunds worth ₹1.48
lakh crore over the April
2016 to February 2017
period, which is 40.2%
higher than the refunds is-
sued during the correspond-
ing period last year.

“For direct taxes, this is
slightly lower than what they
had estimated and it is more
because of the underper-
formance of the corporate
income tax,” Mr. Srivastava
said. “And this is because of
the slowdown of the eco-
nomy. On the slowdown, it
started even before demon-
etisation. There was an in-

vestment contraction in Q1
and Q2 and after demonet-
isation, it was consumption
contraction.”

“The figures for indirect
tax collections (central ex-
cise, service tax and cus-
toms) up to February 2017
show that net revenue col-
lections are at ₹7.72 lakh
crore, which is 22.2% more
than the net collections for
the corresponding period
last year,” the official state-
ment said. “Till February
2017, about 90.9% of the Re-
vised Estimates (RE) of indir-
ect taxes for financial year
2016-17 has been achieved.”

Within indirect taxes, net
central excise collections
stood at ₹3.45 lakh crore
during the April 2016-Febru-
ary 2017 period compared
with the ₹2.53 lakh crore col-
lected during the corres-
ponding period of the previ-
ous financial year, which
amounts to a growth of
36.2%.

Indirect tax collections rise 22.2% over the same period

Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI

Return to sender: Refunds grew 40% to ₹1.48 lakh crore in
the April 2016-February 2017 period. GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

Direct tax receipts climb 10.7%

Telecom Regulatory Au-
thority of India recommen-
ded setting up an ‘Office of
Telecom Ombudsman,’
with powers to levy penal-
ties on telecom service pro-
viders, for resolution of
complaints and grievances
of consumers.

“There is a need for an
independent and appropri-
ately empowered structure
to be created for resolution
of grievances of telecom
consumers... an Office of
Telecom Ombudsman
needs to be established.”

TRAI moots
telecom
ombudsman
Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI

The Central Board of Direct
Taxes is considering making
PAN mandatory as a re-
quirement for allotting Tax
Deduction Account Num-
bers (TAN) to companies
that deduct tax at source,
according to a report by the
Comptroller and Auditor
General (CAG).

The Department is con-
sidering tightening the KYC
norms for TAN issuance in
light of the CAG’s discovery
that the procedure for allot-
ting TAN does not require
any documents as proof of
identity or address, not
even a PAN. More than one
lakh notices amounting to a
total demand of ₹4,180
crore were not addressed
due to inadequate informa-
tion about the assessee.

“For issue of TAN, applic-
ation is made in Form 49B
and submitted to TIN-FC.
However, no documents as
proof of identity and ad-
dress are required to be at-
tached while submitting the
Form 49B,” the CAG said in
its report released on Fri-
day.

“Even PAN field pre-
scribed in the Form 49B is
not required to be filled in

mandatorily.”
“Audit noticed that, dur-

ing FYs 2012-13 to 2014-15,
1.08 lakh crore notices were
issued by AO under different
CIT charges to non-filers/
stop filers out of which
5,068 notices were received
back as ‘un-served’ on ac-
count of inadequacies in
‘KYC’ details,” the report
added.

This inability to deliver
the notices to the correct ad-
dresses resulted in the tax
department being unable to
recover a demand of ₹4,180
crore raised in the period
2007-08 to 2011-12.

The CBDT had in Decem-
ber 2016 agreed to consider
making PAN mandatory for
the issuance of TAN, accord-
ing to the CAG report.

PANmay be made
mandatory for TAN

As of now, address proof is not needed

Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI

The I-T department may
tighten KYC norms.

GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO

The country’s industrial
production grew 2.7% year-
on-year in January despite
the shock effect of demonet-
isation, according to Central
Statistics Office data re-
leased on Friday.

The growth was partly
due to the base effect as out-
put had shrunk 1.59% in
January 2016. The perform-
ance was better than the
0.38% contraction in
December 2016, but lagged
the 5.65% growth posted in
November 2016.

The manufacturing sec-
tor, accounting for a little
over 75% of the total Index
of Industrial Production
(IIP), grew 2.3% in January,
up from a contraction of (-)
2.94% in January 2016 and
(-) 1.97% in December 2016
but slower than November’s
5.47% pace. Pankaj Patel,
President of the industry
body FICCI, said: “The man-
ufacturing growth, though
positive in January, remains
fragile and a cause for con-
cern. The sector may see a
revival in the coming
months as a result of meas-
ures taken in the budget and
other areas. What is import-
ant is that the reform mo-

mentum is continued...
which is important to boost
investor confidence and
stimulate investments.”

Mining sector recorded a
5.3% growth in January,
compared with 1.54% in
January 2016 and 5.24% in
December 2016. Electricity
production registered a
3.9% growth in January,
lower than 6.56% in January
2016 and 6.28% in Decem-
ber 2016. Capital goods out-
put — a crucial pointer to in-
vestment demand in the
economy — rose 10.7% from
a low base of a contraction
of (-) 21.55% in January 2016
as well as from (-) 3.01% in
December 2016. Consumer
goods output contracted (-)
1% in January indicating
weak consumer demand.
Consumer durables output
grew 2.9%.

Industrial production
grew 2.7% in January

Output rose from a low base
Special Correspondent

NEW DELHI

Manufacturing grew 2.3%.
GETTY IMAGES/ISTOCKPHOTO
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BUSINESS

IN BRIEF

Germany’s KfW, EESL in
energy eiciency pact
NEW DELHI

The German Development
Bank (KfW) and Energy
Eiciency Services Limited
(EESL) signed a loan
agreement for €200 million
to enhance energy eiciency
in India. EESL will invest the
funds in energy eiciency in
households, buildings, street
lighting, water supply,
agriculture and industry. KfW
also signed a funding deal of
€500,000 with the Indian
Renewable Energy
Development Agencyto
maintain solar projects.

ITAT airms ₹10,247 cr.
capital gains tax on Cairn
NEW DELHI

Tax tribunal ITAT has upheld
levy of Rs 10,247 crore
capital gains tax on UK’s
Cairn Energy Plc but has held
that interest cannot be
charged on it as the demand
was raised using
retrospective tax legislation.
ITAT, in an order dated March
9, 2017, held that Cairn
Energy was liable to pay the
tax on share transfer it did
through an internal
reorganisation of its India
business in 2006. PTI

B.P. Kanungo to replace
Gandhi as RBI Dy. Gov.
NEW DELHI

B.P. Kanungo was on Friday
appointed Deputy Governor
Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
for three years. The
Appointments Committee of
Cabinet (ACC) has approved
his appointment to the post
with efect from the date of
taking over the charge on or
after April 3, an order issued
by the Personnel Ministry
said. He has been appointed
in place of R. Gandhi, it said.
Mr. Kanungo was in March
last year appointed as
Executive Director in the
central bank. PTI

The recent board room tussles
at India’s Tata Group and In-
fosys make for an interesting
case study for B–schools. In
an e-mail interview, Kavil

Ramachandran, Professor
and executive director of the
Thomas Schmidheiny Centre
for Family Enterprise at the
Indian School of Business said
board members should spend
quality time to address issues
of major stakeholders. Edited
Excerpts:

Your views on the recent
board-room issues at Tata
and Infosys?

■ It is unfortunate that
groups and companies re-
spected for their values and
corporate governance prac-
tices are under a cloud, per-
ceived or real. This is partic-
ularly so when their leaders
are some of the wisest cor-
porate leaders in the country
who are capable and have ac-
cess to the decision makers
to discuss and facilitate any
corrective mechanisms, if
any, quietly but firmly, using
platforms other than the me-
dia, which in any case, is not
a problem solving platform.

Howdo you see the issues

in both the firms?

■ The issues are not exactly
the same or do not appear to
be so. To me the Tata case
has two fundamental issues:
one, of questioning or re-
versing the decisions of the
erstwhile chairman who con-
tinues to wield power as the
controller of the sharehold-
ing trusts, and two, lack of
clear board processes to ad-
dress the issues logically and
transparently. There doesn’t
seem to have been an agreed
formula at the board level for
addressing situations that
would involve reversal of de-
cisions or even changing de-
cision criteria between eco-
nomic and social. In the
Infosys case, the so-called
founder “felt” that the estab-
lished values were not fol-
lowed in certain decisions.

What are the similarities
you see?

■ There are two similarities I
can see. One, the “over re-
sponsibility” feeling of
founders with long years of
active association with the
firm, and their preparedness
to do anything to get their
view across or push with
their views as the only right

thing to do. In both cases,
they tended to undermine
the freedom and capabilities
of the people who were sit-
ting on the board. Two, in
both cases, they used “val-
ues” as the premise to argue.
Given that Murthy holds an
insignificant per cent of
shares, the extent to which
he can actually influence any
decision of the board is lim-

ited. He must be feeling con-
tended that he could tell the
world that he is the cus-
todian of the “values” of In-
fosys! However, at the end of
the day, both TATA and In-
fosys are losers in several
ways, which is sad.

Can these issues be seen
as failure of corporate
governance?

■ I don’t think there is any
failure of corporate gov-
ernance in Infosys. The
board decisions and pro-
cesses seem to be well estab-
lished. Yes, in the case of
Tata, there is a strong case of
breakdown of corporate gov-
ernance led by Ratan Tata
managing a coup.

What are the lessons to be
learned from these
episodes?

■ Board members should
have open discussion on the
processes for addressing
grievances of major stake-
holders. New leadership ap-
pointments should include
clarity on the extent of
powers delegated to the
chairman.

Board members should
have sufficient time (or num-
ber of days) devoted to the
matters of the boards on
which they agree to be mem-
bers. At present, that is not
happening in most cases.
Some of the comments of the
Infosys board members
seem to raise such questions.
One good global example is
HILTI, where non-executive
board members should
spend about 25 days a year
for the company!

‘The Tata and Infosys brands are losers’
In the case of Tata, there is a strong case of breakdown of corporate governance

Sanjay Vijayakumar

CHENNAI

<> They tended to undermine the freedom and

capabilities of the people sitting on the board

INTERVIEW | KAVIL RAMACHANDRAN

Businessman Vijay Mallya
has hit back at banks, asking
why he was denied an op-
portunity to make a one-
time settlement — an option
given to many borrowers de-
faulting on their loans.

In a series of tweets, Mr.
Mallya, who is currently in
the U.K., said he had obeyed
orders of every single court
but that the government
‘seems bent upon holding

me guilty without fair trial’.
“Public sector banks have
polices for one-time settle-
ment. Hundreds of borrow-
ers have settled. Why this be
denied to us?” he tweeted.

Mr. Mallya, declared a wil-
ful defaulter by banks includ-
ing State Bank of India, had
unsuccessfully offered the
consortium of lenders an ini-
tial settlement of ₹4,000
crore, out of Kingfisher Air-
lines’ total dues of about
₹9,000 crore.

Finance Minister Arun
Jaitley told the Lok Sabha on
Friday that the relevant pro-
secuting agencies were re-
sorting to all remedies avail-
able to them under the law,
both for the deportation and
the extradition of those try-
ing to avoid the system.

“In my visit two weeks
ago to the U.K., I also had an
opportunity to discuss these
very cases with my counter-
parts in the U.K.,” Mr. Jaitley
told Members of Parliament.

Mallya queries denial of settlement
Kingisher Airlines’ dues to banks total about ₹9,000 crore
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

MUMBAI

The initial public offer (IPO)
of Avenue Supermarts Ltd.,
which operates supermar-
kets under the brand name
D Mart, has been subscribed
104.48 times. The public is-
sue closed for subscription
on Friday.

Data from the National
Stock Exchange (NSE)
showed that the offer re-
ceived bids for 463.62 crore
shares, as against 4.44 crore
shares on offer in the price
band of ₹295 to ₹299. The
huge demand on the final
day of the offering can be
gauged from the fact that
the IPO was subscribed less
than six times till Thursday,
the penultimate day of the
issue. The issue that opened
for subscription on March 8,
intends to raise a total of
₹1,870 crore. The company
plans to use the issue pro-
ceeds for various purposes
including repayment of
debt.

While the company
opened its first store in
Mumbai in 2002, as on Janu-
ary 31, it had a total of 118
stores located across 45 cit-
ies in India. The company
has presence in Maha-
rashtra (59), Gujarat (27),

Telangana (13), Karnataka
(7), Andhra Pradesh (4) and
Madhya Pradesh (3). It has a
store each in Chhattisgarh,
Daman, Rajasthan and NCR.

Interestingly, brokerages
have been bullish on the of-
fering based on factors like
strong margins and growth
in stores and business.

IIFL, in its IPO note, said
that the company had be-
come one of the largest and
most profitable food & gro-
cery retailers and its busi-
ness model is such that it is
able to offer low prices to at-
tract more customers.

“Optimum usage of re-
sources, efficient racking
system and store ownership
led to significant long-term
competitive advantage on
the back of stringent control
over fixed costs per store.”

The company’s business
model had resulted in a rev-
enue CAGR of 40% and PAT
CAGR of 52% over FY12–16
with an operating margin of
7.7% in FY16, it added, while
recommending investors
subscribe to the offer.

Yes Securities, the broker-
age arm of Yes Bank, said
that listing gains could not
be ruled out in the IPO given
the high goodwill attached
to the promoter group.

D-Mart owner’s IPO
gets bid 104 times

Proceeds to be used to repay debts

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

MUMBAI

Sales of passenger vehicles
(PVs) in the country rose 9%
last month with the impact
of demonetisation waning,
raising hopes of double-digit
growth in the segment in
this financial year.

“We are seeing steady
growth across all segments
of the industry,” SIAM Dir-
ector General Vishnu Ma-
thur told The Hindu. “How-
ever, two-wheelers are still

in the negative, we expect it
to return to positive growth
in the next 2-3 months. The
impact of demonetisation,
whatever we saw for 2-3
months, is rapidly fading
away.”

As per SIAM data, PV
sales, including cars, utility
vehicles and vans, grew to
2.55 lakh units in February.
While car sales rose close to
5% to 1.73 lakh units, utility
vehicles grew 21.8% to
65,877 units.

Passenger vehicle sales
climb 9%, spur optimism

Yuthika Bhargava

NEW DELHI
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SPORT

Did Team Australia start the
unsportsmanlike practice of
consulting the dressing room
for Decision Review System
(DRS) without the knowledge
of Cricket Australia (CA)? It’s
anybody’s guess.

It’s highly unlikely that CA
would have assented to such
a transgression, especially by
captain Steve Smith, one of
the brightest batsmen in the
world and winner of ICC
awards.

In the circumstances,
would Smith and another
batsman, like Peter Hand-
scomb, seek direction from
Australia’s video analyst, one
among the three at the venue
to get live feed of the match
(the other two being the
match referee Chris Broad
and the Indian team video
analyst), without the know-
ledge of the support staff
that includes Darren
Lehmann (head coach),
Graeme Hick (batting coach),
David Saker (bowling coach),
Greg Blewett (fielding coach)
and a few more.

Proximity to analyst
Officials familiar with ar-
rangements around the
dressing room zone (or the
players and match officials
area) say the head coach,
usually, sits next to the video
analyst who gets the feed on
his computer. So it’s easy to
send signals in about 10 or 15
seconds.

It’s not known if CA CEO
James Sutherland had to con-
fide anything — as to who is
responsible for the offending
act that took place at
Bengaluru — to his BCCI
counterpart Rahul Johri
when they met on Thursday
to thrash out differences and
decided to “focus” on the
Tests at Ranchi and Dharam-
shala.

A BCCI official said that
CA should investigate the in-
cident.

The player DRS says: “If
the umpires believe that the
captain or batsman has re-
ceived direct or indirect in-
put emanating other than
from the players on the field,
then they may at their discre-
tion decline the request for a
Player Review.

“In particular, signals
from the dressing roommust
not be given.”

Smith’s admission
The BCCI’s decision to first
urge the ICC to take cognis-
ance of the event was based
on Smith admitting that he
had asked for the dressing
room guidance after being
declared leg before by um-
pire Nigel Llong and that he

had suffered a “brain fade”
at that point.

What got the goat of the
Indian team, captain Virat
Kohli and the team manage-
ment was that neither Llong
and fellow on-field umpire
Richard Illingworth nor
Broad decide to take serious
note of the sequence of
events in which Smith and
Handscomb were involved
and report it to the ICC.

Reason for complaint
The decision to lodge a com-
plaint with the ICC was taken
in consultation with the
Committee of Administrators
(CoA) after the ICC issued an
official statement that no
charges had been laid
against any player under the
ICC Code of Conduct, spe-
cifically in relation to Steve

Smith and Virat Kohli.
“The Indian team felt that

the umpires, match-referee
and the ICC refused to take
note of the incident and act
upon it and hence it was de-
cided to lodge an official
complaint.

They did not want any
player to be victimised, but
felt aggrieved that the match
officials did not do their
duty,” said a BCCI official
closely involved with all the
action that took place on
Thursday.

Sources revealed that at
least one among the four in
the CoA wanted restraint
from all sides, but things
were set into motion to bring
an end to the prevailing ‘bad
blood’ situation following
Sutherland’s visit to the BCCI
office.

Was CA in the know of
the unsporting act?
Not known if Sutherland had to conide anything to Johri

G. Viswanath

MUMBAI

de Villiers back on
top of ODI rankings
DUBAI

A.B. de Villiers has regained
the top spot in the latest ICC
rankings for ODI batsmen
after leading the list of
run-scorers in the recent
series against New Zealand
which his side won 3-2. The
star South African batsman is
on 875 points, four points
ahead of David Warner and
23 clear of Virat Kohli in the
rankings released on Friday.
ANI

IN BRIEF

Australia’s hopes of victory
in the bitterly-fought series
against India suffered a
severe blow on Friday when
pace spearhead Mitchell
Starc had to head home
with a stress fracture to his
right foot.

Team physio David
Beakley said Starc felt pain
in his right foot during Aus-
tralia’s 75-run defeat in the
the second Test in
Bengaluru which has failed
to subside since the match
ended on Tuesday.

“We made the decision to
scan his foot in Bengaluru
this morning and unfortu-
nately it has revealed a
stress fracture,” Beakley
said in a Cricket Australia
statement.

Starc, who is also one of
the world’s leading all-
rounders, would “return
home to Australia to start
his rehabilitation” and
therefore “be unavailable
for the remainder” of the
four-match series, Beakley
added.

Replacement soon
Selectors would name a re-
placement “in due course”,
the statement said.

The 27-year-old Starc is
the second Australian to be
ruled out of the series
between the world’s top
two sides after Mitchell
Marsh had to return home
following a deterioration of
a long-running shoulder
injury.

Starc has been hampered
by injuries during his career
but he has emerged as a key
player for his side in all
formats of the game and is
ranked in the world’s top 10
in both Test and ODI
cricket. He was also named
recently in the International
Cricket Council’s Test team
of the year (ICC).

Ahead of the series, In-
dian captain Virat Kohli
singled out Starc as the tour-
ists’ dangerman, saying he
“is a world-class bowler”.

“He has learnt the art of
reverse swing and bowling
with the old ball as well. It’s
amazing to see, the way he
has developed his skills,”
Kohli added.

Starc has suffered a num-
ber of injury setbacks dur-
ing his career, including in
September when he
suffered a leg wound which

required 30 stitches by col-
liding with training equip-
ment during a practice
session.

He also spent six months
on the sidelines after frac-
turing his foot in the his-
toric day-night Test in Ad-
elaide against New Zealand
in November 2015, before
then undergoing ankle sur-
gery. He returned to play a
starring role on Australia’s
tour of Sri Lanka, where he
took 24 wickets at an aver-
age of 15.16.

To return home to start his rehabilitation

Starc out of India series
with foot fracture

Agence France-Presse

NEW DELHI

Big blow:Mitchell Starc’s campaign has been cut short. AFP

Trevor Hohns confirmed as
Aussie chief selector
SYDNEY

Trevor Hohns was named as
the chairman of Australia’s
cricket selectors on Friday
after steadying the ship as
caretaker chief following a
string of defeats last year.
Hohns, who took over as
caretaker chairman when Rod
Marsh quit following an
embarrassing home series
defeat to South Africa, joins
Greg Chappell, Mark Waugh
and coach Darren Lehmann
on the four-man panel. AFP

Former West Indies cap-
tain Richie Richardson will
be the match referee for
the remaining two India-
Australia Tests to be played
at Ranchi (March 16 to20)
and Dharamshala (March
25 to 29).

Ian Gould (England) and
Chris Gaffaney (New Zeal-
and) will be the on-field
umpires at Ranchi with
Nigel Llong as the TV um-
pire. Marais Erasmus
(South Africa) and Gould
will be the on-field um-
pires with Gaffaney as the
TV umpire at
Dharamshala.

A day before the first

day of the Ranchi Test,
Richardson will have some
work to impress upon the
two captains Virat Kohli
and Steve Smith to main-
tain and play in the spirit
of the game, following the
Bengaluru incident in-
volving Smith.

A joint statement issued
by BCCI and CA has said
that “the two captains will
meet prior to the Ranchi
Test and commit to lead
their teams by example
and play the rest of the
series, in the right spirit,
demonstrating that the
players from both teams
are true ambassadors for
their respective coun-
tries.’’

Match referee Richardson
tomeet both captains
Special Correspondent

MUMBAI

Richie Richardson
FILE PHOTO

Opener Soumya Sarkar
scored his second half-cen-
tury of the match as
Bangladesh kept its faint
hopes of saving the first Test
against Sri Lanka here on
Friday.

Set a daunting target of
457 for victory, Bangladesh
reached 67 for no loss before
bad light brought an early
end to the fourth day with
the visitors still needing 393
for an improbable win on
the final day.

Leading the charge
Soumya, who made 71 in the
first innings, led the charge
with an unbeaten 53 while
his opening partner Tamim
Iqbal took the unusual role
of an anchor and was batting
on 13 at stumps.

The day’s play ended 14

overs early as thick clouds
hovered over the ground,
much to the frustration of
the hosts who were desper-
ate to hammer home their
advantage by clinching a
wicket in the final session.

The umpires called off
play after Asela Gunaratne
conceded three runs off his

first ball that was declared a
rare back-foot no ball, leav-
ing him with the rare figures
of 0-0-3-0. Sri Lanka de-
clared its second innings at
274 for six just five overs into
the session, after Upul Thar-
anga hit his third Test cen-
tury and second against
Bangladesh.

Weather may hold the key on the inal day

Agence France-Presse

Galle

Big ask for Bangladesh

His returns, particularly at
the international level,
hardly do justice to the im-
mense potential in him.
Some careers are perplex-
ing.

Dinesh Karthik had agon-
ised over missed opportunit-
ies. Now the ghosts from the
past are buried as he eyes fu-
ture with a refreshed mind-
set. “I dream of playing for
India again,” says the 31-year-
old Tamil Nadu cricketer.

Interestingly, he is not
looking at the wicketkeeper-
batsman position alone. “I
have done enough to be con-
sidered a specialist batsman
for the country too. For In-
dia, I have batted from No. 1
to 7.”

Shot-selection has been
the key to Dinesh Karthik’s
re-emergence as a
game-changer.

“My core game has im-
proved with belief, planning,
and execution. My defence
was always good, it is just
that I am building my in-
nings in a better manner

now, picking the right
strokes,” he said.

A short-statured power-
house of a batsman, particu-
larly strong square of the
wicket, Karthik, gauging the
conditions and the attack,
patiently builds a platform
these days before launching
into bowlers.

Top performer
His recent run for Tamil
Nadu in the Vijay Hazare
one-day competition saw
him top the averages in the
league phase with an aston-
ishing 99.25. Karthik batted

from the right hander bet-
ter,” he said.

Karthik has been around
for a long time — he played
his maiden First Class match
in 2002-03 and made his
Test debut in 2004.

He had his moments such
as producing a brave 63 as
opener against an incisive
South African pace attack
that included, Steyn, Ntini
and Pollock in the Cape
Town Test of 2007. Then he
made 91, again as opener, at
the expense of an English at-
tack spearheaded by James
Anderson, at the Oval the
same year.

Behind the stumps,
Karthik displayed flashes of
brilliance if not consistency.

Although his primary job
is to make runs and keep
wickets, Karthik has now put
his hand up for a specialist
batting slot in the Indian
team.

Often explosive with the
willow, he has now learnt to
temper his aggression. This
quick-footed batsman is bat-
ting with both solidity and
flair.

No. 4 for the State, made 397
runs at a strike-rate of 115.07.

Earlier, Karthik caught the
eye in the Ranji Trophy with
704 runs at 54.15. In a season
where he also played his
100th Ranji match for Tamil
Nadu, Karthik made runs on
testing wickets, in tough situ-
ations, absorbing pressure.

Beneficial time
Time spent with the street-
smart Mumbai all-rounder
Abhishek Nayar proved be-
neficial for Karthik.

“We talked a lot about
preparation, on mindset,
about doing the same
routine again and again,
things you do off the field,
and ticking all the boxes.”

The 31-year-old Karthik is
also giving importance to his
’keeping. “I have been train-
ing under former India
’keeper Sameer Dighe,” he
revealed.

There were times in the
past when he struggled
while ’keeping to left-arm
and leg-spinners.

“Now, I am able to ’keep
to the ball spinning away

Dinesh Karthik stakes claim for India slot
Says he’s done enough to be considered a specialist batsman

S. Dinakar

Chennai

Dinesh Karthik.
BISWARANJAN ROUT

Sri Lanka — 1st innings: 494.

Bangladesh — 1st innings: 312.

Sri Lanka — 2nd innings: D.
Karunaratne c Mahmudullah b
Taskin 32, U. Tharanga b Me-
hedi 115, Kusal Mendis c Taskin
b Shakib 19, D. Chandimal (not
out) 50, A. Gunaratne b Shakib
0, N. Dickwella c Liton b Me-
hedi 15, D. Perera c Liton b
Mustafizur 33; Extras: (b-2,
lb-1, w-6, nb-1): 10; Total (for
six wkts decl. in 69 overs): 274.

Fall of wickets: 1-69, 2-134, 3-

198, 4-199, 5-222, 6-274.

Bangladesh bowling: Roy 7-0-
34-0, Mehedi 20-1-77-2,
Mustafizur 9-4-24-1, Shakib
25-2-104-2, Taskin 8-0-32-1.

Bangladesh — 2nd innings:
Tamim Iqbal (batting) 13, Sou-
mya Sarkar (batting)53; Extras
(nb-1): 1; Total: (for no loss in 15
overs): 67.

Sri Lanka bowling: Lakmal 6-3-
8-0, Perera 5-0-24-0, Herath
4-0-32-0, Gunaratne 0-0-3-0.

SCOREBOARD SRI LANKA V BANGLADESH FIRST TEST

Sri Lanka vs Bangladesh:
1st Test: TEN 3 & TEN 1 HD,
9.30 a.m.
I-League: TEN 2, 4.30 p.m. &
7 p.m.
Badminton: All-England
championships, STAR Sports
2 & HD 2, 5.30 p.m.

TV PICKS

Olympic silver medallist
P.V. Sindhu failed to over-
come World No. 1 and top
seed Tai Tzu Ying of
Chinese Taipei and
crashed out of the All Eng-
land badminton Champi-
onship with a straight-
game loss in the quarterfi-
nals of the Super Series
premier event here on Fri-
day.

Also exiting was Saina
Nehwal, seeded No. 8, who
gave the No. 3 seed Sung Ji
Hyun of Korea a tough fight
before bowing out 22-20,
22-20.

World No. 5 Sindhu,
who had beaten Tai Tzu en
route to her Rio Games sil-
ver, was erratic and
couldn’t break the defence
of the Chinese Taipei shut-
tler, who won 21-14, 21-10 in
34 minutes at the Barclay-
card Arena.

Saina and
Sindhu exit
Press Trust of India

Birmingham
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The Upanishads teach the disciple to observe and appreci-
ate the external world so that one goes beyond it to look for
the creator. The priority of Brahman the creator to the
world is brought out by the statement that Existence or Be-
ing alone was in the beginning. “This wonderful thing, this
whole thing that we see and we can conceive is Pure Exist-
ence,” says Uddalaka to Svetaketu in the Chandogya Upan-
ishad.

Drawing from this statement, Vidyaranya makes it clear
that Brahman alone exists always, irrespective of whether
creation exists or not. The acharya clears many doubts and
explains this truth using simple logic and reasoning in Pan-
chadasi, pointed out Sri Goda Venkateswara Sastrigal in a
discourse. From his exposition, it is clear that being well
versed in Vedanta and also a keen observer of all that is in
the world, he is endowed with the wisdom to cull what is ne-
cessary and ignore the unwanted. Brahman is seen in the
process of creating an entirely sensory world which is an as-
sortment, blend and combination of the senses and gunas.
Basically the five elements, space or sky (Akasa), air, fire,
water and earth, constitute the world. Each of these ele-
ments has special qualities, sabda, sound, sparsa, touch,
roopa, form, rasa, taste and gandha, fragrance, respectively.
The five senses of knowledge enable one to cognise the ob-
jects of the outside world. Their presence is subtle and can
be inferred from their functions which are possible by the
five organs of action, the ears, the skin, the eyes, the tongue
and the nose by which one is able to hear, touch, see, taste
and smell. More important is the powerful internal organ,
mind, which dictates the thought, word and deed of an indi-
vidual. Vedanta teaches how to harness all these faculties
that generally tend to move outwards to realise the eternal
Truth of Brahman and the Self.

FAITH

The world and its Maker

Woods skips Palmer event,
rehab continues
ORLANDO

Tiger Woods will miss next
week’s Arnold Palmer
Invitational in Florida as he
continues back rehabilitation,
he announced on Thursday.
The news comes a month
before the Augusta Masters.
The 14-times Major champion
Woods, who has hardly
played since a major back
surgery in 2015, gave no
indication on when he might
return to competition. REUTERS

Guptill to undergo
rehabilitation programme
WELLINGTON

New Zealand opener Martin
Guptill will undergo a six-
week-long strength and
conditioning rehabilitation
programme before returning
to the field. Guptill suffered
hamstring strains to both
legs during the 2016-17
summer and, following
medical consultation, will
miss the remainder of the
New Zealand domestic
season and the beginning of
the 10th edition of the Indian
Premier League (IPL). ANI

IN BRIEF

Djokovic is hungry
INDIAN WELLS

Novak Djokovic, even after his
2016 Australian Open victory
more than a year ago,
indicated he could feel the
young players keen to muscle
in on the game’s ‘Big Four’,
coming. He told reporters
that wolves running up the
hill are hungrier than the wolf
at the top. “I guess I’m one of
the wolves going up now, and
I’m hungry,” Djokovic said on
Thursday. AFP

Glenn Maxwell
to lead KXIP
NEW DELHI

Australian all-rounder Glenn
Maxwell on Friday replaced
Indian batsman Murali Vijay
as Kings XI Punjab captain
ahead of the upcoming Indian
Premier League (IPL),
beginning April 5. The IPL
franchise made the
announcement on social
media. PTI

Goel meets athletes for
Winter Games
NEW DELHI

A strong Indian contingent of
90 athletes, 23 coaches, and
three other officials, bound
for the World Winter Games
in Ramsau, Austria, from
March 14 to 25, has been fully
funded by the union sports
ministry.
In a send-off function on
Friday, Krishan Pal Gurjar, the
Union Sports Minister Vijay
Goel stated that the
government was spending
about ₹1.5 crore on the
contingent.
Goel also wished the athletes
to do well.

BENGALURU: Anantara, who has
beenwell prepared, is expected to
score in the F.K. Irani Memorial
Trophy (1,400m), the feature
event of the races to be held here
on Saturday (March 11).
False rails (width about 7.5m from
1,600m to the winning post) will
be in position.

1 ARDENT KNIGHT TROPHY (Div.
II), (1,200m),maiden 3-y-o only,

(Terms), 1-45 p.m.: 1. Aleef (3) K.
Mukesh 55, 2. Apalachee (7) P. Tre-
vor 55, 3. Kvasir (2) Srinath 55, 4.
Limato (11) P.P. Dhebe 55, 5. Master
OfWar (9) P.S. Chouhan 55, 6. Rum
Runner (8) I. Chisty 55, 7. Piccola
(10) Suraj Narredu 53.5, 8. Princess
Rumela (1) A. Sandesh 53.5, 9. Pur-
ity (4) S. John 53.5, 10. Smile Of
Peace (6) Khurshad Alam 53.5 and
11. Zip Code (5) Vinod Shinde 53.5.
1. RUM RUNNER, 2. APALACHEE, 3.

KVASIR

2 MEKEDATU PLATE (1,400m),
rated 00 to 20, 2-15: 1. Air Dan-

cer (4) Shobhan 60, 2. Skybound
(12) A. Imran Khan 59, 3. Slightly
Blonde (2) Darshan 58.5, 4. Cap-
tain Calm (10) A. Ramu 57.5, 5. Re-
semblance (1) K. Mukesh 57.5, 6.
MissWonder (6) M. Kumar 56.5, 7.
Fioroloco (8) Irvan Singh 55.5, 8.
Claire (3) Kiran Naidu 54.5, 9.
Dontworrymonday (7) Sahanawaz
54, 10. Apollo Creed (9) Adarsh 52,
11. Brindani (5) B. Nayak 52 and 12.
Braveheart (11) P.P. Dhebe 51.5.
1. SKYBOUND, 2. CAPTAIN CALM, 3.

SLIGHTLY BLONDE

3 ARDENT KNIGHT TROPHY (Div.
I), (1,200m),maiden 3-y-o only,

(Terms), 2-45: 1. Afrikaner (1) P.
Trevor 55, 2. Automatic (5) Suraj
Narredu 55, 3. Brooklyn Supreme
(2) P.P. Dhebe 55, 4. Casey (6) S.
John 55, 5. Dont Dilly Dally (7)
Jagadeesh 55, 6. Amberlino (10) R.
Marshall 53.5, 7. Astrild (4) Irvan
Singh 53.5, 8. Glittering Gold (3) K.
Mukesh 53.5, 9. Mansuetude (8) I.
Chisty 53.5, 10. Regal Realm (11)
Sahanawaz 53.5 and 11. Rosebrook
(9) KhurshadAlam53.5.
1. AUTOMATIC, 2. DONT DILLY

DALLY, 3. AFRIKANER

4 ICEBREAKER PLATE (Div. II),
(1,400m), rated 15 to 35, 5-y-o &

over, 3-15: 1. Blazing Faith (3) P. Tre-
vor 60, 2. Dancing Princess (1) P.S.
Chouhan 58.5, 3. Surnaturel (4)
Ashok Kumar 58, 4. Cannes (10)
Suraj Narredu 57.5, 5. Romantic
Haven (2) S. John 56.5, 6. Atlantic
City (9) A. Ramu 55, 7. Emancipa-
tion (6) I. Chisty 55, 8. Helios (11)
Sahanawaz 55, 9. Repsol (5) M. Ku-
mar 54.5, 10. Sudha (8) Adarsh 52
and 11. Kiraathaka (7) P.P. Dhebe
51.5.
1. BLAZING FAITH, 2. EMANCIPA-

TION, 3. KIRAATHAKA

5 KARWAR PLATE (1,200m),
rated 15 to 35, 3-45: 1. Harley

Quinn (2) T.M. Prashanth 60, 2.
New Era (11) Md. Akram 59.5, 3.
Country’s Bloom (1) A. ImranKhan

59, 4. Kasauli (6) P.P. Dhebe 57.5, 5.
Noble Emperor (4) M. Kumar 56.5,
6. Tudor Prince (9) S. Babu 56.5, 7.
Brunesco (—) (—) 55.5, 8. Sidi
Bamba (5) K. Mukesh 55.5, 9. Hid-
den Deal (8) Irvan Singh 55, 10.
Nijlon (7) Nazerul Alam 55, 11. Vis-
ion Of The Sky (10) Sahanawaz 5
and 12. Rock Steady (3) Khurshad
Alam54.5.
1. KASAULI, 2. COUNTRY’S BLOOM,

3. ROCK STEADY

6 F.K. IRANI MEMORIAL TROPHY

(1,400m), rated 60 & above, 4-
15: 1. Baracchus (3) A. Sandesh 61,
2. Russian Link (11) A. Imran Khan
56.5, 3. Rafa (1) P.S. Chouhan 55.5,
4. Taqdeer Ka Badshah (4)
Sahanawaz 55.5, 5. Bonfire (5) K.
Mukesh 55, 6. Areca Wonder (2)
Jagadeesh 54, 7. Amazing Redd (12)
Irvan Singh 53, 8. Anantara (8) I.
Chisty 52.5, 9. Zucchero (9) Janard-
han P 52, 10. Emidio (6) P.P. Dhebe
51.5, 11. Emperador (7) P. Trevor
51.5 and 12. Splendid Splasher (10)
P. Surya 51.
1. ANANTARA, 2. SPLENDID

SPLASHER, 3. RAFA

7 BHAGAMANDALA PLATE

(1,800m), rated 45 to 65, 4-45:
1. Escala (3) Suraj Narredu 60, 2.
Back Of Beyond (5) P. Trevor 59.5,
3. Sagrada (1) A. Ramu 59, 4. Exem-
plar (6) S. John 57.5, 5. Legacy
Dream (2) Srinath 57, 6. Masada (7)
Rayan Ahmed 56.5, 7. Fresh Start
(4) A. Imran Khan 56, 8. Czar Rule

(9) R. Manish 55.5 and 9. Balian (8)
A. Sandesh 55.
1. LEGACY DREAM, 2. ESCALA, 3.

BACKOF BEYOND

8 ICEBREAKER PLATE (Div. I),
(1,400m), rated 15 to 35, 5-y-o &

over, 5-15: 1. Just Fabulous (3) S.
John60, 2. Artorius (1) A. Velu 59.5,
3. Tea Wid Me (11) P.S. Chouhan
59.5, 4. All Thats Nice (2) Rayan
Ahmed 59, 5. Amazing Desire (6)
Suraj Narredu 58.5, 6. Perfect
Queen (10) M. Kumar 58.5, 7.
Princeazeem (5) P. Trevor 58, 8.
Brunaldo (7) Anjar Alam 58, 9.
Summer Star (4) A. Ramu 57.5, 10.
Karod Pati (9) Srinath 56.5 and 11.
Secret Prayer (8) Sahanawaz 54.5.
1. PRINCEAZEEM, 2. AMAZING DE-

SIRE, 3. TEAWIDME

9 TUNGABHADRA PLATE

(1,600m), rated 30 to 50, 5-45:
1. Frenemee (4) Rayan Ahmed 60,
2. GoldenDiamond (1) RajeshBabu
59.5, 3. Tuscano (3) A. Imran Khan
57.5, 4. Love Is Life (5) Praveen
Shinde 56.5, 5. Super Strong (2)
Kiran Naidu 56, 6. Sands Of Time
(6) M. Prabhakaran 55.5, 7. Turf
Tactics (9) Irvan Singh 55, 8.
Fractals (10) P. Surya 54.5, 9. Only
Prince (8) Suraj Narredu 54 and 10.
Attractive Bay (7) Sahanawaz 51.
1. FRACTALS, 2. ONLY PRINCE, 3.

TUSCANO

Day’s best: PRINCEAZEEM
Double:AUTOMATIC—ANANTARA

Jkt: 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9; Tr (i): 1, 2 and 3;
(ii): 4, 5 and 6; (iii) 7, 8 and 9.

Anantara for F.K. Irani Memorial Trophy

South Africa —1st innings: 308.
New Zealand —1st innings: T.
Latham c de Kock b Philander
10, J. Raval c Elgar b Maharaj
52, K. Williamson c de Kock b
Rabada 130, R. Taylor (not out)
15, H. Nicholls c Amla b Maharaj
12, J. Patel c du Plessis b Phil-
ander 16, J. Neesham c de Kock
b Morkel 7, B-J. Watling b Ma-
haraj 50, M. Santner c Maharaj b
Morkel 4, N. Wagner c Duminy b
Maharaj 32, T. Boult b Maharaj
2; Extras: (lb-8, nb-2, w-1) 11;
Total (in 114.3 overs): 341.
Fall of wickets: 1-15, 2-117, 3-
165, 4-184, 5-193, 6-277, 7-297,

8-304, 9-324.

South Africa bowling: Rabada
30-7-92-1, Philander 27-11-
67-2, Morkel 24-6-62-2, Maha-
raj 28.3-7-94-5, Duminy 5-0-
18-0.

South Africa —2nd innings: S.
Cook c Watling b Boult 0, D. El-
gar (batting) 12, H. Amla (bat-
ting) 23; Extras: (lb-3): 3. Total:
(for one wkt. in 18 overs): 38.

Fall of wicket: 1-0.

New Zealand bowling: Boult 4-
2-6-1, Wagner 4-1-8-0, Santner
5-2-6-0, Patel 5-2-15-0.

SCOREBOARD NEW ZEALAND VS SOUTH AFRICA, FIRST TEST

Dean Elgar and Hashim
Amla had given South Africa
a slender lead over New Zea-
land at the end of the third
day of the first Test on Fri-
day, which was disrupted for
30 minutes by a fire alarm at
University Oval.

While the umpires
planned to extend the day’s
play for nearly an hour to
make up for the delay, bad
light forced New Zealand to
bowl its spinners on a Du-
nedin pitch that was offering
variable bounce and turn.

Amla had contributed 23
runs and Elgar 12 to South
Africa’s 38 for one when the
light was finally deemed in-
sufficient, an overall lead of
five runs. Stephen Cook was
the only batsman to fall.

New Zealand had a 33-run

first innings advantage when
it was bowled out for 341
after tea.

The host had ground out
its lead on the back of cap-

tain Kane Williamson’s 16th
Test century (130) and a 13th
half-century (50) for B-J Wat-
ling. Keshav Maharaj took
five wickets.

Williamson joined injured
team-mate Ross Taylor in
second place on the all-time
list for Test centuries for
New Zealand behind Martin
Crowe, who scored 17.

The host had been
bogged down by South
Africa’s bowlers in the
middle session after the Pro-
teas took the second new
ball.

Williamson scores his 16th Test ton
Kiwi skipper’s century gives the host a 33-run irst innings lead
REUTERS

WELLINGTON

Castled: B-J Watling’s citadel is breached by a Keshav Maharaj
special. AFP

Italy’s Paolo Lorenzi
downed Robin Haase of the
Netherlands to book a
second-round meeting with
third-seeded Swiss Stan
Wawrinka in the ATP/WTA
BNP Paribas Open on
Thursday.

Canadian qualifier Vasek
Pospisil defeated Taiwan’s
Lu Yen-Hsun 6-7(6), 6-4, 6-3
to earn a clash with Murray,
while France’s Jeremy
Chardy beat Moldovan qual-
ifier Radu Albot 7-6(2), 6-2 to
book a meeting with eighth-
seeded Austrian Dominic
Thiem.

Meanwhile, former wo-
men’s World No. 5 Eugenie
Bouchard’s 2017 struggles
continued, where she fell in
the first round to Germany’s
Annika Beck. Beck made the
most of Bouchard’s errors to
dispatch the Canadian 3-6,
6-2, 6-2.
Important results: First round:

Men: Vasek Pospisil bt Lu Yen-
Hsun 6-7(6), 6-4, 6-3; Adrian
Mannarino bt Juan Monaco
6-3, 6-7(5), 6-1; Karen
Khachanov bt Tommy Robredo
6-1, 7-5; Martin Klizan bt Thi-
ago Monteiro 7-6(6), 6-3; Fa-
bio Fognini bt Konstantin
Kravchuk 0-6, 7-5, 6-4; Paolo
Lorenzi bt Robin Haase 6-4,
6-3; Alexandr Dolgopolov bt
Viktor Troicki 6-1, 6-4; Bjorn
Fratangelo bt Bernard Tomic
6-2, 6-2; Jeremy Chardy bt
Radu Albot 7-6(2), 6-2.
Women: Julia Goerges bt Ajla
Tomljanovic 7-5, 6-2; Annika
Beck bt Eugenie Bouchard 3-6,
6-2, 6-2; Sara Sorribes bt Eka-
terina Makarova 6-4, 6-2; Peng
Shuai bt Lesia Tsurenko 6-2,
2-6, 7-5; Lucie Safarova bt Lara
Arruabarrena 6-3, 6-2; Jelena
Jankovic bt Irina Falconi 6-2,
3-6, 6-3; Varvara Lepchenko bt
Yaroslava Shvedova 4-6, 6-2,
6-4; Andrea Petkovic bt Vania
King (USA) 6-0, 2-0 (retired).
Doubles: Sania Mirza & Barbora
Strycova bt Julia Goerges &
Jelena Ostapenko 6-3, 6-4.

Beck packs of
Bouchard
Lorenzi downs Haase to move up
Agence France-Presse

Indian Wells

ON COURSE: Annika Beckmade themost of Eugenie
Bouchard’s errors to beat the Canadian. AFP

Reeth Rishya (IOC) beat
fourth-ranked Pooja Sahas-
rabudhe of ONGC to hand
IOC a 3-2 victory over
ONGC and the women’s
title in the Indian Oil PSPB
inter-unit table tennis at
the Nehru indoor stadium
here on Friday.

The results (finals):

Stage II: Men’s team: ONGC
bt BPCL 3-0 [G. Sathiyan bt
Soumyajit Ghosh 11-5, 11-7, 7-
11, 11-9; Harmeet Desai bt
Sanil Shetty 11-8, 9-11, 11-9,
11-1; A. Amal Raj bt Ronit
Bhanja 11-6, 11-7, 8-11, 11-5].

Women’s team: IOC bt ONGC
3-2 [Manika Batra bt Pooja
Sahasrabudhe 11-7, 11-6, 11-5;
Reeth Rishya lost to Madhur-
ika Patkar 11-8, 11-6, 12-14, 4-
11, 8-11; Krittwika Sinha Roy
lost to Ankita Das 11-13, 7-11,
11-7, 7-11; Manika Batra bt
Madhurika Patkar 11-8, 8-11,
11-2, 13-11; Reeth Rishya bt
Pooja Sahasrabudhe 6-11,
11-4, 9-11, 11-4, 11-8].

Reeth gives
IOC the title
Sports Reporter

CHENNAI

His brilliance on field not-
withstanding, experienced
midfielder Gurbaj Singh con-
tinues to be ignored by those
responsible for selectionmat-
ters in Indianhockey.

The 33-member group of
men’s probables announced
by Hockey India on Friday
has once again given Gurbaj
the cold-shoulder even as it
included 11 members from
the recent World Cup-win-
ning junior side.

With chief coach Roelant
Oltmans preparing for a new
four-year cycle targeting the
2018World Cup in India and
the 2020 Tokyo Olympics,
the list is expected to form
the core of the Indian team.

Gurbaj, the highest paid
Indian in the Hockey India
League (HIL), had been one
of the few positives for Ran-
chi Rays. Even though Olt-
mans had stressed on HIL

performances being import-
ant for selections, the omis-
sion of the 28-year-old clearly
indicates that he continues to
be out of favour despite being
among the fittest and most
skilful players in the country
at themoment.

Besides Gurbaj, some
prominent names are also
conspicuous by their ab-
sence.

The biggest of them is that
of experienced defender V.R.
Raghunath, who not only led
Uttar Pradesh Wizards to a
third-place finish in the HIL
but was also part of the lead-
ership group in the National
side for thepast fewyears.

Raghunath, however, had
apparently indicatedhiswish
to take a break after playing
non-stop for the past few
years, informing Oltmans
about the same and keeping
his options of returning
open.

Incidentally, Oltmanswas

also theUPWcoach.
Also missing is midfielder

Devinder Walmiki, who
played an important role in
Kalinga Lancers lifting the
HIL title this year, andDanish
Mujtaba, both part of the In-
dian side at theRioOlympics.

While defender Birendra
Lakra finds a place despite
not being match fit and still
recovering from his surgery
last year, Amit Rohidas has
been rewarded for his rock-
solid defending for Lancers.
Former captain Sardar Singh
and Rupinderpal Singh have
managed to retain their
places despite a below-aver-
age outingduring theHIL.

Apart from the Azlan
Shah, the team would also
prepare for the Hockey
World League semifinals in
London in June.

The National camp would
begin in Bengaluru from
March 15 to prepare for the
Azlan Shah Cup in April, the

first outing for the Indian
team in 2017.

The players would be
joined by new strategy coach
Hans Streeder and scientific
advisor Scott Conway.

The core group:

Goalkeepers:Akash Chikte, P.R.
Sreejesh, Vikas Dahiya, Suraj
Karkera.

Defenders: Dipsan Tirkey,
Pardeep Mor, Birendra Lakra,
Kothajit Singh, Surender Kumar,
Rupinderpal Singh, Harman-
preet Singh, Jasjit Singh Kular,
Gurinder Singh, Amit Rohidas.

Midfielders: Chinglensana
Singh, S.K. Uthappa, Sumit, Sat-
bir Singh, Sardar Singh, Man-
preet Singh, Harjeet Singh,
Nilakanta Sharma, Manpreet,
Simranjeet Singh.

Forwards: Ramandeep Singh,
S.V. Sunil, Talwinder Singh,
Mandeep Singh, Affan Yousuf,
Nikkin Thimmaiah, Gurjant
Singh, Akashdeep Singh, Lalit
Upadhyay.

Gurbaj continues to be ignored
Raghunath andWalmiki missing from the core group

Uthra Ganesan

NEW DELHI

Top seed Prajnesh Gun-
neswaran battled past
Vishnu Vardhan 7-6(4), 6-4
in the semifinals of the
$15,000 ITF Futures tennis
tournament at the BSP ten-
nis complex here on
Friday.

In the final, Prajnesh
will play second seed Sri-
ram Balaji who outclassed
the finalist of last week in
Guwahati, Sami Reinwein
of Germany, for the loss of
three games.
The results:

Singles (semifinals): Prajnesh
Gunneswaran bt Vishnu Vard-
han 7-6(4), 6-4; Sriram Balaji
bt Sami Reinwein (Ger) 6-1,
6-2.

Doubles (final): Sriram Balaji
& Vishnu Vardhan bt Alexan-
der Centenari (US) & Sami Re-
inwein (Ger) 6-2, 6-4.

Prajnesh to
take on
Sriram Balaji
Sports Bureau

BHILAI

The Boxing Federation of In-
dia (BFI) has announced a
10-member squad for the
Chemistry Cup interna-
tional event to be held in
Halle, Germany, from March
13 to 18, 2017.

The squad: Amit (49kg),
Deepak Singh (52kg), Akshay
Kumar (56kg), Ankush Dahiya
(60kg), M.M. Thomas (64kg),
Duryodhan Singh Negi (69kg),
Jaideep (75kg), Reyal Puri
(81kg), Gaurav Chauhan
(91kg), Parveen Kumar
(+91kg).

Boxing squad for
Chemistry Cup
Special Correspondent

Kolkata

Young left-handed wicket-
keeper-batsman Agniv Pan
has been included in the
Bengal squad for its Vijay
Hazare Trophy knockout
matches to be held in Delhi.

Pacer Mohammed Shami
has been named in the side.
He will play only if he is
cleared by the NCA.

Bengal will play its
quarterfinal match against
Maharashtra on March 15.
The squad:

Manoj Tiwary (captain),
Shreevats Goswami, Sudip
Chatterjee, Abhimanyu
Easwaran, Abhishek Raman,
Anustup Majumder, Agniv Pan,
Pankaj Shaw, Pragyan Ojha,
Aamir Gani, Ashoke Dinda,
Sayan Ghosh, Kanishk Seth,
Ishan Porel, Mukesh Kumar.

Agniv in Bengal squad
Special Correspondent

Kolkata
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Thunder dominate Spurs
OKLAHOMA CITY

Russell Westbrook had his
31st triple-double of the
season to help Oklahoma City
Thunder beat San Antonio
Spurs 102-92 in the NBA on
Thursday.
Other results: Lakers 122 bt
Suns 110; Traiblazers 114 bt
76ers 108 (ot); Clippers 114
bt Grizzlies 98; Pistons 106
bt Cavaliers 101. AGENCIES

IN BRIEF

Motorsport legend John
Surtees passes away
LONDON

John Surtees, the only person
to win World Championship
in two- and four-wheeler
racing, died here on Friday.
The 83-year-old Brit won
seven motorcycle
championships (350cc and
500cc categories) before
going on to clinch the 1964
Formula One World
Championship with Ferrari.

England: J. Roy c Holder b
Joseph 17, A. Hales c Nurse b
Joseph 110, J. Root c C. Brath-
waite b Joseph 101, J. Buttler b
Holder 7, E. Morgan b Nurse 11,
B. Stokes c K. Brathwaite b
Holder 34, Moeen Ali c & b
Joseph 0, C. Woakes c Bishoo b
Holder 13, L. Plunkett run out
11, A. Rashid run out 9, S. Finn
(not out) 2; Extras (b-1, lb-3,
w-8, nb-1) 13; Total (in 50
overs): 328.

Fall of wickets: 1-27, 2-219, 3-
232, 4-249, 5-263, 6-264, 7-
304, 8-304 , 9-317.

West Indies bowling: Holder
10-1-41-3, Joseph 10-0-76-4,
Bishoo 5-0-44-0, C. Brath-
waite 10-0-56-0, Nurse 8-0-
57-1, Carter 4-0-28-0, K.
Brathwaite 3-0-22-0.

West Indies: K. Powell c Hales
b Finn 6, E. Lewis c & b Woakes

0, K. Brathwaite c Hales b
Woakes 5, S. Hope c Root b
Plunkett 16, J. Mohammed b
Plunkett 10, J. Carter c Stokes
b Finn 46, J. Holder c Buttler b
Plunkett 0, C. Brathwaite lbw b
Stokes 7, A. Nurse c Plunkett b
Woakes 6, D. Bishoo c Roy b
Rashid 10, A. Joseph (not out)
22; Extras (b-4, lb-1, w-9) 14;
Total (in 39.2 overs): 142.
Fall of wickets: 1-7, 2-8, 3-13,
4-32, 5-45, 6-45, 7-75, 8-87,
9-113.
England bowling: Finn 10-1-
35-2, Woakes 8-1-16-3, Stokes
7-2-27-1, Plunkett 8-2-27-3,
Moeen 5-0-27-0, Rashid
1.2-0-5-1.
Toss: West Indies.
Man-of-the-Match: A. Hales.
Man-of-the-Series: C. Woakes.

England won by 186 runs to
clinch the series 3-0.

SCOREBOARD WEST INDIES-ENGLAND, THIRD ODI

among those finishing the
second round before dark-
ness forced suspension of
play for 150 minutes.

Owing to the backlog of
66 golfers looking to finish
their first round, the second
round began concurrently at
the available tees. Once all
the first round cards were in,
Horsey topped the heap at
six-under 66. Chowrasia,
one-under last evening when
bad light halted play, fin-
ished at par and shared the
25th spot.

But the second round
presented contrasting exper-
iences for Chowrasia and
Horsey. Chowrasia, the only
player to shoot a sub-70 card
this day, birdied the 11th,
14th, 15th, fifth and eighth
holes before missing another
one on the ninth hole. He
reached 14 greens in regula-
tion and needed 13 putts —
one more than the preceding
round — to complete the
round for a one-stroke lead.

“My hitting was really
good and some putts
dropped, that’s why I made
five-under. This is no doubt a
difficult course, so I just fo-
cused on hitting it straight.

Conservative in his ap-
proach, S.S P. Chowrasia be-
nefited hugely by sticking to
discipline and eventually
carded a five-under 67 for a
one-stroke lead after the
second day of the $1.75 mil-
lion Hero Indian Open here.

The defending champion
seemed to be playing on a
different course as sub-par
rounds continued to be at a
premium. When several
more illustrious players
struggled to find pars, Chow-
rasia birdied five times dur-
ing his bogey-free display.

As things stand now, with
66 players yet to finish their
second round, Chowrasia’s
two-round tally of 139 kept
him a stroke ahead of first-
round leader David Horsey
who went two-over on Fri-
day.

Anirban Lahiri, trying to
make amends for his first-
round 76, was one-over after
six holes. Chiragh Kumar
and S. Chikkarangappa
stood at four-over for two
rounds. As though the
course was not tough
enough, lightning-forced
delay for the second straight
day added to the golfers’
woes. But, Chowrasia was

My putter was going well
today. I made a couple of
putts. A great putt on the fifth
(from 25 feet) and the eighth
(from 20 feet)... they were
tough putts.

“I’m getting used to the
course, but I’m still learning.
Two more days and I’ll try to
keep learning how to play this
(course),” said the leader, re-
flecting on the round.

Horsey followed his flaw-
less 66 with a 74. Though he
moved to seven-under after
finding a birdie on the fourth,
a double bogey on the follow-
ing hole pulled him down.
Thereafter, a bogey on the
eighth, where he four-putted,
dented his confidence. On the
back-nine, his birdies on the
12th and 15th were negated by
bogeys on the 13th and 18th.

Talking about the double-
bogey on the fifth hole,
Horsey said, “It’s tough, yeah.
It’s a long, island green. It was
about 170 today, but I hit it in
the bunker and three-putted.

“Then I four-putted the
eighth hole and missed a
short one on nine. So, I
wasted three or four shots
there on the greens.”

Since many players are yet
to finish round two, the third
round on Saturday will not
commence before 12.30 p.m.

Disciplined approach: S.S.P Chowrasia carded a ive-under 67 on a day when the illustrious players
struggled for a sub-par round. STUART FRANKLIN/GETTY IMAGES

Chowrasia takes lead
66 players yet to inish round two

Rakesh Rao

Gurugram INDIAN OPEN

England’s Alex Hales (110
from 107 balls) and Joe Root
(101 from 108 balls) struck
centuries as the tourist
cruised to a series sweep
with a massive 186-run vic-
tory over West Indies in the
third and final One-Day In-
ternational at the Kensing-
ton Oval on Thursday.

England, sent in to bat,
amassed 328 in exactly 50
overs before restricting the
West Indies to 142 in 39.2
overs for its biggest ever win
by runs over the Caribbean
side.

Opener Hales and Root
put on 192 for the second
wicket, a record for England
against West Indies, on an
uneven pitch.

England sweeps series
Hales and Root score centuries
REUTERS

BARBADOS

Alex Hales. GARETH COPLEY/
GETTY IMAGES

The BCCI senior selection
committee named B. Apa-
rajith as captain with
Ankush Bains as his deputy
for the Emerging Cup tour-
nament in Dhaka. The ju-
nior selection committee
chose 25 probables for the
under-19 camp, who will
train at the NCA.

Team for Emerging Cup: Abhi-
manyu Eswaran, Prithvi Shaw,
Shubham Gill, B. Aparajith (C),
Hanuma Vihari, Virat Singh,
Shivam Chowdhary, Ankush
Bains (vice-captain/wk), Rahul
Chahar, Mayank Dagar, Amir
Gani, Aswin Crist, K.R. Sashik-
anth, Kamalesh Nagarkoti, and
Kanishk Seth.

NCA under-19 camp prob-
ables: Prithvi Shaw, Shubman
Gill, Himanshu Rana, Mun

Jose, Riyan Parag, S.
Radhakrishnan, Priyam Garg,
Mayank Rawat, Salman F.
Khan, Harvik Desai, Het Patel,
Swapnil Fulpagar, Abhishek
Sharma, Anukul Roy, Kamalesh
Nagarkoti, Yash Thakur, Shivam
Mavi, Ishan Porel, Vivekanand
Tiwary, Akash Sen Gupta, Dar-
shan Nalkande, Rahul Chahar,
Shiva Singh, Harsh Thaygi,
Bhagat Varna.

Sports Reporter

Chennai

B. Aparajith.

Aparajith to lead

Bhambri advances
ZHUHAI (CHINA)

Yuki Bhambri got past
Agustin Velotti of Argentina
6-1, 2-1 when his opponent
retired in the $50,000
Challenger men’s quarterfinal
match. Yuki will play top seed
Evgeny Donskoy of Russia in
the semifinals.
The results: $50,000
Challenger men, Zhuhai,
China: Quarterfinals: Yuki
Bhambri bt Agustin Velotti
(Arg) 6-1, 2-1 (retired).
$15,000 ITF women, Sharm
El Sheikh, Egypt:
Quarterfinals: Julia
Wachaczyk (Ger) bt Sai
Samihitha 6-0, 6-0.

Europa League favourite
Manchester United secured
a 1-1 draw on a threadbare
pitch at Rostov, while Olym-
pique Lyonnais beat AS
Roma 4-2 helped by a fine
individual goal from Nabil
Fekir in the last 16, first-leg
ties on Thursday.

The results: Rostov 1
(Bukharov 53) drew with Man
United 1 (Mkhitaryan 35).

Lyon 4 (Diakhaby 8, Tolisso
47, Fekir 74, Lacazette 90+2)
bt Roma 2 (Salah 20, Fazio 33).

Schalke 1 (Burgstaller 25)
drew with Monchengladbach 1
(Hofmann 15); Celta Vigo 2
(Wass 50, Beauvue 90) bt
Krasnodar 1 (Claesson 56).

Rostov holds United
REUTERS

ZURICH
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Twelve-year-old Janet Sylva
of Gambia wants to be a
doctor when she grows up.
She made the statement
with a broad grin one that
surgeons in New York gave
back to her after removing
from her mouth one of the
largest tumours they’d ever
seen.

The 2.7-kg benign tumour
was about the size of a can-
taloupe. It prevented Janet
from eating, and her breath-
ing had become so difficult
that doctors were afraid she
might die within a year if
nothing was done.

“It made her a prisoner in

her own body,” said Dr.
David Hoffman, a U.S. sur-
geon, who became aware of
Janet’s plight last year after
doctors in Senegal reached
out to international health
groups for assistance.

She had stopped going to
school and wore a scarf
around her face to hide the
massive tumour.

Armen Kasabian, chief of
plastic surgery at North
Shore University Hospital in
Chicago, led the team in
performing the delicate op-
eration, which not only in-
volved removing the tu-
mour but also rebuilding
her jaw by using part of a
bone from her leg.

The growth in her mouth weighed 2.7 kg

Associated Press

New York

Girl gets smile back
after tumour removal

Ray of hope: Elissa Montanti, left, of the Global Medical Relief
Fund, with Janet Sylva, who is recovering from surgery. AP
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Australia’s Great Barrier Reef
is experiencing an unpreced-
ented second straight year of
mass coral bleaching, scient-
ists said Friday, warning
many species would struggle
to fully recover.

The 2,300-km reef
suffered its most severe
bleaching on record last year
due to warming sea temper-
atures during March and
April.

Bleaching is once again
occurring, the government’s
Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority said after an
aerial survey off Australia’s
eastern coast on Thursday.

“Regrettably, the temper-
atures have been high on the
Great Barrier Reef this sum-
mer as well and unfortu-
nately (we) are here to con-
firm... a mass coral

bleaching event for the
second consecutive year,”
the Authority’s reef recovery
director David Wachenfeld
said.

“And importantly, this is
the first time we’ve ever seen
the Great Barrier Reef
bleached two years in se-

quence. We’ve seen heat
stress build since
December.”

Widespread impact
The agency said more
bleaching was being ob-
served in the central part of
the reef, which last year es-

caped widespread severe
bleaching. The 2016 bleach-
ing was more severe in the
northern areas of the bio-di-
verse site.

The back-to-back occur-
rence of widespread bleach-
ing also meant there was in-
sufficient time for corals to
fully recover, Neal Cantin
from the Australian Institute
of Marine Science said.

“We are seeing a decrease
in the stress tolerance of
these corals,” Mr. Cantin ad-
ded in a statement.

“This is the first time the
Barrier Reef has not had a
few years between bleaching
events to recover.

Bleaching occurs when
abnormal environmental
conditions, such as warmer
sea temperatures, cause cor-
als to expel tiny photosyn-
thetic algae, draining them
of their colour.

Amass coral bleaching again
Great Barrier Reef threatened by heatwave for second consecutive year

Agence France-Presse

Sydney

No time to recover: Corals drained of colour in the Great
Barrier Reef under threat from climate change. AFP/BIOPIXEL

George A. Olah, whose work
won a Nobel Prize in chem-
istry and paved the way for
more effective oil refining
and ways of producing less
polluting forms of gasoline,
has died at age 89.

Olah died on Wednesday
at his Beverly Hills home, ac-
cording to the University of
Southern California’s Loker
Hydrocarbon Research Insti-
tute, of which he was the
founding director. No cause
of death was provided.

Olah’s research brought
him the 1994 Nobel Prize in
chemistry for his ground-
breaking study of the un-
stable carbon molecules
known as carbocations.

“Distinguished professor

George Olah was a true le-
gend in the field of chem-
istry,” USC president C.L.
Max Nikias said.

Influencing generations
“His pioneering research
fundamentally redefined the
field’s landscape and will in-
fluence its scholarly work
for generations to come.”

The Hungarian govern-
ment offered its condol-
ences for Olah, who fled
Hungary during a 1950s So-
viet crackdown on dissent.

“The country has lost a
great patriot and one of the
most outstanding figures of
Hungarian scientific life,”
said Janos Lazar, chief of
staff to Prime Minister
Viktor Orban.

Olah received the Nobel
Prize for his work on super-
acids, research that led his
observation of carbocations
an unstable, fleeting chem-
ical species that he dis-
covered how to stabilise
long enough to study its
properties. The University of
Southern California is plan-
ning a campus celebration
of his life at a later date.

He won the honour for study of unstable carbon molecules

Associated Press

Los Angeles

George A. Olah

Chemistry Nobel winner
George Olah dies at 89

Mark Zuckerberg on
Thursday revealed that
Facebook’s first family is
growing, with a baby sister
on the way for his one-
year-old daughter. “We are
all better people because of
the strong women in our
lives — sisters, mothers and
friends,” Mr. Zuckerberg
wrote on his Facebook
page. “We can’t wait to
welcome our new little one
and do our best to raise an-
other strong woman.”

Zuckerbergs
expecting
second girl
Agence France-Presse

San Francisco

Priscilla Chan andMark
Zuckerberg. REUTERS




